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from the seat of Government, giving data
of members and the time these acts
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HYMN.
[Written by Mr Whittier for the opening of the
nternational Exhibition, Pliladelphia, May 10, 1876.
tappears in the June Atlantic, where Mr. Paine'’s
pusic, composed expressly for it, may be found.]
Our fathers’ God! from out whose hand
The centuries fall like grains of sand, *
‘We meet to-day, united, free,
And loyal to our land and Thee,
To thank Thee for the era done,

where

Of rended bolt and falling chain,
To grace our festal time, from all
The zones of earth our guests we call.
Be with us while the New World greets
The Old World thronging all its streets,
Unveiling all the triumphs won
:
By art or toil beneath the sun;
And unto common good ordain
This rivalship of hand and brain.

Thou who hast here In concord furied
The war flags of a gathered world,
Beneath our Western skies fuliil
The Orient’s nilsson of good-will,
Aud, freighted with love's Golden Fleece,
Sent back its Argonauts of peace.

de

old-home.—

the State,

and we have

south, on either

so

like silver threads, go on their winding
way, and empty into the San Francisco
bay at the head of the valley. The day

beautiful ;

loom, is sprinkled among the pines; the

'hite blossoms of the dog-wood
the

ere are
looms.

grand

rivals

The springtime is

flutter

botanical

arden, and at the Agricultural

grounds,

for our

shy

and

purest

fickle,

the

Id winds still sigh as summer
apoaches, but the birds sing, and
to-night
Wwhip-poor-will gave us the
centennial
bunet of *76.
T'were useless to dream long.
Sentipent does not thrive without
an effort,
hen the excitement of invest
igations
inate in trials for forfeiture
of trust.

ne of the most important questions
be.
re the Senate this week has been
to demine
whether W. W: Belknap,
the
Pspondent before that court, was
amen-

le to trial by impeachment. The
scene
the Senate during the first days of this

Purt Wereas brilliant as court scenes
are
fPPosed to be. Costumes must have been

Otten up especially for these ‘occasions,
the dress circle extended the whole
“na
of the gallery.

One flutter of fans, one breath
of per6, one

glitter of opera

glasses

and

Pring hats all a-bloom] with. bouque
ts,

° eager faces and strained eyes peerin
g
Wards every

door for Mr, Belknap's
ap-

france, made g graphic

proture:

The

porters’ gallery was almost entirely
ocbled
by gentlemen. 1 noted among
| ladies Miss Mann, Miss Jones, Miss
Pbinson, Mpg, Tompson and Olive
LoI. These ladies are all vigorous writ“andthe gentlemen who sometimes
tl that the Jadies are out of place
in the
Porters’ galleries should look well
to

"Ir laurels Jest somebody shall win a

"t bough to adorn her brow.

May 4th, the Senate considered the;

éstion of impeachment,

Messrs. Lord,

4k, Blair, and Carpenter argued at

"¢ length, when

at five o'clock the

"“% adjourned to reassemble at 12. 80,
0th, ns & court of impeachment;

"Itor Conkling, who is one
‘of the
ilar candidates for nomination to the
ential office, is in dur esteem
one

side.

Two

was fine, and I was charmed

and

pastures

were

covered

only hasty
by. Fields

with wild

flowersin countless varieties and all colors

but the yellow seemed to predominate, so
that the uplands and far-off hills appear-

ed fringed wit gold.

Fields of waving

grain nod in the sunlight, with fruit trees
on every side, white with blossoms,
and

giving promise of an abundant harvest,
Cottages and church spires rise above
masses of foliage, together with the mount-

ains farther back, forming a very beautiful

panoramic picture.
Virgin fields are
being broken in many directions, and from
the cur windows the rattle of the building
hammers is faintly heard * all along the

line.”

New homes, and some of them fine

ones, are springing up on every hand,
Two hours’ ride brings us to the flourish-

ing city of San Jose, the county

seat, sit-

uated in the midst of this lovely plain,
having a population of 15,000, with wide
streets, crossing each other at right angles,
bordered by large numbers of shade trees.
Within the city's limits are several parks,
so that the city, viewed from a distance,
appears almost hidden in a wilderness of
shrubbery. A home-like feeling possesses
you the moment you enter the place,
which seems to be the center of peace and
plenty. There is no hurry or bustle. The
people are social and try to make you feel
at home, when you come, and you will
not

care to

hasten

away.

June in New England.

April represents

Our windows are

open wide, and we sit inhaling the balmy
air, as it comes in laden with the breath of

roses.

The nights are

cool, but not cold.

As the season advances it is a few degrees
warmer in the middle of the day, but is
never excessively hot,—the thermometer
rarely rising above 85° or 90°. The city
is ‘supplied with an abundance of pure
water, brought in pipes from the mountians. There are some fifteen churches—

viz., 8 Presbyterian, 8 Methodist, 2 Catholie, Congregational, Episcopalian, Unitarian, Baptist, Quaker, Jewish synagogue

and Chinese.

It hasa good police force,

board

of

three

lines of street cars, two

trade,

good

fire

department,

daily and

two weekly papers} woolen mill, foundries

and

machine’ shops, planing

mills, flour

country.

A

safe

. 1 & noble representative of our
Lent, the people may safely trust
186 to this leading peer iu the poWena,
President, yesterday, responded by

10.8 request of the House

as to

drying

and

preserving

fruit

establishments,

where fruits, brought in from the country,
are dried by artificial heat, and prepared
for Eastern markets, Tt has a court house

: that cost $200,000, a public library of 4,000
volumes,

excellent

schools

society. . The State Normal
’

and

good

hundreds

of acres

of straw-

Yesterday, the

was

Bg di

long train of excursionists, coming from

San Francisco, files out

from

the

depot,

with banners flying and drums beating,

and march through ‘the town to some one
of the parks, owhed by private parties, and
where the day is given up to dancing and
beer drinking, all of which has a demorahzing influence in the community.
The
majority of the citizens are opposed to excursions coming here on Sunday, and it is
hoped steps will be taken to prevent the
day from being desecrated.
L. J. B.

EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES,

"4

THE GREAT STORM.

The most extensive hurricane known

for years in the Westoccured on Saturday

the 6th inst,, carrying destruction in its
track.

Commencing

Kansas, at 3 o'clock in

at

Leavenworth,

the

morning

the

storm swept on through Missouri and
Illinois striking Chicago at 5 o'clock ».

M. There, in the central southern portion of the city, the storm was very severe and the distruction great: Among

the chief objects of destruction

were

the

Cook county hospital, the great Mich.
Southern and Lake Shore railroad freight
completely taken off,

the inmates

for a time

of the building was

exp gy

to the beati

demolished

and sey-

eral workmen buried in the ruins, none

of whom, however, strange to

killed.

say,

were

The “crib” at the ‘head of the

tunnel for water supply, two miles out in

the lake, suffered severely, but the shipping generally escaped. Among the incidents of the tornado was the lifting of
an entire passenger train on the Ill. Cen-

tral railroad near Neoga bodily from the
track, and the injury of two or three of

the passengers.

So far as known but one

person was killed outright during the
storm in Chicago, though one or two

others are in a precarious

this writing.
$500,000.

condition

Swasmmaron MATTERS,
In consequence of continued ill-health

think

we have occasionally succeeded in getting
it out. This is a good opportunity to remark that in all probability no other country excels ours in the worth and ability

of its religious press.

If we had nothing

else to show at our Centennial,

our prog-

ward the extracts.

lay

ress in this respect would be a good
basis for a celebration. But to bring for-

We first

our

hands om the Golden Rule, which is main-

taining itself really well, and is contending valiantly for a broad, free and gen
erous acceptance of the faith once delivered to the saints. We sometimes wonder

A DYNAMITE EXPLOSION,
The dynamite stored on the Palisades
in Jersey City exploded on Sunday night
week, with terrific noise. About 5000
houses were more or less damaged. For
a radius of two miles reports come in
that dwellings and buildings had been
more or less damaged, and a majority
had their windows destroyed.
The loss

in Jersey City will reach $70,000,

andn

Hoboken $10,000.
RIOTOUS PROCEEDINGS AT SALONICA.,

in the air,

The scene

day, was

and sun

along

Fair.

Witnesses summoned here to
doubtful

character, and in not

the people

a

ety
Lo

tes

| fore the sev

stancesit has:

the fon:

Carriages of every description were

rattling over tlie road pell-mell,

30
9

they

the former. It
thought thatin this
particular instarice both of these fellows
told the truth for once.

dpg

The opening exercises were conducted in passed by the : House, calling for informathe space between the Main Building and tion from the Executive.as to how much’
Memorial Hall, where platforms had been and how many of his public and official
acts were transacted away from the seat
put up.
There were present the President,
of
Government? The message is terse and
all the Cabinet, the judges of the United
explicit and though dignified, is courteous
States Supremé
Court, the Diplomatic
Corps, a large representation from the and statesman-like, there runs through it’
members of Congress, the Governors of nevertheless a view of keen satire. Phe
President understands that this meddleMaine, Massachusetts, New York, New
some House intended this resolution ass
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
Jebuke to him for being absent from the
Wisconsin, and Michigan.
The army and
seat of government during the recesses of:
navy were largely represented.
The numCongress and he tells this flippant Black-ber of distinguished visitors who occupied
seats on the platform was so large that I burn and his confreres in courteous terms
that it is none of their business if he does
will not attempt to name it.
It was a brilliant gathering, and when, at spend a few months at Long Branch og
elsewhere during the interims’ between the
quarter-past
ten,
Thomas’s
Orchestra
sessions of Congress. This Blackburn was
struck the first notes of ‘ The Washington
March,” every one seemed to feel a thrill a rebel general during the war, and is a
brother of that Doctdr Blackburn whoequal to the occasion.
The national airs
proposed to send into the North during our
of seventeen different countries were playtroubles clothing infected with small-pox,
ed, the last being * Hail Columbia,”—when

minutes a perfect din ensued,
Then came
the Centennial March, composed by Wagner, which was followed by a fervent
prayer by Bishop Simpson:
After the conclusion of the prayer, a chorus 1,000 strong
rose and sang Whittier's grand, solemn
hymn,

producing

such

an

effect

as

was

sometimes witnessed at the Boston Jubilee.
The grand harmony of all these voices,
rising, falling, like the ancient choral
chants, swelling in rich accented volume
across the shorn lawns, and holding a multitude hushed, was
something
seldom
heard.
The President of the Finance Committee followed with the presentation of
the buildings to the Commission; then the

music and wordsof the Cantata; then the
presentation of the

Joseph

R.

Exhibition by General

Hawley

to

President

Grant,

who responded in a fitting speech of about
five minutes’ length, and finally declared

the Exhibition opened.

THE NUMBER
After the conclusion

PRESENT.
of these

cholera, and yellow fever.

the people turned their attention to the
many buildings and their contents.
Up to
five o’clock there were constant streams of
visitors coming in at the several gates, and
there appeared to be no falling off from the
throng wherever one chanced to look.
An
approximate idea only of the rumber of
visitors cotild be reached yesterday, owing
to the fact that the counting up of the ad-

Right thinking:

people of all parties commend the Presi: dent for his reply to this insolent and ime
pertinent resolution of an ex-rebel general.
IMPEACHMENT.
The question discussed for several days
before the impeachment court which has
the conduct of the late Secretary of War
under consideration is one of jurisdiction:

Able arguments

-

have been made by Bel-

knap’s counsel, Messrs. Montgomery Blair,..
Matt. Carpenter and Jere. Black, and also:
by the managers onthe part of the House.
By far the most able argument delivered
by the managers was the lucid, able aad
legal opinion of the Hon. Geo. F. Hoar: from the Worcester District, Massachusetts.
He was listened to throughout with
rapt attention.
On Monday the arguments. were closed on both sides.
Judge Black
made the concluding plea. The Senate will.
take

time to consider this question

and de-

termine whether they can impeach an offi: >
cer after he has resigned and’ his resignation

exercises,

The

held
Watchman congratulates -Massa- | t'the latter's official residence.—Three
Honor

LY

him for his dred families,
who took refuge in Austria,

|

concentrate attention upon them.

An at-

tempt to take in the whole at one visit in a
bird’s-eye fashion will prove a hopeless en
deavor,
Those, however, who must ‘content themselves with a single visit, we ad-

{
}
k
bo
H{
i

The report of these proceedings will be hugely voluminous.
The cost, however,
of printing these large volumes will be & +
heavy sum, all of which the people must

were making merry, and all were bent upon
the one destination.
Around the main entrance to the grounds the crowd had grown
very large by eight o'clock, but everything
foot. Some good may come out of these
proceeded in an orderly manner and there investigations
provided in the future betwas no confusion whatever. The invited ter men are placed
in power and position...
guests were admitted first, and then (at It-should
have this result and it is devoutly :
9 o'clock) every one who presented his hoped it will.
.
fifty-cent note was allowed to pass through
oy
THE MESSAGE.
the gate.
It was believed that 80,000
The President has sent a message to the
people had entered by 10 o'clock.
House
in answer to a resolution introduc- !
'
ed by a Mr. Blackburn, of Kentucky, and:
THE EXERCISES.

the masses raised such a shout that for five

ot

a few

that

is

accepted.

next Monday.
THE

The

question

comes

up-

CENTENNIAL.

Washington is almost depleted of its+
official dignitaries, and all are off to theOn Saturday week, a serious riot took
Centennial.
The President and Cabinet,
place in Salonica, European Turkey, bethe Judges of the Supreme.Court, and the:
tween
if it is not trying to make some slight
the Christians and Mahometans.
Court of Claims, the members of both .
improvements on that faith, as originally The trouble arose from the fact that a
Houses of Congress,
and most-of the.offidelivered, but perhaps that is all a whim. Christian girl wished to become a Mahomcials connected with this branch of-thae.
There is no discount on its words in be- etan, She was forcibly taken from her’
government, ‘the foreign. ministers
and
half of political reform. They ring like Turkish friends by the Greeks. During missions was not completed. The num- diplomats and a very large . number of pristeel bells.
“The man for the times the riot the French and German consuls bers most generally agreed upon, however, vate citizens are all gone.to Philadelphia... were from 250,000 to 800,000.
must be not only honest from a higher were assassinated by the Mahometans.
Excursion
DOM PEDRO.
motive than policy—honest innately, be- It is reported that the disturbance was in- trains were run from various parts of the |
The Brazilian Emperor has made 4s & =
country, and there was a large number of visit.
cause it is right and he is righteous—but stigated by the American consul.
He arrived in Washington on Sun-.. Eng. visitors from different
sections. The horse- day morning; went directly
land,
he must be irreproachable in his public
France, Russia, Austria and Italy
to the Arling- .railway accommodations, of which there ton, took
his breakfast, and then attended
record, and correct in his political tend- have despatched war vessels to the scene
has been no little boasting, proved to be
St. Matthew’s Catholic. church, and after
encies and personal affiliations.”
of the massacre.
: entirely
inadequate for the occasion.
A church roamed about town, visited the Capo
m——
A RIOT IN CHICAGO.
large number of persons were forced to
itol and other places of public resort. He
he Illustrated Christian Weekly disQuite an extensive riot occurred at walk out to the grounds, and a still larger has been on the go all the time since his:
cusses the answers-to-prayer questions in Chicago on Monday, the 8th inst. The number were forced to walk in even after arrival and has made a very
thorough ex--.
4 non-committal sort of a way, but still men employed in the lumber district to dark. Rather than suffer such inconven- amination of our public
buildings, libraries, .
very effectively. It relates the incidents, load and ‘unload vessels ‘‘struck” for fence, the visitors will probably prefer the art galleries, ete.
and leaves the reader to draw the con- higher Wages,and assembled to the num- hotels in the immediaté vicinity of the
He is a fine looking man, apparently a"
grounds to those in the city.
clusions. For instance. The baby was ber of two or three thousand to
keen observer of men and things.
forcibly
He
seriously sick. The ‘only medicine was prevent the new men from workin
makes a favorable impression wherever he
MISCELLANEOUS.
g at
prayer.” But by and by baby bean to the price offered. The police quelled
goes.
He has no public receptions and
the
It is too early yet to prophesy the Eximprove, and now is wholly well. Here disturbance promptly without
serious hibition a great success, but the inaugura- allows no one to fawn upon or flatter him.
is the application: “We draw no conclu- bloodshed, though several shots
His visit to the President was purely x .
were tion certainly took place under the most
private call as one gentleman might calk ©
sion; we do not say that God heard and fired by the officers.
favorable augpices.
Every arrangement
upon another.
answered prayer; if the scientist says it
There were no set speech- +
]
MINOR EVENTS,
was carried jout satisfactorily, and every
es and the time was spent in social con- :
was all due to a robust constitution and a
Further troubles are anticipated among one appeared
pleased with the results.
versation:
mother’s ceaseless Vigilance of love, we the miners of Massellon, Ohio, and
\
Whether the large number in attendance
. ry are prepar. ing the
On the whole the Dom is a very sensible:
do not debate with him. But ‘this much Governor and milita
for vil continu
i e, remains an open question ;
The crowd was not drawn wholly from the individual, pays his own bills and only de...
we do say, if we had called in any other any emergency that may
occur.——Four
physician as we called in God, and our passengers were fataly and sight seri- city and environments, but from every part sires to be let alone that he may, pursue: at.
ously injured by the elevator aceident at of the country; and there is every reason his option Ris own business.and: pleas.
child had recovered, we should have gone
Jersey
City on Monday evening.——The to believe that the throng will increase and ure.
to the same doctor again.”
SECRETARY BRISTOW.
railroad companies are still at variance multiply. The exhibits, of course,
;
are not
with each other.——The Michigan Re- all arranged yét,
The
scanda
l mongers
have let Mr: nor is the work on the
Here is a bit of good philosophy from publicans send unpledged delegates to ground
and upon the many minor buildings Blaine rest for a few days and are now
national convention.
the Examiner and Chronicle :"
The theNewspap
completed.
We have found a .
So the most favorable time to pursuing Mr. Bristow.
ers in France are now granted
church which systematically and thorough.
the fullest erty. — Tho London Times come here will be in the course of five or defaulter in the Louisville Custom House.
ly reports its condition year by year to its Paris correspondent says
that the project six weeks. The way to ‘‘ do” the Exhibi- and have also found,so the story. runs, that
brethren, is haunted by a desire to make of. 4 orierty diplomatic conference
on | tion most profitably will be, after the first Mr. Bristow’s father-in-law is om this
its condition, year by year, better worth Turkish affaird begins to be seriously en - general inspection, to take-up the several rogue’s bond. Mr. Miles, Mrs. Bristow's
tertained.——The approaching conference departments in the order
reporting.”
of their impor- father having dled and left her a legacy
between Prince Gortschakoff, Count An.
tance or interest to each individual, and which is now involved or must be given up
drassy and Prince Bismarck will be

ousand iron workers of Sheftield, EngSchool is Jo- chusetts on having a Governor who could’
ber of Executive official ots; ‘or. cated hero, which
‘has
‘a
who were on a strike, have resumsland,
noble
lookin
g velo the late bill ' modifyg existing
Were performed at a distance ‘buildin
ed work at reduced wages.——Six hun.
| just
g completed at a cost of liquor: laws:
We,

BOUND

at

The loss is estimated at

Speaker Kerr has decided to resign his
present position in the House, and to reOur columns have lately been so crowd- tire entirely
frcm Congress if he then
ed that we have hardly found room for fails to impro
ve.——The House special
the usual extrac
fromts
our
«commi
on the
tte
Mississe
ippi levees have
| That, no doubt, has been something of
agreed to report a bill appropriating $4,a deprivation to our readers, because 200,000,
of which $1,800,000 is for Louisthere is always something really good in
iana, and $1,280,000 for Arkansas.
the most of our exchanges, and we

expected

x

that rhyme about going to Donnybrook

storm and causing much suffering. Th e
freight depot was a brick structure and
said to be the largest of its kind in the
world under one roof. About 200 feet of

Indeed, San Jose is a New England”

EXHIBITION,

v miles to thy Exhibition Groun

ity of the fature. But to return to
San
Jose.
There are many fine business
blocks and elegant residences, with an appearance of thrift and prosperity on every

city that has sprung up in this California
valley, in a garden of roses.
;
I see but one feature here that needs
correcting, which is this: Every Sabbath
‘morning the locomotive is heard, and a

long

THE

spired
| shine; and the city was awake at an early
proved
to be very bad.
hour’ and on the tip-toe of expectation. |
|
turers and ¢¢
By-and-by the clouds cleared away, and the
a sample of these
day bid fair to be bright and beautiful.
| Flags were flying everywhere; thousands
of people were hurrying to and fro; music
hot believe the latter un

depot and the immense spire of Grace
Episcopal church. The roof of the hospital was

side.

OF

ushered in with alternate clouds

country. Raisin grapes are cultivated
very extensively, and ultimately the uplands will be covered with vineyards.
Hops and tobacco pay well, mulberry

ld
"roe

with the de-

lightful scenery, catching
glimpses as we flew swiftly

and

trees thrive, and silk culture is a possibil-

small rivers,

10st dignified, stately and grand mills, four breweries (I am sorry to say),
| ‘peven carriage factories, and two

. utatives of this

wheat,

berries, are among the productions of this

long and fifteen miles wide, level, with a
high mountain range, running north and

The forest
are sa | | —orange, red, crimson,
purple, with the
most delicate shades of pink and blue—
in

other kind of fruit, large or small), barley,

It is about seventy-five miles

The red-wood, all a-

ke so many flags; and

The soil is very rich, and everything grows
luxuriantly.
Apricots, plums, peaches,
pears, cherries, grapes (and almost any

Washington

entered the beautiful and fertile valley of
the Santa Clara, the finest and richest in

{ay-flowers and violets have .made us
ream of childhood, and now, one passng down Pennsylvania Avenue will
neet the rich and the poor, the elegant
ud the plainly dressed, carrying bouquets
flilacs, and with every sniff of their
pdor Memory jogs backward to the days
the

Row,

cars at San Francisco, on the Southern
Pacific R. R., going southward, and soon

It would be pleasaiitto weave intodines
{ thought out-of-door scenes. The trail-

t

nearly the whole of the valley, was
$31,322,426, with a population of 30,000.

OPENING

Wasmveron, D. C., May 10, 1876:
It is generally known that many

PunADELPEIA; May 11, 1876,
;

THE

miles

built from the base to the summit is completed.
Three years ago, the assessed valuation
of Santa Ciara County, which embraces

SAN Jose, May 1.
THE SANTA CLARA VALLEY.
On the morning of April 21, I took the

Wasmivatow, D. C., §
May 5, 1876.

parvel of beauty.

of

of the sea, and eighteen

from the city. The Observatory will be
erected as soon as the road now being

OALIFORNIA.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE,

before

the level

Bessie Beech.
She
.

PN
ore

never

exhibition

.

be built on Mount Hamilton, the highest
point of the coast range, 4,400 feet above

guests present, but will at this time only

Oh,make Thou us, through centuries long,
In peace secure, in justice strong;
Around our gift of freedom draw
The safeguards of Thy righteous law;
And, cast Ip some diviner mold,
Let the new cycle shame the old!

aid it was

the

In

The greatest future feature of San Jose
is the Lick Astronomical Observatory, to

name Madam Bouliunie,the-acqomplished
lady who so largely represents our Centennial interests for this District.

art and labor met in truce,
beauty made the bride of use,
thank thee; but, withal, we érave
austere virtues strong to save,
honor proofto place or gold,
manhood never bought nor sold!

pg arbutus has bloomed,

Without their entailing the vices of

Artists made as fine a display as one could
wish. The landscape scenes were many
of them taken from Rock Creek, and presented artistic views about the city.
There were rare gems evincing the skillful taste and touch of our fore artists.
Added to the exquisit collections om exhibition there was an amateur club of musicians whose singing and playing delighted guests. I should like in this letter to name some of the distinguished

Whose echo 1s the glad refrain

| WASHINGTON

wit

~

mountain streath. A magnificent avenue,
one hundred feet wide, leads from the city
to the foot hills contiguous to it.
;

Mr. Sargent said we had all

their elegant receptions in ¥ernon

Here, where of old, by Thy design,
The fathers spake that wordof Thine

oners.

the vicinity is a mountain gorge, widening
into valleys of from one to eight acres in
extent, and through which flows a beautiful

presented by various Senators.
Last evening Our Art Club gave one of

And trust Thee for the opening one,

For
For
We
The
The
The

be held as public pleasure grounds.

the Chinese. Further, they despoil our
poor of employment by their low prices
for labor. They defy reform or missionary effort, and not more than one out of a
hundred are ever reached and these assume the robe of piety to enable them to
kidnap our women.
A lengthy discussion ensued, and several suggestions as
to modifying the code of legislation was

17, 1876.

memorial

asking for the release of the Fenian pris-

four hundred acres, owned by the city, to

in out power now to restrain our young

men

1¢'| have asked permission to return to their vise to brush up thelz
geo
homes in Herzegovina.——One
d forgotten branches
and sight members of the House hundre
of Com- before coming. Seta
mons
have already signed the

brated, and included within a tract of

demands

them here, and transport to our shores
the lowest of all slaves. The Chinese
are propagating curses that will endanger

if paid strictly

See the last

that

some legislation. Their degrading practices are not left at home. They bring

A. H,

n 8t., Chicago, 11,

Terms + $3.00 per year;
IN ADVANCE,

Rev.

ys

last session, the greater portion of whom
were girls. Seven miles from the city
several sulphur springs that are quite

hia foreign element into our country has

hould be addressed to the Editor,

BOSTON MA]

$250,000, situated in the center of a park
of twenty-seven acres. About four hundred pupils were in attendance during the

presented a terrible picture of Chinese
slavery and prostitution. The influx of

» whom all letters on business, remittances of mon-

STAR,

i

VOL. LL

to meet the demands of the defaulting collector's deficiency. It is alleged that
My>Bristow is trying to cover mp the af ir. and’ so

save

his

wife's

The story lacks authentication,

patrimony. =

en

}|

|f

first ; for the two penal events as closely

resembled each other as the two sins.
and te keep back part of the price of the Notice afew suggested things, however:
+ land? While it remained was it not thine (1) The danger of combining to do evil.
own? and afier it was sold was it not in That act does not divide the guill, but
thine own power? Why hast thou con- multiplies the criminals.
One of the
. ceived this thing in thine heart? thou hast temptations and perils of youth is to unite
(1) with companions in deeds that the youth
not lied unto men, but unto God.”
suggesthe
to
attributed
is
‘The falsehood
alone. would never undertake. (2) We
-+ion of Satan, the liar and father of liars. onght not to place this sin on a
Notice the word * filled,” level with common deceptions.
Jobn 8:44.
It was
as again employed by Luke to express a deception attempted on the apostles of

- strong influencé exerted on the mind. (2)
instigation to lie against

The

{3host came from Satan,

Ananias did

_ Anpanias.
purpose

wersary,”

. means,

but the act from

not conceive this

of himself, but Satan,

as the

word

the Holy

in the

the

-* ad-

Hebrew

was the author of the design.

:_Ananias was free to do or vesist the evil
suggestion, and chose the latter course.
‘He became the willing tool of Satan.

Christ, lying unto the Holy Spirit ; and so
a more atrocious sin

than other forms

of

falsehood.
(8) The reason of this severe
judgment was in part that thus it might
be known that in the Christian church not
a dead Christ, but the living, omnipotent
Christ was working.
This judgment,

therefore, proved on a new side the truth
which the apostles preached about their
Lord. It was another design of this

All sin whatever the source of incitements judgment to teach believers te be sincere,
stoi, all sin whether suggested by the and help plant the church on righteous«world, the flesh or the devil, all sin how- ness as its foundation. The whole lesson

ever seductive its voice in wooing the
‘hands to commit it will be charged to the
" saseount not of the'tempter, but of the sinLet
mer ‘who yields to the temptation.
the teacher make his class to see this fact,
“The youth of our Jand, men of business,
officers of corporations, trustees, rulers
may well listen to this plain trath. No
. man can shake off the responsibility for
.. his own deeds. (8) The apostles, filled
with the Holy Ghost, disciples and advo-

cates of Jesus,

representatives in their

avork of a cause divine, agents then and
ambassadors of God, receive this act as

Noah

should lead us to

pray,

‘‘ Keep back thy

servant also from presumptoous sins.”
Many a teachér who is faithful to his
scholars so long as they remain in his
class, feels no respomsibility for them
when they have once passed out from the
Sunday school.
Other teachers, again,
are unwilling to lose the hold they have
acquired on their scholars, and are careful to keep up correspondence with them
even for a series of years. Such teachers
should. be ‘counted
worthy of double
honor,” as those who persevere univ the

end.

A gratifying illustration of fidelity

hour and the people’s

be

second

Let us do our own things.

in our best way,praying over everything,
and then-Tet others think and judge as
they please. If we are really benevolent,
and Christslike, we shall be sufficiently
understood and appreciated at last. The
very persous sometimes, who were angry
at our course, may become our fast
friends. Doubt it not. 12. Woe should never suffer any one

as

Saxon words,

8.

We

it.

often, in

In giving

HELL.

with Richard Pilmore, were one eveving
holding = twilig'it meeting on the ‘com.

C. HULSE.

mon, when they were

attacked by a mob

a hedge-row near

where the birds fly, the

that fell like hail about them, Ly clasping

to be thoroughly understood ; else
care
of what use are they? The minister
should give important notices in a clear,

blow, and

people-ean-do-as-they

expressed

from

We

or both together.

church, or parish,

can, and should, make ourselves thorough-

please

about

em

under

the

idea

of a

feast,

a

ploying us. Bat no church and parish wedding, a banquet, a paradise, an inare worth having at the price of Christian heritance, a kingdom, a country, a city, a
sanctuary, a building, a palace and a temmanliness.
ple.. These terms are used figuratively,
13. lf for any canse a minister must
take a dismission, let him not give bis not literally. They set forth the idea and
It is not nature of the third, or the highest heaven.
Philippic in parting.
peo,
The wretchedness of the ungodly in
only unmanly and uochristian, but cowardly, to fire a parting gun, and run off hell, or Hades, which is the same, is exIf reproof is needed and pressed in Scripture under the idea of a
in its smoke.
is proper, let the minister administer it dreary prison with gates and bars, second
in calmness and Jove in the course of his death, unquenchable fire, and the smoke
of their torment ascendeth up forever
usual labors, ‘and take the consequences
like a Christian man.

But

let

him

not,

in the parting hour, wound the feelings
of those who can not reply, foment divisions, and leave the sting of his ill-tempered diatribe to rankle after he bas gone,
and render even a brief,cordial reunion in

It is very de-

this life almost impossible.

lightful so to leave our people,if we must,

that they will give us a joyful greeting
when we may meet again; and Christians,when they part, should part as those
who expect to live and Ilgve together,

where disagreements are unknown.

TIMEITS USE,
BY REV.

and ever, where the worm dieth

not

and

the fire is not quenched, a cutting off,
etePnal judgment, whose end “is destruetion, blackness of darkness for ever, death

hell is rendered Sheol in the former, and
Hades in the latter, and is defined as

f

A. H, MO

devotedto inactivity, sloth, or to some
methods of indulgence, (moderation in
which might be innocent,) many there
are, who, in such circumstances, would
realize no consciousness of condemba-

As night

drew on, the

them to

animal life.” ¢‘ Napish” in Hebrew is
rendered ‘‘soul ” in English. * Weak
and languid like a sick person, but not
devoid of powers of mind, such as mem-

ory,” and here the Hebrew
to six passages

the opinion.

lexicon cites

of Scripture

as proof of

Isaiah 14:9; 26: 14—19;

Psalms 88:11; Prov. 2:18;

Again

we

read

in the

9:18; 21:16.

Greek

lexicon,

“The ancient Hebrews made no distinction in the word Sheol, between the right-

eous and the wicked, but

when

they be-

came
more
advanced
in knowledge,
among the later Jews, the souls of therighteous were held to- be separated, the

former inbabiting the region of Lhe blessed
paradise, while lower down was the abyss
called Gehenna, or Tartarus, in which the

souls of

the

wicked

are

in

torment,”

Again we read in the same, “ Gehenna,

darkness

enabled

leave their temporary retreat for a safer
one at some distance.

They found

their

way at last to a spring-bouse, where, i
comparative security, they waited for
their pursuers {0 weary of seeking them.
* Here they struck a light with a flint
stone,” dusted their soiled and tattered

garments,

and,

after, quenching

their

thirst, bathed their hands and faces in the

water that bubbled from the spring aud
flowed away in a sparkling streamlet.
Then it was that Charles Wesley was inspired to write ** Jesus, lover of my soul,)
with a bit of lead which he bad hammered
into a pencil.

These circnmstances beautifully illus
trated the hymn, giving to almost every
line a reality that makes it peculiarly sig-

nificant to every loving Christian beart.
They had fled before “their enemies, and
found shelter from danger; he sang,
+ Jesus, lover of my soul,

Let me to thy bosom fly.”

)

—Christian Guardian.

"To individual faithfulvess, and to the

energy of the private conscience, God
has committed the real history and progress of mankind.
Para
ror

. To believe that religion will cease to

or abode of the dead; shades

living in Hades according to the opinion
of the ancient Hebrews, void of blood and

as they lay

with their faces in the dust.

Let

us look still further, and ‘quote from the
Hebrew and Greek lexicons. The term

“ the place

band, behind wkich

their hands above their heads

unto death. These terms are used fignratively, and never taken literally. They
clearly set forth the idea of the punishment

of the ungodly in the future state.

at

they hid a few minutes, protecting them.
selves from serious injury by the missiles

ly understood at the first, on this and othcr delicate matters which threaten a minister’s stability and usefulness ; and thn

that, from great men or small men,

should be.

take

winds

and fled from its fury for their lives. The

the showers are formed. 2nd. The heaven
or firmament, wherein the stars are located. 3rd. The heaven of heavens, or the
third heaven, which is the place of God's
residence, the dwelling of angels and the
blessed.”
The happiness of heaven in Scripture is

place

should

W.

“ JESUS, LOVER OF MY SOUL."
The brothérs, John and Charles Wesley,

baving been for some time separated, was

should

notices, we

REV.

moral impossibility.

of the New Testiinent, define these terms
as follows: *‘ The Hebrewsacknowledged
three heavens.
1st. The aerial heaven,

put strong relations to God
of stately er with the brevity of probationary exprofoundly impress the
must
We should istence,
words of foreign origin.
pack truth closely. There isu't, usually thoughtful, conscientious mind with the
to fear any lack of diffuseness. value of time.
reason
Every sentence should be blotted out,
Positively bad use of time, in acts of
which detracts power from the dis- overt sin, few are so morally stupid as
course.
to justify. Bat if it seem only wasled,

could make

BY

9. They must be in a state of etérpa]
despair, as their chance for recovery isa

We may accept friendly advice, and
ought not to be too set to receive iL; but
we should then do as, on the whole, we
believe to be right, and never submit to
dictation in this matter [rom this party or

in

Vivid acd truthful apprehensions of our

so

HEAVEN AND

ever becoming any better,—therefore,

first place of refuge that they found, after

patience, in pub-

nearly

is money,” so said a distin-

Testament, and Robinson's Greek Lexicon

our duty

we

or as

“Time

guished and wise man. Ile might have as
truthfully added : the proper use of time
is not only money, but progress, intelligence, prosperity and happiness in time
and in eternity.
=

politics.

to prescribe tous

*« Responsible for the use of time."
To multitudes this proposition is meaningless, too highly esteemed by very
many, and felt only by the few as it

perfect,

the hemi-

a terms heaven and hell are,gommon
expressions: of
Scripture.
Gesenius's
Hebrew and English Lexicon of the’ Old

lic worship, and, with a short preface, say
our things tersely, vividly, if possible,
when occasions call, and have no waste.
We should prune away adjectives, and
tautologies, after our sermon, if written,
seemed

both

HTT
rts Ne be

only to grace.

case should

encircling

Woe

quality in their

however,

not but this

should haye it, and I know

and

spheres.

—— ~™~r

has planted in nature. In performing his with my people.” Happy bad it been if
will these are made his instruments. Thus all other ministers had made, and observHerod died,smitten of God through phys- ed, the same rule.
ical law. The death of Ananias was a judg2. Never to scold; either to saints or
ment of God.
(8) The divine punish- #inners.. Iu impairs one’s dignity, "and
great chasm. How unlike sincerity ishy- ments have a good effect. The world good influence often and tends to harden
poerisy. (2) Ananias means ‘ the grace needs the rule of a personal and of a just saints and sinners, to induce retaliative,
of the Lord; Sapphira means ** beauti- God. The effect of the death of Ananias fault-finding with the minister, and to
fol —names once common among the was salutary.. Men view it as a punish- prove an ‘* entering wedge'’ for the sunment for hypocrisy, as a proof that God dering of the connection.
Moreover,
Jews, but since this event,to Christians unwas working in his church to establish
consistour ** meek
it is not pleasing to Christ,
popular. What the property sold
They and lowly” exempler.
* And righteousness of heart and life.
»
ed of we see in verse third. (3)
paused and withdrew from sin their
kept back part of the price, his wife also
3. When one has a bad spirit, or ““ the
Fear came upon all, a fear of sin
peing privy ta it. and brought a certain hands.
blues,” make no pastoral visits, then; expart, and laid it at the apostles’ feet.” (a) a fear of trifling with Jesus, a fear of the cept perfectly Indispensable vues. Otherapostles of Jesus as holy men of God on
wise, a wrong impression may be given,
There was no command for the disciples
whom his Spirit rested with power, the and mischief be done, instead of doing
volwas
act
The
property.
their
sell
to
fear, if one sinned, of punishment. From
good. To talk to people with a gloomy
natary; as a ‘‘ freewill offering” they
this we may learn, (1) how the sense of face and discouraged-air, does not, often,
it
Evidently
dedicated it to Christ. (0)
sin suddenly revealed
overpowers
the
win to Christ and duty, nor help the
was popular in the church to make this
sins
follow
will
judgment
that
(2)
soul;
weak, nor cheer the miserable.
ase of possessions, No doubt a holy emagainst the Holy Ghost; (3) that no place
4, We do wellto commend our peoalation to this course among the concan be assured the hypo- ple, heartily,for what is really commendverts sprang up, and of its influence all for repentance
(4) that we should
able, especially, just before we rebuke
partook. (¢)Indisposition to this act was crite and insincere;
to deter our hearts
others
of
sins
the
use
them. It is what the wise Paul did. His
often overborne by the tide of enthusiastic
from transgression knowing that *‘ the example in commending his brethren was
benevolence which flowed through the
wages
of sin is death.”
suggested to me, more than forty. years
church.” Covetousness was then not less
The burial of Ananias was performed
known than now ; hence the inquiry was by the young men of the church. The ago, by a meek and holy minister, himself a pattern of goodness, the Rev.
wives
. often raised by husbands and
Jews were accustomed to bury on the
all
with
Charles Freeman, of Limerick, Maine, I
part
should
also
whether they
day that death occurred. The present inremember, too, that once, just before the
« their property. Perhaps some did choosé’
habitants of Jerusalem are reported not
not 10 do so, as Peter signified that it was to delay the burial of deceased persons judicious Dr. Tappan, of Augusta, criticised one of my habits, he delicately comleft for each one fo do in the matter as he
longer than three or four hours after
plimented me on a certain supposed exwished.
(d) Ananias sought to appear
death. The heat of the climate makes
Hints so given, and from such
cellence.
what he was not, desired to be reputed as
necessary this haste. It is singular that no
geuverous as the rest, while, as Olshausen word "was sent to Sapphira, nor to any persons, are not apt to be wholly lost.
5. It is better, often, to say we instead
says, “ he was still the slave of Mammon, of the relatives of Ananias.
Reasons
and so must seek to gain by hypocrisy that would, if known, explain away this of you ; and come, rather than go. I met
with a good minister in Xenia, Ohio,
what he could not deserve by his benevo- inconsistency there doubtless were.
who sometimes used to say, * Please,
lence.” (¢) The twoagreed, therefore,to
7-11. THE- SIN AND PUNISHMENT OF
brethren,” do so and so; a style which
pretend to consecrate to the Lord Jesus SappHIRA.
The wife carried out as
all they had.
Not to seem to do this faithfolly as the husband the plan of might render uppleasant suggestions enmight cause their brethren to regard them ‘deception.
Her part in the drama occur- durable.
6. Tenderness of manner, if natural,
.as illiberal.
By a crime against Ged, red three hours later than that of Ananias.
therefore, they planned to steal the name She was ignorant of his fate, and under and not excessive, or unsuitable in its ex«of a virtue whichthey were unwilling to the questioning of Peter, stated the price pression, shouldbe wisely cherished; if
l sympathy
to them a received from the sale of the land to be not natural, a supernatura
It no doubt seemed
possess.
But,
for.
labored
and
prayed
be
should
shrewd {ransaction.
Such shrewdness the sum which Ananias had brought to the
to
himself
suffer
not
should
minister
a
may have been a habit with them, but apostles. Then followed the rebuke ofPeter,
cries
he
what
unless
people,
before
ory
now it had its reward. Ananias bas been the announcement of her husband’s death
for is evident, and he is likely to have’
well ealled the New Testament Achan.
and burial. The teachings of this second
Verbum sat.
companionship in his tears.
3,4"
Fairsemoop UNMASKED.
Bat judgment are very similar to those of the
7. We should make the mosi of the

¥ Peter said, ‘* Ananias, ‘why bath Satan
i filled thine heart to lito the Holy Ghost,

Ministers,

commons . sense.

formerly of Boston, *‘ never to be angry

seas

TD

For God acts by thé laws be

Paul intimates, faith, but not all men have

7. They bave lost all means and in.
fluences which are productiveof happi.
ness.
8. They have absolutely lost all hope of

SOD

tian means,
‘I have madeit a rule,”
said the excellent Rev. Samuel Green,

splendid genius, rather than in giving
to us the telegraph, undergirding the

wd

his sins.

people by all honest, manly, and Chris-

had Mr. Field contented

himsélf with some’ belittling uses of his

DE Sd PP heed

bad lied to God, and provoked the Holy
One. (2)None the less was his death
special and penal, sent of God to punish

lightened and reasonable, it might not be
80; but not only have not all men, as

al well' being,

5. They have lost all former virtue ang
happiness.
an
6. They have lost the favor of God and
heaven,
:
J

what a loss to nation-

ba

saw that he

And

i

profit by such hints, gathered ina long
‘the curious, who are often the querulous,
life; and to such they are affectionately
‘by our reasons, we have given them
"
fil
commended :
If all were en1. Tokeep on the.right side of the double dissatisfaction.

on the farm.

ert

OF

so that instead

task of the day laborer in the shop, or

TNE

OF TwO

conducted,

of satisfying

LY

DEcepTiON

* Buta certain man namgue CHURCH.
ed Apanias, with Sapphira his wife, sold
(1) The opening word
a possession.”
the conduct of Barnafrom
turn
a
marks
bas to the opposite conduct: of another disThere was between the two a
ciple.

rothey who oan

MD

Tug

1, 2.

To job Sophe of these/ down

may benefit any young

exist, is to believe that man will cease to
:
be buman.
A PARAGRAPH FOR
I.
Then said the pilgrims
“ We have need to cry to
strength.”
Shepherd: ‘“ Ay, and
need to use it when you
John Bunyan.

TRO

Notes and Hints.

he was, saw his act as it was,

reasons, and, not always seeing their
force, will. cavil with, them, as wellas
with the action to which those reasons

continudlly grow worse,

8.. They are self-condemned, being cop.
scions that they are reaping that which
they have sown,
4. They have lost all self-respect,

DL

¢ Thou hast not lied
Text:
“Gowpex
Acts b.:
unto men, but unto God.”
'
il
o

the ministry.

upon the | always occupied himself with nothing
save tent-making; or bad Wesley, or
the reformers, given themselves to the

and-people will sit in judgment

suffer from a guilty conscience,

EACH DAY.

BTID

ollcts 5:1==11.

ex-

perience, perhaps I may say from success, and failure, in, and in relation to,

on having his crime exposed and its awful guilt made plain caused him to sink
‘The law by which he
down in death.
Sudden
died is established in nature.
bring
often
now
ill
or
good
of
shocks
Ananias saw himself as
man to death,

years in the | 1

f.om the cloud, employed bis

8! What |
manufacture of wooden tooth
and by, will be expected, if not required a misapplication of talents bad St. Paal

MW

observation and

may

one to another:
the Strong for

bd

LYING UNTO GOD.

ftom

freely

et

Papers.)

That- is,

The shock he received

them

prove a source.of trouble, ~ Reasons, by

you wiil have
have it, too."—

tn

see i

and true saying.

‘aw

action ; but to impart

ed wt a rrtes

Questions

* 5

* Be suve

yonr sin will find you out” is a very old

QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. %, A. HOWE,
(For

discogery.

did not angieipate

3

|

In.
How conspicuous was Christ's life fof
the absence of all the usaal outward

OS

pe

eT

giving reasons for our coun

LE

ic

marks of grestness! Born and brought
up in the poorest class of society; work:

SS

i——

WHAT I HAVE

When Ananias conceived his purpose he-|

%

i

a

R7

ing as a common carpenter till his thir
tieth year; (how we should bave deemed
the time wasted!) often occupied abou

daily bread, or drawing a draught o

water from a well, or procuring money I

in Hades, pay a tax, or finding a home for a lovely
The
valley of mother; «drawing illustrations from shepas important. The people will not care tion.
travel
Hionon,
or
Gehenna
in
Greek,
or
Tophet herds, and sowers, and fishers, and
much for them if he does not seem to ed with opportunities for the engageers,
and
laborers
;
finding
heroes
as
be did
care. Let him not give them off in a low, ment of time, differing very widely in in Hebrew, ‘‘ A placeof burning south of
Sams
good
the
ranks—in
humblest
the
in
mumbling way. It defeats the object, if importance. Inthe province of learning, Jerusalem, was used figuratively to deritan, in the beggar Lazarus, in the poor
there were any object to be defeated. how extensive the domain. The multi- note, by the later Jews, the place of future
widow who possessed two mites, in the
Moreover, some will not clearly under- plied departments of 'science,—natural, punishment.” The New Testament gives
publican, and in the woman that
penitent
stand, at a single mention, and some will mental, moral, political,
&ec.,—at a eleven passages of Scripture to confirm
was a sinner ;—one of the great lesson:
forget unless the thing is emphasized. glance teach us the utter impossibility of this opinion: Matt. 5: 29, 80; 10: 28;
our Lord's life .can not be better ex
Therefore,important notices should be re- peérfectness in their mastery during the life 93:15; 18: 5—22; Mark 9: 48, 45, 47; of
than in the words he used about
prassed
Luke
12:
5;
James
3:
6.
peated. Sensible lawyers do not count of man. Nor is the task less hopeless
Take heed that ye de:
All believers of inspiration understand little children,—*
state their leading points in the realm of history, biography, geto ent
it suffici
not one of these little ones."— Sunda!

emphatic manner, as if he regarded them

Ministers ought
to a jury.
but once
be as wise as lawyers.
weaken
apologies
Frequent
9,

In our earthly life we are presefit- or the world of the dead.”

to

ography, the mechanics and the fine arts.
The question, then, is legitimate, how
a can Fuse my time to the best possible

The people do

advantage ? What branches of learning

not appreciate them, and they do not
usually mend matters. If the minister
had sickness in his family, interfering
with his full preparation for the pulpit,
let himdo the best he can without : rethat sermon, hastily
Perhaps
mark.

may 1 pursue, and how many years,
or days, or hours may
I give to
them? What books shall I select out of

minister's power for good.

Hell, the place of punishment

edi

. Sabbath School Lesson.—May 28.

a Sia
i

abit of mental powers to improvethents: in to ‘notion of a future state must be abandon.
Franklin, ed. But, being true, what is the ultimate
is wise
is “mavufactare! Or had Benj.
¥
10 have food reasons for every important insteadof bringing the terrific lightning ‘conditionof the lost?

% 11,0 It ds not wiseto be

Commmthtiong:

And the young men arose; wound him up
and carried him ont,and/buried him.” (1)

17,

MAY

in this direction is herewith given by one
done less to them than to their King and of our London correspondents: ‘‘ At the
. Master. The Holy Spirit in them was annual meeting of old scholars and teach+ mockedby an attempted fraud. = To de- ers formerly connected with Craven Chapel Sunday schools, a gentleman stated put together, but delivered with the unc« eeive an apostle as a man was one thing, that
he
had been a teacher in Craven tion of sanctified chastisement, may
«10 deceive him as an apostle of Jesus schools for forty-two years. During that prove one of his most effective and best.
swhom be has endowed with the Holy time over two hundred and Binety boys Let him defer his apologies till he has
“Spirit, is to lie unto God.
(4) The di- bad passed through his class. Having
found out its results. So of things in
The kept a record of the whereabouts and dovinity of the Spirit here appears.
could give a brief history general, it is well to do duty in a manly,
he
each,
of
ings
Holy Ghost is God, hence offenses to the
of all. It had been his custom to write to straight-forward, though modest way, and
“Spirit are offenses to God. (5) The vol-| 11 on their several birthdays, and, \where
let all cringing apologies alone.” 1f one
wuntariness of the communistic movement possible, to follow to the grave the rehas, however, done wrong publicly, he
We
mains of those who had died.
inthe early charch is clearly affirmed
If he
the should acknowlédge it publicly.
record
to
much
ourselves
trouble
Ananias wag neither required to sell his
of brave soldiers on the battlefield; has committed any radical mistake,—~and
deeds
estate, nor having sold it; to give the pro- but these deeds also. are worthy of repethis should be rare,— he should rectify
«..peede, or any more than he chose of the tition, and can not fail - to encourage and
the mistake,
read
who
those
of
hearts
the
strengthen
proceeds, to the apostles.
His sin was
10. Itis not well freely to acquaint
4
+ notin giving what he gave, but in the them.
our people with our plans and affairs. It
wayhe gave it. So now this very sin “The system of Interfiational S. 8. Les- gives them a sort of right to take liberties
. maybe repeated. Pretending to give t 0 gons is not used much yet at the South, but
and to ask questions which are annoying
+ «Christ aécording to our wealth and by the is steadil
inin
und there, and it is
and embarrassing. This item may be acdo
could
nothing
pts
os
v%ax
book proved not to so give, Is lying ‘the dt

the

thousands

I

never

can

read,

be

adapted to my nature, and to my usefulness? Nor in the choice cf pursuits, can
it be wise to forget that their value may
be relative as well as intrinsic; hence,
of differing degrees of value relatively
to the great good.
To observe methods of life that will
secure’ the most useful employment of

time, must be alike the dictate of reason,
conscience and benevolence. It is plain
that the use of time that results in the
highest good, mustbe the proper use of

it.

And

although we

may

not always

be able to forecast the results, still we
are approved in the exercise of tbat purpose from which enimates all volition and
all action for the highest good.
Every

man,

if possible,

should

find

| the sphere of usefulness to which be is
adapted, and each one should be will.

that the doctrine of ‘‘a future state” is
clearly taught in the Scriptures, and they
appeal to the term ‘¢ everlasting,” ** eternal,” and

‘‘ forever

and

proof of the doctrine,
of the Bible argument
These terms are used
express the duration of
just and the unjust.
passages they are used

express the Lan
government,

ever,” as a full

How backward man himself to blame!

And in forty-six |'
interchangeably to

How ready I, like Adam, am
To palliate what I first would hide,
To excuse what can not be denied,
Or dare with boldest blasphemy
To charge my sin, O God, on Thee!

of God and his divine

The’ same

terms are used

of the just in

heaven in fifty-six passages.

They do not

—Charles Wesley.

The same terms are used to

express

the duration

Hades,

or their

nt,

“Do you feel,” said Saint Madelaine,

The whole weight. of Pazzo, * the infinite sweetness that ¥
rests upon them. contained in these words, -“the Divine
interchangeably to will’?
Iv.
God and man, the

to express the duration
stop here.

spise
Magazine.

of the ungodly in

future

state,

in

twelve

Vv.

be
© Toleration is a word that should not
spoken among

Christians ; for toleratiod

passages in the New Testament, and one
in the Old Testamert. = .
:
| Whatis the true interpretation of the
passages, and what do they mean? Here

.— Hew
is a very proud, intolerant word

seen

or any expression which grates
harshly in one’s ears, than when a

let Paul speak: ‘The
are

temporal

MND

8.8. Department.
i
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things

(now

which are

all

temporal

things have an end), but the things which
are not seen are eterpal,”

What things are notseen?

The immor-

tal nature of God; the immortal

nature

of man’s character, his happiness and suf-

ner.

VI.
Ido not know a more painful sensatio™

tells you that he is going

hear Mr. Sach-a-one.”

mort

perso?

to church

*¥

“ £0)

It proves 50 entirt

a waou of right feeling. with regard y
the true. object of assembling in Gov”

utter a forgetfulness of t
These are house, and so which
is due to him, thi
worship
Beck ity 30d beat She y d bitte tine¢s. Tt may be, but not necessarily fly, in intellect, conscience, sensibility, not seen, therefore, according to Paul, holy can
efer to his flock.Tt was not pleasant | the bwo
a fearful suspic”
buve
pol but
80. , It is only a kind of defensive rule, to will and muscle.
they are of eternal duration, This law of | one
condition?
spiritual
the
to
Country,
H
h
e
regard
Sth
ett,
|
with
was
nor
known,
sinther
o averaisep
keep things right between the parties.
The person conscious, of powers and interpretation harmonizes the whole scope!
|
Obl
the
,but
e
nder
v
ofte
Gres!
o
ree
ink {0
‘There are’ enough matters in common endowments for ahigher position than of Scripture, and we are forced to the one who speaks go irreverently.—
the faithfulness of | moreto
~'{(B)*Notice

uatd

te fraternal feeling

among

the church, required the rebuke

A

4

4

Soho tore
off the

of has n, 10d cx

counted the result of pride and haugh-

ing to be taxed, in proportion to his abil-

ferings, his joys and sorrows.

upon

at present he occupies,

conclusion that these terms apply equally

‘which ministérs and

people can

should

not con,

VIL

is conser- freely converse, without a needless and sent to be doing only a fractional part to the three classes mentioned, and prove They whom the world feasts have the
‘unwise mention of things merely person- «of duty. He should covet, seek to know the eternal duration of the human race, best wine first, but they whom Christ
‘purposes, and the pled
and to do all his duty. ,"
: | the wicked as well as the righteous, or we tertains have their best wine kept till ©
11h
| must have a good measure of self-refail to find the truth in the facts of inspira- Jast, and they shall . drink it for ever 0°
had.
What a. misfortune t> the world
{| Sir Isaac Newton devoted bis superior tion. If these statements are false, the in the kingdomof their Father, Sool:

unremitting.
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Selections.

1 services, and would gladly make
t number of persons comfortable at

every service,

OME NEAR TO ME.me;

fident that, afier deducting the Roman

rrors clog my soul— ;
evils od me roll
ry st
I faint with all the wea
Thou art life.
Come near me, Lord, for
em thicker than the bloom

ir A

Te ing. the pathway to the tomb; =
They pierce—and whither shall I flee,

big buglear, y
he moral of this discussion

Except, dear Lord, 1 flee to Thee.

near at morning, noon and night;

Oe Thy sweet presence my delight;
Thy gracious comfort freely give,

3g
is, that

we ought to stop talking as though our
churches had lost their hold upon the

:

people. They -have not lost it, und they
are not going to lose it. They do possess
the land,and in the name of the Lord
they mean to hold it. And those faiothearted spies who have been scared out of

Toat 1 may look to Thee und live.

And, oh at last when I shall feel

Chicago, but all comm unications, save q the a
Westin Department, should be addressed to De-ver,

N.

H.,
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Special offers, strietly in advance,

with no commission paid :
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One old and one new subscriber,

-

Clubs of six or more, one-third new

scribers,

each

EE

\
$4.50
sub-

-

$3.00

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Babbath School papers, printed alternate:

done

it

before; but

what is meant

of love,

by the masses ?

H¥ings are

referred to, one might be pardoned for respectfully but firmly demurring to the
term. It is one or those cant conventionalisms which ds an offense in the rostrils
of all sensible mea. - No man wants to be
called a mass, neither do any thousand
men, women and children wish to be considered as masses. The very phrase is part
of the nomenclature of a species of wholesale, slap-dash, talker-talker evangelism,

Why put windows in their houses to let
in the Suulight ?P Why don’t they have
gaslight?
The sun has been Shiujop so
maby years. Why don’t hey saf, “It is

so old we don’t want it?”

Why don’t they

say: ** Letus have a new light; let us
shut out the light of heaven by boarding
up our windows ” P There would be just
as much reason in that as in their talk
about the good old Bible. We have not
outgrown it. [It is what we need. Take
all
the books in the world, and that Bible
which does not need to be encouraged.
But if by the masses are meant the will outweigh the whole of them. Let
talk about the Bible travel
men and women and children of our these men who
Christian communities, and if the question into some country where they have no
is why they do not go to church, the Bible, and they would not stay in such a
five or ten
answer is short and easy. They do. All place. Take a town with
the exultation of the anti-Christians, and thousand inhabitants and no Bible and no
all'the consternation of faint-bearted dis- ministers, and see if these infidels in New
ciples, over the abandonment of the York that are talking about the Bible will
churches by the people of our communi- live there. They would get out of it as
Sodom. It is better to take
ties, is highly superfluous. The thing bas Lot got out of
not taken place, and is not likely to. The the old way of Knox, Bunyan, Wesley
people have not deserted the churches. It and Newton than to be led off into darkIam
is not {rue that'a majority of our popula- ness and fog. Christ is the Way.
tion are outside of church influences. The told that away in the frontier men cut off
the trees to show the way to
reverse is true. A somewhat careful ex- the bark of
amination of the case convinces me that the cabin, and they call it blazing the
more than four-fifths of the families in way. So the Son of God has been in the
New Fngland are move or less regular wilderness and blazed the way and gone
worshipers in connection with some Chris- up on bigh, and now he says, ‘ Follow
tian church, Protestant or Roman Catho- Me."— Moody.
lie.

EIS
EURASIA

Jf you don’t believe it, take a census

of your own town, and see it is not
true. You will not find so large a proportion as one-fifth of the population, who
will confess that they are habitua)l neglecters of worship; probably net more than
one-tenth of the people will acknowledge
that they-are in that category; and the
unwillingness of these demi-semi-attached parishioners to own that they are not
church-goers, is of itself a sign that the
people of our, cities and towns are not
alienated from the churches. It is in deference to public sentimeiit—to the sentiment which pervades their own class—
that they cling to the skirts of some religious body. But counting out those persons whose claim that they are church-

‘“A DOLLAR'S WORTH

Ry
R

OF PRAYER.”

¢A young man handed a doilar bill to
his minister. This he did, we suppose, in
the kindness of his heart. He had it to
spare, and he thought it would

be accep!-

able, as it doubtless was and as such little
offerings always are to ministers when
they come from a liberal heart. Bat in
this instance the receiver did not at first
really understand why the money had
been handed to him—whether as a gift, or

for some benevolent object, or, possibly,
in payment of some indebiedness which
the preacher had forgotten. Accordingly;
holding the bill in his hand, he asked the
oung man why he had
passed it to him.
is off-hand reply, playfully made, was,
coers
is
largely
fictitious
am
[1 want a dollar's worth of prayer.”
that it will be found that, throughout the Had the pastor kaown that the money
Northern States, in all the settled
com- was put into his hands with any such inmunities, fully four-fifths of the faimilles tention he probably would not have taken
more or less regularly attend some place it, but as it was, be retained the bill and
of worship.
him for the favor,
‘ But that is impossible,” answer the thanked
But this was not the last of it. Out of
croakers. ** Count your Sunday congre- the fullness of that pastor's heart, prayers
gations, and compare them with your ascended to God for the conversion of
census returns.
You will not find oneyoung man.
While he
third of the population in them.” Of any that thoughtless
single service that may be true; but our was thus engaged, God visited him ina
churches hold two or three services every

Sunday; and

the

are not made

up of

several

congregations

the some individuals.

In our church we have three services
each Lord's day ; preaching service in the
morning and in the evening, and the
children’s service, commonly called the
Sunday school, at noon. ‘At each of
these services, many persons are present
who are not present at either of the others.
The evening congregation is about as

large as the morning

congregation, and 1

think that vearly fifty per cent.

of those

dream.
He caused him to see, in his
dream, as he thought, that minister bowed

in prayer, and pleading most
for the salvation of his soul. So
the impression on his mind that
led by the Spirit of God to seek
cure the forgiveness of his sins.
peace in believing. He got his
worth.—Christian Era.
—_

ALWAYS TRUST.
Worthy and
carry yourself

dear brother, know how-to
in trouble.
Keep God's

who are present in the evening are per- covenant in your trials.

sons who have not been present at either
of the previous services. Coumt all the
individuals who are in your churches during the Sunday, and you will have a better showing.
”
Besides, this comparison 3 the congregations with the census is unfair and mis-

earnestly
deep was
he. was:
and seHe found
money's

blessed

word, and

sin

Hold you by his

not,

Flee anger,

cent. of the population 1s providentially

wrath, grudging, envying, fretting. Forgive a hundred pence to your fellow-servauts, because your Lord hath forgiven
you ten thousand talents, For I assure
you, by the Lord, that your adversaries
shail gain no advantage except you sin
and offend the Lord in your sufferings.
But the way to overcome is by patience,
forgiving and praying for your enemies;
in doing whereof, you *‘ heap coals upon
their heads,” and your Lord will open a
door to you in your trouble: Wait upon
him as a night-watch waiteth for the
worning.
He will not tarry; go
to
your watch-tower, and come not down ;

only about fifty-eight per cent.

but by faith, and prayer, and hope, wait
on.
When the sea is full, it will ebb

leading.

It must be remembered
that a

large proportion of the population is unable to atiend church, Some are too old
to go, and some are 100 young ; many are
sick or infirm, and many more must stay
at home to care for the invalids and the
infants. Careful swatistics prepared in

England

show that fully

forty-two per

detained from church every Sunday; that

returned by (he census can

of those

be reasonably

expected m our churches on any given
Lord's day.
When you compare the
number of different persons actually present at the several services in all your
churches with fifty-eight per cent. of your
population, you will find the proportion
of willful rejectors considerably reduced.
It will be urged again that the census
showsa great insufficiencyof sittings in our
churches for the population of our towns.
For the whole population, doubtless; for
fifty-eight per cent. of it, which is all that

we ure justified in

again; and as soon as the wicked are
come to the top -of their pride, and are
waxed high and mighty, then is their
change approaching. Now I trust in the
Lord, that ye shall, by faith, sustain yourself, and comfort yourself in the
Lord,
and be strong in his power jfor you are
in the beaten and common way-t@#
heaven
when you are under the Lord's grosses —
Rutherford.
--l-o-b

TEMPERANCE.
APPETITE

providing for, perhaps

AND

A correspondent of the Christian Advocate of New York City. relates the folare. Roman Catholics ; and their services
are so ordered that their churches are fill- lowing incident which {ook place at one
ed several times every Sunday with dif- of the Hippodrome Friday noon tamperferent congregations. The number of sit- ance meetings ;
=
:

does not measure

Whst
a thrill rang

through

the throng

the accommodations that they offer to the that Friday morning when a poor man
public, The same thing is true, in some rose to tell-of his deliverance from the
degree, of the Protesiant churches, as we habit of opium-eating! He was pale after

have already seer, With many of them
it is true, that the-people who attend them
ving the

them at any

day could

not fiud room ji

single service.

the battle, which had

days

and

lasted many terrible

nights; but it was

the

pallor

that a victor might wear under a laurel

ies of Ireland and Scotland, and return to

the United States the latter part of May.
THE Chicago correspondent of the New
York Evangelist writes that of the large
number of prisoners incarcerated in
the
Tinos State Penitentiary, * more than
sixty per cent. were led into crime directly or indirectly through whiskey.”
Ir we look at the immediate effect of
the drinking-dens upon politics, we find
that the proprietors of those
places hold
the votes of a vast number of .the laboring
population at their disposal; and it is
vain to hope for a genuine elevation of

heart, and my conscience drove

and every new

sermon only drove the

alone in my room I fumbled

too proud
last I could
place where
help. All

about on

an

local politics until the influene> of the

shelf, where lay things neglected
unused,until
I found a little,old dusty

but we have had 1,200 persons present at
0

I
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Lesson Papers
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contains, inaddition to the usual Calendaxthe names of all
will Baptist churches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly:
meetings, with their statistics; the names of ald
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers.
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased mim~
isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 =»
dozen; $7 a hundred, Postage, 2 cents per copy.
The Psalmody
.
is the demominational Hymn Book, extens
sively used, printed on both white and tinted
paper. Largebock, in Bheep, $1.00 ; Morocco,$1.305 Morocco Gilt, 1,56; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7”
cents, *
The Sacred JMelody
is ‘a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
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NOTICE

Of course, in the entrance to

the main:

building will be in prominent letters,
“ Founded by Liquor Sellers,” and we
would suggest as a. motto to be cut in the
stone

over

the

entrance

the

following

words from Hab, 2: 15,—
** Woe unto him that giveth his neighbor drink, that puttest thy bottle to him,
and makest him drunken.”—N. Y. Wilness.
DRINK.
1 have heard the wail of children
fer

bread,

and

their

mother

had

the publication of a religious Serial,in the
Family Circle department, which we are
sure will be found to be not only interest-

ing but profitable.

It will deal with the

prominent features of the present liberal
movementin the larger Baptist body,
and will

thus

not

only

interest

older

readers, but will instruct the young in a

none

subject with which they, especially if
to give them. 1 have seen the babe
they
belong to Baptist families, ought to
pulling at breasts as dry as if the starved
mother had been dead. Ihave known a be familiar. It is written by Mrs. Ada
father io turn a step-daughter into the Kennan, an accomplished Christian lady,
streets at night, bidding the sobbing
gir!
who bloomed into womanhood earn her and one who has carefully studied the
bread (here as others wera doing. I have subject. She is widely and favorably
bent over the foul paliet of a dying lad
to hear him whisper that his father and known among our people in the West,
mother,

who were

sitting half drank

by

the fireside, had pulled the blankets off his
body to sell for drink. d have seen the
children blanched’ like plants growing
in a cellar,—for weeks they never breathed a mouthful of fresh air, for want of
rags to cover their nakedness; and they
lived in continual terror
father or foother coming

of a drunken
home to beat

them. Ido not recollect ever seeing a
mother in these wretched dwellings
dandling her infant, or hearing the little
or laugh.

These are some

of drink’s doings, but nobody can know
the misery I suffered amid Lhose scenes
of wretchedness, woe, want and sin,—
Dr. Guitltrie.
INTEMPERANCE AND PAUPERISM,
The following is taken from an address
delivered hefore the Ministerial Temperance Convention in Boston, by Rev. E.

E. Hale:
With regard to the visible effect of intemperance in producing

pauperism,

the

statistics show a similar proportion.
There are in Ameriea certain exceptional

t deal of room fn the churches outside considering it had been of eight years’
the pews which' might well’ be vocupied. continuance. He was in no HAL of these towns, while
to any but the powsave to the uttermost.

MYRTLE.

ONE.

Will not pastors, and all interested in
loou-keepers is broken,—N. ¥Y. Witness.
Christian work, exert themselves in exBible. I did not love it, but 1 wanted
tending the circulation of the Morning
-* Oh, wad some power the gift to gi’e us,
to see it about,—to see how it would
To see oursel’s as ithers see us.”
seem to have it in sight Again. I began
Star? It is a helper that can not well be
Behold that pale, emaciated figure, with
to read it, and under the reading my
dispensed
with,and we appeal to'you, serdowncast eye, like some criminal scoul to
heart broke, and I went and knelt down
in the corner of my room by an old chair, meet her fate! See that nervous, dis vants of the Master, to introduce ‘the pa- cents; postage, 4 cents.
The Choralist
pushed aside because the seat was broken trustful look, as she walks along with a
out, and there I told my Heaveuly Father slow and unsteady step. The pink has per wherever it is not taken.
is a larger book of hymns and tunes thaw:
lefc her cheeks and the cherry her lips.
all my sins and distress and weakness,
Let us all make one grand rally at the the Sacred Melody. 050 cts; postage, 11 cts.
‘and there, friends, he. showed me that in The once sparkling, dancing eyes are now
The Book of Wership
him I bad pardon and power and peace. dull and expressionless. The once warm, opening of the semi-centennial volume,
only a few copies left. All gilt edge;. $1.09:
Ah! no article that can ever be brought dimpled hands are now thin and cold. and induce every Freewill Baptist to take Postége, 20 cents. . ©
into my home, it seems to me, can ever Her beauty has fled. What wrought this the Star. In doing so, we shall benefit The Tribute of Praise
wondrous chafige? What is that which
be to me like that old, dusty, worn-out
a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for mo:
chair j, and no book can be like that neg- is lurking beneath the surface of that once the subscriber more than any other per- one isdenomination,
and is well adapted to social
leced Bible! I, who dared not tell my best lovely form? Does she realize her ferri- son. And we may commend it with con- worship or congregational
singing. Price $1.00
Iriend I desired to be saved, can hardly ble condition? Is she aware of the woeper copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more:
keep myself from telling ssety one I ful appearance she makes? Woman,from fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
meet of the power there is in Him who her very nature, is subject to a cata- and progressive, alive to every good
Butler's Theology
logue of diseases from which man is enhas redeemed me.”
A LIQUOR DEALER'S COLLEGE.
tirely exempt. Many of these maladies work.
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions We shall aim to have correspondence of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
A new illustration of the woman’s crusade are induced by her own carelessness, or
and other work in behalfof temperance, is through ignorance of the laws of her be- fresh and timely. This will include let- are those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60 postage, 24 cents,
furnished by a movement now in progress ing. Again, many Female Diseases, if
in the state of Missouri. A number of properly treated, might be arrested in ters from the principal centers in this Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof.J. J. Butler, con-liquor dealers have organized themselves their course, and thereby prove of short country, and from foreign lands. We
They should not be left to an
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the’
into a *‘ College Association,” and have duration.
announced, with some flourishes, through inexperienced physician who does not un- shall have a special correspondent in other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians. It is am
the papers, that they intend to build and derstand their nature, and is, therefore, Washington during the session of Con- excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
generously endow an institution of learn- incompetent to treat them. The import- gress, and in Philadelphia next sammer reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents.
ing ** exclusively by. those who traffic in avee of attending to Female Diseases in
The Treatise
liquor.” They expect this will * zo far their earliest stages ean not be too strong- to picture the great Centennial Exhibicontains a brief statement of the doctrinestoward removing the odium which fanati- ly urged. For if neglected, they frequent- tion.
held by
the denomination,
and our general
ly
lead
to
Consumption,
Chronic
Debility,
cism has heaped upon them!” This last
usages in church-building. It 18 published by anand
oftentimes
to
insanity.
In
all
classes
effort to prove that there ds philanthropy
As the denominational organ, the Siur thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pesin the liquor traffic should be brought to of Female Diseases, Dr. Pierce’s Favorite will aim to be the fair and impartial cham- tage, 2 cents.
'
the attention of Nast as worthy of pictori- Prescription is without a rival. No medal commemoration.
They would like icine has ever surpassed it. In ‘The | hion of all our interests, to uphold our |
eopie’s
viser,
to put a gilt edge upon the volumes of
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
sorrow and shame and erime that continu- of which R. V. Pierce, M. D., of Buffalo, faith without being dogmatic, to give the detail, the early events of our denominational N.
Y.,
is
the
author
and
publisher,
is
an
latest news from all the churches, dnd history. 75 cents; postage, 18 cents.
ally come from their establishments. 1t
AND “HER also to include whatever may be of -cur- The Memorials of the Free Baptists
reminds one of Boss Tweed, out of the extended treatise on WOMAN
Under this head, the various
benevolence of his heart, furnishing tons Diseases.
give the rise and progress of this body ef
of coal to the poor of New York, and affections to which woman is incident are rent interest among all denominations.
Christians in New York, till the time of their umcarefully
considered,
accurately
portraywhen he dried bis crocodile tears of
Said a pastor to his congregation, on ion withthe Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
sympathy, takes millions of dollars from ed, and a restorative course of treatment
the
first Sabbath in January: ‘¢In pro- The Minstes of the General Conferemece
the treasury. It would be a large work suggested. Every woman, as she values
are published in pamphlet form at the close
her life and health, should possess a copy viding yourselves and your families with
if they would clothe, feed, and educate
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
If she be diseased,
the children impoverished or orphaned by of this valuable book.
reading
matter
for
the
year,
let
me
adthe proceedings of the first sixteen sescions, 5&
this ¢* Adviser” will show her how she
their traffic.
:
Perhaps a good design for the seal of may be restored to heulth, and also direct vise you to take the Morning Star.” And cents; postage, 18 cents.
the college would be a specimen of the her how she may ward off many maladies we rejoice to know that many pastors are Sabbath School Question Books
work of the founders of the institution. to which she is constantly being exposed.
are for adults and children.
Get the jis of some darling boy, the Let every suffering woman heed this time- successfully urging the Star upon the atLessons for Every Sunday, ,18, postage J0€
ly
advice
and
see
herself
as
others
see
her.
hope and pride of his parents,as he: was
tention of their people.
STORY of Jesus,
2“
8
before he began to drink liquor, and his Price of Adviser, $1.50 (post-paid) to
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, ,l§g
“
48toni
picture at the end of a drunkard’s career, apy address.
The Biographies of
when he graduates with all the marks of
honor that the liquor traffic bestows upon
DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Damig¢l”
AN INDUOEMENT.
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
its subjects.
The first week in Juneywe shall begin
upper
aad

Moreover, ft crown. He certainly did not look .like
must be
remembered that the census what the journals termed him,‘ one of towns where, for many years, it has been
certain that intoxicating liquor ean not be
figures are made up from’ the number of | M oody’s
mavniacs.” His madness was
The law of selection
sittings jn the pews, aud that there is a passed, and very little trace of it left, bought or sold.
ledds total abstinence peopleto settle in

Our own church has just 900 fixed sittings ; ascribing his victory

passed

don and Liverpool, is to visit the chief cit-

me back to the Hippodrome. I came
again and acain, and every new song
arrow deeper. At first
I was
to rise for prayers, but at
not telp it, and I came to a
I welcomed any
chance of

bill hus

bors have awakened great interest in Lon-

\

at my

PROHIBITORY liguor

London,

the Kansas House of Representatives by
a vole of 45 to 88.
MorHER. STEWART, of Ohio, whose la-

I ‘succeeded in drowning wy senses
pearly, but when I was myself again
there was the arrow of conviction tearing

creature crow

PRAYER.

not. To begin with, it must be remembered that a large
part of our
population

tings in these churches

Ww.

held in

weeks,

drink

liquor

avoid

persons
them.

who wish to
Such towns

give a convenient method of testing the
expense

of maintaining the paupers

of

‘and has

been the

means of bringing

manyto Christ through her Christian
service. The story will be wholly void
of whatever may be objectionable in the

ordinary Serial.
the Spe

It will ‘extend through
mess,

and into the

au-

Here is an excellent opportunity to
subscribe for the Star, and get the whole
of this valuablé story. As a special inducement, we offer the paper to each

new subscriber for the remaifider of the
year, beginning with June, for one dollar and twenty-five cents ($1.25), pay-

ment to be made in advance. Agents
and friends of the Star in every place

Memoir of George T. Day.
/
contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Sex"
mons and Lectures,

dress all orders to
8mé

.

W.

for $1.50

scription, and will be found to be areal
contribution to the discussion now going

on

‘over the Communion

questions.

Let Agents

and kindred

begin to canvass

at once, and see what may be done during the next three weeks

[Y

Close

Communion,

or Open

Communion:

<

is an experience and an argumeut, in which
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptise.
clergyman. 25 cts; postage, 11 cts.

RQ

Lectures

per thousand.

G. HAGAR,
Our

Ad-

Dover, N. H.
new

method

Work and Money. Simeducimethe

HOME GUEST carries everything
before it. Our
remiums beat the world. Don’t be idle a day.
articulars tree. Sample of paper superbly
ils
lustrated, with choice
Moss-rose Cross, 10 cents.
*% LATHAM & Co,, 4119 Washington street, Boston
88.

3

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; aw excel
lent book for all who would * search the Scrip
tures,” ‘Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study $1.00; postage, Be:
ots.

.

Guide

to

the

Saviour,

is a little book intended to assist mquiress.
in the way of salvation, 25cts; postage. b ota.
Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few

years, and we can furnish only the following: %
ots. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.
:
Denominational,

which contains a historical statement, sod
a brief notice of our
ity and institutions,

doctrinal basis,churol pei

Doctripal,
\

4,

BP

THIS PAPER IS ON FILE WITH

or Scripture quotations

doctrines.

,

in proof of important.’

Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and » de
sirable church covenant.

Printing Establishment
r

Where Advertising Contracts can be made

is a brief historical statement, &o. Publish
ed by order of the Genera] Conference, and forr
gratuitous distribution.
,

The above named books are sold by the dozew,..
FIRWEIN is the name of anew remedy mee:
tioned
in the Journal of Materia Medica for January, as particularly valuable in Cataxrh, Brochitis
and all affections of throat and “lungs—those ot
public speakers, and gives several cases of Fig
9

’

$1.50 and $1.80; post.

The Church JMember's Book
is a_valuable little work, and every Christina
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cbs; postage”
5 cts.
Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from ax English edition, and considers the responsibility of maa.
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, Sct...

here have an opportunity not only to in-

crease its ‘circulation, but to help spread
valuable truth! For the story itself. will
be worth many times the price of sub-

Price

age 20 cts.

The card, of which this is a fac-simile, is printed on heavy tinted paper, and is well adapted to
meet the long-felt wants ot Christians, and will
be found very useful for
genkral distribution.
Another card, “Tothe Thoughtless,” (a companion
tothe one above) is also ready. Sent te any address, postage-paid,

tumn.

and several copies are still on hand.
.
Marks,
$1.00,
post, 18 cents. Burg,
s..»
15
»
Jackson,
50
»..
18
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Great Britain is to
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’

$3.00 ~

Terms: single copy, each, - - 30 cents.
of ten or more to one adcan have the two copies of the paper for | Packages
dress, each, +
. 25 cents.
one year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.
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us that we have not

to be

:

A WOMAN'S

There is work enough to of delirium tremens, I vowed a vow to

which wait

kindred questions

manner of help that could reach from the

We offer the following

(peanoos jysu-Lde))

Christianiz og.

By some means these neglecters ought to
be reached and saved.
It is a shame to

inquire

Sool ’

Bbc
sbsans gio pal id si roll
gressive. The
publication
offices are
and

continued in charge of Rev. A. H. Hu| LING, not so much uuder a separate head,
as heretofore, but as a part of the whole
Angther, who had surrendered to the exceptional town of total abstinents, and paper. The paper will have more unity,
drink temptation, old his touching story the children of total abstinents,
In this
as follows:
: town of about 10,000 persons the annual but every locality, East, West and South,
¢ «I can not say I know the hights of expenses for the poor are. about $3560. will be fully represented.
rate of the support of
abstinence or the depths of the degrada- At the average
Editorial assistance is now engaged,
tion of intemperance,’ he said, ¢ but I have town paupers in Massachusetts, the town
of
Vineland
would
pay
annually
$4600
ample and competent.
:
;
stopped at all the intermediate stations.
a distinct conI was reared by Christian parents, in- for the same purpose. Thisis
ILaberal Offers.

“avoy, HD M 4q ores a0g

co-

Neverthelese, it does not follow that we

might be disposed of, so that we might

Masses of what ? r1f haman

pver oY

ch

God to give up drink if he would spare
y life il Bomiog.
The ' morning
found me living, but I bad no power to
keep my vow. I came one evening to the
meeting here, took two drinks on my
way, and 1 don’t know bow many on my
way home. I drank them to drown the
sting of an arrow that had been lodged
in ay heart by the Holy Spirit, who
guides the shafts let fly from Mr. Moody's

i

Let us first, then, in the spirit

thrist
t till ¥

The Morning Star.

Will be

do among
them. And so long as oueAlmost every Christian convention tries to fifth of all the yeople inour communitesare

OHURCH ?

out of the camp.

“Why don’t the sun shine in Maine on the present is a better time to do it than
Tuesdnys?” or, “Why don’t the people of will ever come again.—Rev. Washington
~~
Boston eat brown bréad and beans on Gladden, in Congregationalist.
ld
pow
Sunday morning?”
;

ave the

AS

who will furnish the name of a xew

take up some of those

-Gresitl:

The WesTerN DeparTmENT

dr

PUBLICATIONS.

Half Century with an experience fullof |
promise, and a purpose full of hope.

he

community is caused by the use of intoxi-

MASSES

THE

TO

drummed

answer it, and not a few desponding souls outside of all religious influences, the
have already given it up.
I wish that it churches ought not to rest, day nor night.

dition 0

IRR

cants,

DON'T

GO

This is getiing to be the standard

uspicio?

After fifty years of efficient service, the |
Morning Star now enters upon its second

outside in. I did not realize thatmy help
must comé to the inside, and work
thence
out. Frightened one time by the fear

ll lp Ar

— Selected.
ee

ought to be

pundrum of the croakers and the cavilers,

Divine

petitioners asked The

have nothing to do. A large part of those
who are more or less regular in their attendauce upon
public worship sadly need

WHY

delaine,
that i

ted, the

on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.
our patrons :
Both papers are of the same size,
but the LITTLE.
Any subscriber to the Morning Star, STAR is for an older class of readers than the

eee

Sunde)

lost as the man | in inc

firmation in
the statistics of ten years of
the estimate often put in print by the
most competent writers on this subject,—
that nine-lenths of the pauperism of the

their wits by the Anakim,

fading eyes,

The opening gate of Paradise.

de-

Hb tod been as real

The Morning Star.

structed by faithful teachers, had everything to help me up, but I went, steadily
down, Itried every form of pledge, every

bon me steal,

The damps of death

Disclose to my dim,

ye

healed by the Great Physk. towns where no one uses intoxicati
Ors asAs a beverage. Such a town
( says, a Revet ii | liquors
y committed to him.
neland, in New Jersey.
en iL was

sale
with devils, who wandered lege ature for leave to prohibit the
e legislature of
for, and which does attend church, there among the tombs, He (testified that the of liquor in the town.
would be room in our Protestant churches awful appetite had been cast out, and ‘New Jersey, it is said, regarded this as a
ey.with theEr levity which somefor very nearly, if not all, the people of Chirist in its place dwelt and rei goed in | jok e, and,
the city who could attend church on any his heart, I could not help believing the times distinguished legislators,granted it.
given Sunday, if they should all go at story sent woorreshonding thrill through It was the first grant of “1 local option” in
once. No doubt the same thing is true a great company above as well as through that State, The people availed themselves
¢ seeing we of the permission, and the settlers in the
of most of our communities. The appalling this listening throng below,
Nack of church facilities, which greatly are compassed about with so great a cloud 1 town came there knowing that this provision was enforced, II fs, therefore, an
troubles some anxious hearts, is a very of witnesses.’”
Catholic population, which 4s provided

: {8 long! Come near e,to
|
THe Wa hot ody aly from The »
tom
Thy love, :
Nor Jos Thou aid me with

ome

And ip our city I am con-

He had been
cian, who, Mp
a 0ase once

at 20 per cent. disoount, for cash with
or on receiving the books.

the ordex...

Send your orders to

LD.. H. STEWART,
Dover, N.
HuLING, 56 Madison St., Chicago. LiF

+
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pared to organize such a society, Mn fact,
It is written

|. (WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1876.
‘6. F. MOSHER, Editor.
A.

HI. Huling,

Western

Editor.

ll

£ 4@

"lon

All communications

designed

for publica

should be addressed tothe Editor, and all

letters on business, remittances

of money,

&ec.,

+ should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,N. H.

We remarked last week that the prayer
meeting ought to be devoutly meditative.
We hold the same opinion this week.

And we hold it in the face of all the dull,

slow, and apparently unspiritaal and un-

profitable prayer meetings that afflict so

many of our churches. Because we know
of no surer way to ‘overcome that slowness and dullness. If a professed Chris-

ous
thinking about himself, and his
Saviour, and his fellowmen, and not be
aroused into glowing and hearty service,
his case must be a hopeless one.
There,
is a great difference between meditating
and dozing.

The world is obliged to be practical in
making its estimates. Its poor can not
,-liveon gifts that are promised in the
future. Its ignorant ones can derive no
profit from scholarships that are to be established by and by.
Reforms can not
he secured by propositions, nor can suf-

fering be relieved By merely benevolent
intentions. It tells the kid-gloved exquisite, who would like to appear only at

might be opened. There are toilers in
God's vineyard oppressed with feverish
anxiety, or pressing on with strange haste,
or burdened with cankering care—ministers in the study and in the pulpit, teachers
in the Sunday school, toilers in dther
Christian spheres,—who are wearing out
prematurely, are broken in strength and

There: are visionary

schemes enough, at best,

and

it is

gen-

erally those that can struggle up through

- opposition

and

distrust

that

are most

« worthy of acceptance.

~=y

bruised in spirit, who

Macaulay somewhere in the diary

»of his Italian tour speaks of meeting for
the first time a long-time political opponent.
“I had a prejudice against
‘him,” he said, ** which, like most preju~dices conceived merely on the ground of
ipolitical difference, yields readily to a
‘little personal intercourse. And this is a
man,” he adds,

“ whom I have disliked

for years without knowing him, and who
‘aas probably disliked me with just as
! little reason.” Here is a lesson for all of
us, as it was for Macaulay.
We are
quite too apt to let a person's creed, or
some of his public acts, represent to us
the person’s self. That may be just, so
« far-as it goes. But it is quite likelyto be

- allowed to go too far.

There is no good

reason at all why men who differ in pol-

ities, or religion, or

any

such

+should be personal enemies.

matters,

Indeed, all

the good reasons point the opposite
for the greater the friendliness of
who contend for principles, the
wholesome and lasting are likely
the results.
Hg

way,
those
more
to be

SO

"THEIR EYES WERE HOLDEN."
When the flames were leaping unrestrained from street to street in Chicago,
and ten thousand homeless men and women
were fleeing wildly before. their fury, it is
-said-that an infidel was heard calling out
in mockery: *“ Where is God now, where
+ are the angels?”
:
;
"The taunting voice ceased at length, the
roar of the flames subsided, and desolation

~~seemed

irretrievable.

But. presently

a

*“8Weet murmur arose; again, asif heavenly
«hosts were singing ** Good will to mien,”

only .need

the

an-

swering for themselves of Elisha’s prayer:
“Lord, I.pray thee open his eyes that he
may see.”
God walks by our side; we sow and
toil with and for him. We may plan and
hope, but better than our wisest plan and
truer than our brightest hope he will provide a harvest. The favor of God is gain.
Faith is victory. The wrath of God is
loss. His displeasure is defeat. Let not
our eyes be holden, most blessed Lord!

“At would be well to know people as
“ihoroughly as we can before we condemn

« them!

Moses ‘“endured as

ance of Elisha's. servant, that his eyes

dress-parade, that its ranks are full.
It
tells a myriad,
ho come dusty with
marching and
ed for service, that it
would like a myriad more.
‘And itis

« well that it is so.

‘we have organizations enough already.
seeing him who is invisible.” Sq hielook- What is needed is to work them. If every
ed upon the wretchednéss and suffering of Quarterly Meeting could undértake some
his countrymen and could endure thesighg, regular missionary work of this kind, and
and wait his appointed time for action. So every Yearly Meeting support and aughe believed God had the control of the af- ment it, a part of the needed relief would
fairs of men—an interest in those bond- soon be at hand. Not alone in two or
men. So he was willing to leave the three cities do we need such help, but in
luxury and position enjoyed in an Egyptian every quarter of our Zion as well. Let
palace and join his fortunes with an op- the subject be prayerfully considered.
pressed people. It was‘ seeing him who The preliminary steps must first be taken
When
i8 invisible,” that gave even to the natural before the goal can be reached.
eye and t& physical strength such vigor God sees that wé are in earnest in this
that the one *‘ was not dimmed ” nor the matter, and when some of his wealthy
other *‘ abated.” So he was content to lie servants see it, and when our whole
down and die—Canaan still unpossessed by brotherhood not only sees but feels it,
neither grace nor money to carry, on the
the tribes of Israel. .
Grasping by fajth the invisible, vesting work will be Jong withheld.
0-0-0
Hore
in Him who holds all things in his power,
life assumes grandeur and is crowned
with hope.
Looking.-ealmly upon the ——RELIGIOUS
OUTRAGE IN TURKEY.
sweep and meaning of divine counsels, we The frequent outbursts of fanaticism
on
are content, the fever and fret of life: the part of the Mohammedans in
Eurovanish from the heart. Looking upon a pean Turkey have lately become
very
shower of meteors, men may be startled, significant. A Christian is in their eyes
but the sweep of worlds gives quiet and thegworst of persons, to be put out of the
deep assurance,
way the soonest possible. One of these
With a far-seeing spirit, the riches and affairs has just occurred at Salonica,
honors of the world are rightly estimated. which is likely to wrench from Turkey
He whose eyes are not holden is not con- some effectual guaranty of the rights of
fused by a visible world, but* rests Th an conscience.
It seems that a young
invisible. God.
Impatience to get and Greek girl, who was being taken to a
enjoy the things of to-day ceases.. But Mohammedan headquarters against ler
there is many a son who will not wait—
will,was received by the American Consul
must have his good things now, runs and conductedto the home of a Christian.
through the whole round of pleasure and A mob gathering to tear
the girl from him,
dies like a beast.
the French and German consuls also inThere was only needed for the assur- terfered and were at once
slain by the

that

infuriated

Mohammedans.

troops enforced order.

since then

it has

been

in-

creasing in strength, importance, and usefulness. In eleven years, its capital in-

creased to $25,000; in twenty-one years to

Js most invisible,

When Christ was taken in. the garden,

- Peter thought it necessary to use

*

the

sword ‘to’ defend his Master. His eyes
viavere holden. But the Master saw more

than twelve legions of angels ready at his

« call. More than this, He would have
been alone even with legions of angels.
©

+. He was not alone; the Father was
‘him, , He saw the Father's face.

with

Angels

+ «might strike like Peter; they could not
To every believer he is more than
“angelic legions—hais ‘* Immanuel,” * God

tails to show how

hous
of ‘worship,
e and has not been able
to

agsit in repairs and similar

work

to

half the extent that it would have liked.
been only a

OL 118

and, a!
business,

iy a Jue ‘it has’ done that part

8. To
y &

been

revivals

$310,027,

are

871;

still

re-

appropriations

$101,821.

$18,-

missionaries,

to

due

and

becoming

- total ‘pledges

of

Toward meeting this there

was a balance in the treasury of $16,986.
During the year, also, 4612 children were

gathered into the Sunday

schools.

The

contributions were $6837 more than those

of the previous year,

and

the legacies

amountedto $88,689." The Rev. Theodore DD. Woolsey was elected president
for the ensuing year, and also thirty five
vice-presidents, among the latter being
the Rev. Richard S. Storrs, and a board

noon, of a given day.
The widow, true
to her husband, determined to go over.

Accordingly, obtaining a six shooter,she,
a few nights since, when all were

absent

from her room, placing the instrument
of death in’ her mouth discharged the

William

E.

Dodge

of vice-presidents ; J. N. Stearns,

tary, and T. T. Sheffield, treasurer.

was

secre.

The

annual meeting was also held ‘Wednes-

day in New York city, Rev. Dr. Prime
presiding. In fact, the number of benevolent: organizations that held their

annual meetings in that city, Wednesday,

was large enough to remind one of the
old anniversary days in Boston. As for
72,000,000

pages of tracts distributed last year,
receipts being $492,252,

and

the

the balance

over expenditures being $2,773. In commemoration of the Anniversary a meeting was to be held at the Church of the Hol y
Trinity, in New York, last Sunday even-

ized, partly By snobs,because

novelty and are fashionable,

they are a

The coach-

seats for fifteen, and usually carry a person to represent the time-honored En-

glish guard, mquuted behind, who blows
the accustomed horn along the route.

We shall be in powdered wig
and s
‘knee
breeches next.

frog

Court.

work,

;

Secretary

to be delivered

and

by

addresses

Rev. W.

h

were

that it would

Exhibition

at Philadelphia

the

gather, in which they may

All departments of

inspiration, and

women’s work, as represented in the Exposition, or as noted in correspondence - from
abroad and at home, will come under consider
ation. All means for advancing the prosperity

and extending the opportunities
workers,

are

open

for

cussion in its columns.

of

go forth
quer.”

suggestion

and

ter.

to report

the

:

Regis.

2,

est is still very good with us, Sunday, May

7, eight

persons united with the church, gy

Others will unite with yg soon,
LEWIS DExrgp,

REV, 8. N. BROOKS is at liberty
to apres.
any church desiring his labors
Post-office address, New Sharon, Me, =

BY REV. A. L. HOUGHTON,

pond with

at hand. Itis an appropriate time for
reviewing the past,and preparing for the

Rev, 8. D, CHURCH,

future. Our general societies are already
planning for larger things.
The Home
Mission is attemptingto raise a centen-

of Blackstone, Mass,,
the 1st Pree Baptist

has accepted a call from

church

in Taunton.

He was

formerly,

six years, pastor of this church;

nial fund for church extension, and much

for

:

WE understand that the
church in North
Creek, N, Y., are desirous of
securing a pas-

is being said about pushing all our work
with renewed vigor.
The success of all these enterprises
will depend upon the practical wisdom
with which they are directed, and that
wisdom for the future is to be sought in
the lessons of the past. The glory of the

twice.

)

by baptism.
.

same

they may

and ¢, con.

GEORGIAVILLE, R. L. The religious for.

Church Extension.

the

* conquering
x

LET vars church clerk be careful
to his next Q. M. the statistics for

Benominational Hes,

to make

receive.-fregh

which

Ministers and Ghurches,

dis-

“ Centennial Grounds,” Philadelphia, and the
subscription price, for six months, will be
$2.00.
: id
-

never

from

Bs

women»

The address will be

tor,
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A LETRER from Rev. T.
P. TAYLOR, iy
Alabama, speaks of the field there
as already *

ripe for the harvest, but thé hard

ders the compensation

barrassing.

very

times ren.

small;

He is laboring

sacrifice.

at

and

ep.

very great

MANY who recall the visit of Rev.
R. A,
Coats among the eastern churches a year
and

mistake

Church extension maybe accom- “a half ago, in behalf of an
imperiled interes

plished in two ways:

inthe Minnesota Southern Y. M., will be glad

by organizing new

churches, and by increasing the

J. Tucker,

to know that the interest

strength

ing of strong

and

permanent

significant.

year before last with good

success,

There

is

a mixture of denominations with this people,
consisting of Congregationalists, Methodists
and the F. Baptists; among whom in the past

there has been peaceful

and

happy

union, and it is hoped it may

Christian

continue

future,

They show that while last]

be a year there was an increase in

in good condition

REV. THOMAS WYATT,
JR., had engage
to preach for several months with the
1st
church in Bridgewater, where he labored

centers,

tended to denominational
weaknéss ?
The statistics of the last Register are very

is

and doing fairly well.

and efliciency of those already existing.
Now is it not true that in the past the
former of these methods has been worked
at the expense of the latter? Has not
church extension seemed to be synonymous with the multiplication of church
organizations ? and has not this multiplication of small and scarcely self-sustaining churches, without the establish-

in the

J.D. T,

WE are glad to hear from Bro. J. L. Higbee,
recently business manager of the Baptist
,

Union, as engaged in successful revival work
membership of fourteen hundred and ninety- in Hamlet, N. Y. Nearly sixty have sought
nine, there was a loss of seventy-two the Saviour, and twenty-four have already
been baptized and joined the church. He
separate churches.
| is a faithful, zealous worker, as these results
These figures tell their own story, may show,
and the nature of their offense, and
it which needs no interpretation.
Is it not
must be said that there are some chances
plain that the setting up of small and
EAST ALBANY, VT. Rev. (. W. Griffin
against their getting their freedom.
feeble outposts, to be left without ade- closed his labors with the ¥. B. church, at
quate support, only to dwindle and fall East Albany, Vt., the last Sabbath in April,
——THE
CHICAGO MAYORALTY.
Just
He has been with the said church nearly
four
now Chicago is indulging in the rare into disgrace, brings general discourage- years. - Bro.
Griffin and his wife have proved
ment
and
demorali
luxury of two mayors.
zation
?
It
seems
to
us
themselves earnest workers for the Master
Mayor Calvin
was elected inthe fall of 1873 together that we have suffered from nothing so both in the church and Sabbath school, and we,
with the members of the Common Coun- much in the past as from the lack of pet- believe them to be honest and their every day
cil for the usual term of two years. Soon manent centers of denominational influ. life to correspond with their profession. Bro.
after a new charter was granted by the ence. If all the money which has been Griffin has accepted a cull to the church at
legislature and afterwards ratified in the expended for Home Missions, east of East Randolph, and may the Lord be with
him in his new field of labor.
in ,
the last thirt
proper way by a vote of the people. Pennsylvania
years,
C. MoxLEY, Church Clerk.
This charter provided for an election in had been expended in New York or
April of 1876, and thus the members of Boston in such a manner as to have seWELLSBORO, PA. On the29 ult. a church
the Council and Mayor held over from cured the establishment of one large, of seventeen members was organized about
November, 1875, when their time natu- strong, enthusiastic church in either city, ten miles from this place, called the Chatham
+ Valley Freewill Baptist church,
Rey. D. A.
rally expired, to this Tast April election. right not our real strength in the east Pope was
chosen pastor. The
The new city Council was elected with have been greater than it is to-day ? A growth is good. Several are to be prospect of
baptized on
a large majority of good and true men strong church in such a center is con-_ the last Sunday of this month. I have recentafter one of the most stirring contests tinually sending back its contributions ly held a four weeks series of meetings in
between scalawagism and law and order of material aid and moral influence to Charleston, four miles from this place. God
the feebler churches in the country. Sup- blessed us with an excellent and good, thopgh
ever known.
The old mayor, however,
O. C. HiLLs,
pose
that in building up this church, a not extensive revival.
refusesto vacate, though a new mayor
May 3,
has been elected and declared qualified score of week churches had been left to
by a two-thirds vote of the Council. die, would not the reflex influence of
Lowey
ASS., ITEMS.
The first Sunday
Thus a direct conflict of authority exists sucha central movement have called more in May was" s. day of very great blessing to
in the executive branch of the city gov- than a score of new churches into many of the churches in Lowell, The fruits
of an almost universal revival interest were
ernment, the acting illegal mayor threat- being ?
The
passion
for
the
multipli
cation of largely gathered into the churches. The five
eningto use the police force to' prevent
Congregational churches receiving 38, the four
mayor elect Hoyne from exercising the churches is not confined to our own peoBaptist,
ple
by
any
means.
It has often seemed church 158, the three M, E., 30, and our own
functions of his office. And this is
7; in all 233. Several were to unite
very fitting way for the Queen to celebrate the reception of her new title of
Empress. Take the opposition to the
release, the character of the prisoners

how Chicago comes to have two mayors. The question will doutless soon go

to the Supreme court and find a just decision.
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE. The catalogue
of this In$¥itution presents a hopeful rec-

ord.

There seems to have been a good

attendance of students the past year, and,

judging from the course of study laid
down, the rules of discipline, and the
faculty that presides over the whole, the

profit must have been real and valuable.
The summer term opens June 7.
Tug THREE GRACES.
With reference
to this picture it may be well enough to

say that the advertisement was inserted
purely as a busines stransaction,and without any reference to the premium feature
of it. Those who have received the picture generally speak well of it, but there
is an occasional complaint.
We
must
believe that it is. worth the small sum
asked for it, although it manifestly for
that sum can not possess any great

tic qualities.

“We have yetto see

artis-

one

of

or one of the

leading magazines, that had not already
inserted the advertisement before it ap-

‘BRIEF NOTES.
It is proposed to invite

Messrs,

Moody

and

next

win-

Sankey to hold meetings in Boston
ter.

:

‘We leave our special correspondent to give
the particulars of the openings of the great
Exhibition, which seems to have been a grand
and imposing affair,
The Supreme. Court

has

decided

that

the

proprietors of the Old South church, can sell
the edifice on Washington St. There is still a
possibility, although not a-very flattering one,

that the sale will not be made.
The offer of the Star for, seven months
$1.25, which we make on the third page,

loudly for

Ste-

India. It was without doubt an interesting meeting.
——FENIAN
PRISONERS
IN
YENGLAND.
The Fenians for a long tim& 1 prisoned
in England for participating in an
insurrection
are now
the
subjects
of numerous
appeals.
Over a hundred members
of Parliament have
lately signed a petition for their release,

it seeming to them

the

called the New Century.

but

venson was to make a brief statement of
the Society's

they are really needed, let iis ‘not forge

that we need strongholds, bu)
of
moral power, centers of denomination)
life, about which all our forces may

i

church, as of the individual, is not to
make no mistake, for *“ to err is human,”

ing, to be presided over by Judge Strong
Supreme

sist in ever
possib
yle ‘way the feeble

churches, and plant new churches Where

Our denominational centennial is near

~——=THE AMERICAN TRACT Society.

our religious exchanges,

several lines having been already started
in the large cities, merely as reminders
of the olden time. They are well patron-

During

——

were

Here is a means of success which must
not be despised. ‘While we strive to as.

perfected

Executive Committee of the ladies of the
United States will publish a weekly paper,

of fifty directors.

the Tract Society, there

have

gymnasium,

and expenditures, $309,-

due, $87,905, —making

victims, an apology to France and Germany and guarantees against similar
massacres in the future.

not. yet pre. meeting in New York City, Wednesday

J

organized;

The Y, M. C, A. of Chicago,

theiicontenplated arrangements so as to oceupy the first floor’ of their building at 150 ‘Madi
sen 8t., for a reading room. It now presents
especial attractions, while the quarters of the old

reading room are to be fitted up for a first class

have

churches

92

society;

‘the

were

906,

demanded the execution of the murderers, indemnification to the families of the

t effort like that ‘THE AMERICAN HOME MISSIONARY
‘Building Fund Sociery. This Society held its annual
ValkEA

3

D. D., Rev. S. H. Tyng, Jr., D. D., Professor Edward . Warren Clark,
late of
Japan, and Rev. D. J. Chamberlain, of

roti has properly es are of the traditional yellow, with

Indeed, that ido

:

ported in 200 churches, and 6297 con:
of the year.
receipts
The
versions.

It is a matter that

successfully this work

that it has never, we’ believe, built a new

|

the whole civilized werdd will be .interested in, and it is quite likely that that interest will not suffer Turkey to give less:
than satisfactory pledges forthe futu
It now appears that the outrage was
pPtemeditated. The European powers have

Turkish government.

may be carrie
on;d .- In our own denomi- ~——A CENTENNIAL FEATURE.
One of
nation the Home Mission Society is doing the curious features of the Centennial is
h | the revival of the old English stage-coach,
in parta similar work.’ Bat it ‘also hag

wery many other interests to look after, so

i

of the

years of the existence of the society, it
re-elected president, with a large number
has made loans to 478 churches, to an ag-

gregate of $360,100. =
:
We have thus gone somewhat into de-

7

France, Germany, Italy and Russia have
ordered war-vessels to the scene of the
riot, and insist on satisfaction from the

$12,575.

is on the field when he

of

England,

$50,000; and now it is $100y000.
The
“from England, even from China<nay, funds of the society are imcreased from
+ from almostevery civilized land—words of year to year by subscriptions, donations, contents into her brain, killing herself
‘legacies, and church collections. It is instantly. Her most intimate friends had
- «cheer and pledges of help.
That was God. It washe, moving men’s hoped by some of its earnest leaders that ‘observed no signs of insanity. It was the
ripe fruit of her spiritualistic faith.
The
sympathies more widely than the world it will go on'increasing till it reaches
lesson ought not to be hard to learn.
ever knew before. The angels appeared $500,000.
He
—
* inne visible form to infidel or to panicDuring the last year the committee have
——THE
NATIONA
L TEMPERANCE Sostricken multitude to queneh the flames, made thirty-two loars, amounting in the
but, better than that, they stirred a hun- aggregate to $30,600; seventeen new CIETY. The annual meeting of the Na~ dred million hearts with a love and sym- chapels have been opened, and twenty- | tional Temperance Society was held
1 pathy which fire can not consume, —worth two others have been enlarged. The new Monday of last week.
The annual remore than possessions of warehouses and chapels cost $145,915, and the total debt port shows the issue of a greater amount
Wait till smoke and flame have remaining on them is $37,800. The en- of temperance literature than ever, and a
«ceased; till-disturbing forces that confuse largements cost $72,840, and the debt large number of conversions to total aband blind our eyes have spent their fury, remaining in these cases is $21,805. One stinence, while the bill providing for a
commission of inquiry into the liquor
and we shall find the whole world still full new chapel is, |
help of the society,
traffic has passed the United States Sen-of angelic presence,—fall of God.
entirely clear from ded,
and in five cases
The
of enlargement the expenses’ have been ate and is pending in the House.
+ He hides himself so wondrously
opinion is expressed that the results of
fully
paid.
The
committee
state
that
durLE
As though there were no God ;
ing the year all the stipulated payments the year show great cause for congratu© = "He is least seen when all the powers
lation and renewed souragg The’ refrom the churches assisted have been
Of ill are most abroad :
+Oh, blest is he to whom is given
promptly paid, and in some cases, before ceipts from publications wére $43,118,
and from donations and life memberThe instinct that can tell
;
the time agreed on. During the thirty
- "That God
ships

«there came from all parts of the nation,

1

isters have been éngaged in the service

= Finall y,

——ORgANIZED MURDRRERS.
Evidence
in a murder case in Pennsylvania goes to
show that the society called ¢ Molly
Maguires” is organized especially for the
CHURCH BUILDING FUNDS.
murder of all persons obnoxious to it.
The plan of building and helping to It is composed wholly of Catholic Irish.
build meeting houses from the income of men, who have signs, grips and passfunds devoted to that purpose, is proving words, and thus preserve their unity and
Many murdered miners, who
to be quite successful. In this country it force.
has had its most notable illustration among have refused to join strikes with the
the Methodists, who not long since were Mollies, ‘and to otherwise operate with
completing houses of worship at the rate of them, it is now supposed have disapone a day in different parts of the denom- peared by their hands. One shudders to
ination.. Alittle enthusiastic work, aug- think of the degree of human fiendish:
displayed. There may he
mented by the impulse of the denomina- ness thus
tional centennial, and a most important some sensational features of this report.
At any rate the authorities seem disposed
work began to be accomplished.
In England a similar effort among the to work up the matter, and we shall
Baptists is meeting with good results. probably know the worst.
—
The work is conducted by a regularly organized society, which has just held its an- ——FRUIT OF SPIRITUALISM. Akout one
sin
ago, a zealous Spiritualist
nual meeting in London
Its specific]
.
object is to help poor churches which need } small village of Eastern Iowa, leaving
to enlarge or build houses of worship, by | widow and two daughters.
Frequent
loaning without interest a portion of the messages were sent back to the family,
building funds on condition that these loans which were accredited by. his widow at
Recently, a message announced
are repaid within a certain number of last.
years by regular instalments. The society tha the deceased husband was about to
commenced its work about thirty years marry a sainted spirit, but would accept
ago, with a legacy of five thousand dollars his former wifé, instead, if she would
bequeathed by Rev. Dr. Newman, of come to him on or before 12 o'clock,
London, and

TF

ing it was inauguration day in Philadelphia.” The reports showed that 979 min-

But the affair has

aroused all the great powers.

War]

afternoon. So it seems that there was
somebody left in the city, notwithstand-

* CURRENT TOPICS.

* tian can go into prayer meeting, and give
himself for ten minutes to real and seri-

|

a

believe will be duly appreciated,

for
we

Subscribers

beginning the first of June will get the whole
_of the serial story which will begin with that
‘month.
LJ

to be the aim of the different

denomina-

tions to secure a representation in every

town large enough to have a Post-office.

There is a small country

town

in

New

with the Paige St. F. B, churgh, but the communion service was postponed on account of
the presence of the East Cambridge praying

band.

Probably

not less than 500 will be

England which formerly had four church-

gathered into the churches as

privileges, even

de-

the Paige 8t. church, into whose labors Bro.
Porter has entered with great and growing zeal

Besides, there is an element of strength

had baptisms every month since January; and

the

immediate

fruits of revivals this winter and spring in this
es, each holding regular service. A few one city.
In some of the churches, the Bapmonths ago they had each become too tist particularly, outside help has been employweak to.support preaching, and there ed, and meetings have been held continuously
was no regular Sabbath service in town. for weeks and months; but in most of our
Now if the strength of these four church- churches the work has gone forward very
es had been harmoniously combined in quietly, without foreign help, and generally
without extra meetings. In our own church,
one, there might have been constant Mt. Vernon, there has been a continuous re
thrift and progress.
It is a mistaken vival interest since the first of December, and
ideato establish churches in communi-’ it seems to be growing deeper with the advent
ties already well supplied with church of spring and summer, The same is trme of
though

one’s

own

nomination is not represented.

and

efficiency.

Both

of

our

churches

of communicants

received

for direct Christian work in large church-

the number

es which ean not be realized in small
ones. There is a power in numbers in

be quite large,—our own increase being

religion as in politics.

What the * mass

meeting,” and the ‘* grand rally,” is to
the political campaign, the large, enthu-,

siastic congregation is to the

work

of

have

must
twen-

ty. For such great and continuous prosperity,
we feel like praising God and renewing our
courage.
The temperance question has been one of
the very deepest interest to all of our people
this winter. A reform club of nearly 2000
members has been organized under the inspiration of Dr. H. A. Reynolds, the well

Christ.
* This influence has often been blessed
known - temperance advocate; “Efforts have
of God. The great revivals have invari- been made to induce the Board of Aldermen
ably been carried on in connection with to restrict the sales of liquor by refusing to
large masses of people. On the day of grant licenses,as allowed by the license law.
Pentecost the apostles preached to as-' ‘Whether these efforts shall be utterly without
sembled thousands. So in the work of avail is not yet certain; but the probabilities
are that we shall bave practically free rum for
Whitefield, Spurgeon and Moody. Take another year at least. Three members
of the
our country through, and you will find Board stand firmly for temperance; the other

that the greater part of Christian work,

and the majority of-conversions, is with
the larger churches. They have an at-

traction

peculiar

to themselves.

young man, a stranger,

enters

a

If a
large

church, densely crowded with eager list«
eners and earnest worshipers,

he catches

the enthusiasm at once and is much more
likely to be attracted thither again, than

ifit were a small

church,

half filled,

five appear to be willing to gratify

the

liquor

ifiterest so far as possible. Meantime the reform club is pushing forward its work with
excellent results, and our best citizens are
giving to it their sympathies as well as mate-

rial aid.

It is however sickening to pass down

our principal streets and see 80 many yawning

chasms into which the young are #¥ liable to
fall, Rum-selling is made respectable
ness because it has the sanction of the
therefore it must be respectable to ‘drink,
the unwary are beguiled by the sophistry,

busilaw;
and
that

though the worshipers might be equally
warm-hearted and devout, and though
all the services might be equally excel-

it is manly to rush into temptation; and alas,
the work of the rum-devil is forwarded and;

lent in matter, manner, and spirit.

~ From this phrase of city-experiences, it is

0

made more effective by the law! .

..

A

Ne

AN

a

refreshing to return to the churches, where the

“STMAY
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I7,,1876,

A

A

“THE
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Rev. J, R. POPE, pastor for some

time

MORNING
ir
ave
AL
SOB
KIVGAE
—

cd

The Methodist Missionary Society has in

of

world;

is the hope of the

The church

«church is the Bride—the help-meet=of

fifty persons each.

Him

Ordination,

who came to redeem the world from the thrall«lom of sin.
GS. R.

Bro. A. A, Collins was

J

examined

and

at

Highland, Mich, May 8. The examination

BosTON, BUNKER HILL DISTRIOT, Knowing that the state of our churches in ‘and
around Boston, 18 a matter of considerable interest to many of the readers of the Star, I am

was highly satisfactory. After the usual preliminaries the Ser was a3 follows : Sermon
by Rev. G. H.
Hubbard; Ordaining Prayer by
Rev. 8. A, Currier; Charge by Rev. G. H.
happy te say that the church known as the "Howard; Right hand of ‘fellowship by Rev. E,
Charlestown F, Baptist Mission church, situat- M. Corey; Benediction by the candidate.
ed in Charlestown District, and East SomerE. M. Corey, Clerk of Council.
ville, has enjoyéd
a gradual work of grace for

the hearts of God's people, and added not
only numbers, but strength to the church.
‘We think there has been no time since the re-

CALHOUN & NORTH BRANCH

its las} session withthe

vival began that the interest has been any
deeper, or that Christians were

working

earnestly to beginners to Christ than at the

present time, This church, though laboring
under great disadvantages, has been steadily
gaining in numbers and strength since. its organization, It was organized a little more
than two years and a half ago, with twentythree members. Since the commencement of
my labors with the church, two years

ago

and Father Elwood. Sister
John Ashley
Maines was licensed to exhort at the Aug.
session of the Q. M. and has given evidence of
being peculiarly adapted to the work of the

but

us

with

very

little

spel ministry especially during the past winer,scores of precious souls having been brought
and unceasI jue Jighe § wine her powerful

interruption.

chureh, Aug. 11—13.

few years we would have, by united effort

UNITY.Q. M.—Held its March session with
the Newburgh church, and in absence of the

the blessing of God, a church established here

of our cause would

devoutly

all

lovers

thank

God.

know the question is sometimes asked,

I

one of
this ar-

ticle. So far as this church is concerned, such
4 course would be exceedingly impolitic and
suicidal in its results,
of

the

membership

a Father to

therefore,

see no

the

fatherless

Next session first

to be

‘borne . by but a very few.
Consequently, the
result would be that they would prefer to attend worship, and pay their money to support
the gospel with other denominations rather
than pay it to fatten horse-car corporations by

We,

and

the

Friday and

present

ganyika,

to

of the

bless.

Lord

The

Saturday

to

ast winter in the Toledo church

be

Creek church under the labors
Clark.

Bovifa

the

church.

The

were passed :

of Rev.

following

the

in

the

the
his “companion, and may
with him and”
declinblessings of God attend them in their
ing years.
. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to
the Morning Star for publication.
Richland church,
the
Next session with

at

West Buxton has been enjoying a precious
work of grace. The work has been gradual,
commencing at first with a class of men who

at

all.
.
Some twelve mouths since, the temperance
movement commenced here, and we organized
areform club and many of these men signed
the pledge, and now they have become earnest

second

Sabbath

HAWKINS Co.,Q. M.—Held its

in

Next

April I baptized eleven and last Sabbath (May
7th) I had the privilege of baptizing seventeen
more, the ages of the candidates ranking from
fifteen to ninety-one.
The oldest inhabitants
‘of the place never witnessed such a sight be“fore, and in all probability never will again.
"There were more than five hundred persons
gathered at the water-side ; some coming twen-

‘through with the duty, but all fears were taken
away as they saw her walk firmly down into
ithe water praising the Lord as she came out of
the water, Yepeating these beautiful words of
the Psalmist,

“ Bless

the

Lord,

O my

soul;

.and all that is within me bless his holy name.”
Many eyes filled with tears as they saw this
‘aged couple successfully and trustingly obey
the command of our Saviour,

and

admit that the ordinance could

all had

be

obeyed in

the Scriptural and apostolic mode, by

have the will to follow
afternoon I had

the

to

all

the

Saviour,

privilege

of

who

In the

giving

the

hand of fellowship and welcome to the church
thirty-one. It was a scene never to be forgot.
ten; to see husbands

«children, brothers

and

and

wives,

parents

sisters,~some

and

whole

families, nine of them husbands, and seven out
of the nine with their wives, all uniting hands

in Christian love and fellowship—with ages
ranking from fifteen to ninety-one, And we

could only say, ¢ It is the Lord's

doing

and

1s marvelous in our eyes.”
One of the leading features of this work

it

the marked answers to prayer.
thing

to

hear

It is no

from

W. A. HEADRICK,

yet come

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Harford church, Feb. 25, Rev. C. L. Vail,
moderator. Not half of the churches represented on account of bad roads.
Collection
for Foreign Mission, $2.46.
gi
Next session will be held with the Summer-

gave

to

annual donstion
. C.C. FP.

For several weeks a revi-

val has been in progress in the church in this

‘place, of which Rev. I. Z. Hanning is pastor.
than twenty

have

been

baptized and

added to. the chureh, and others stand as can«didates for baptism,

-

Friday

|.

Beligious Miscellany,
The Peoria Presbytery, Ill, has refused the
application of the Rev. Glendennning of Jersey City notoriety for membership, and or-

dered the Henry church of which he

is pastor

to dissolve the connection.
+ The Union Park Congregational church of
Chicago has secured a pastor in the person of
Rev. David N. Vandeveer, formerly of Kingston,N. Y.
Itis

now

pretty

certain

that

Moody

Sankey will go to Montreal to

hold

in June, and visit Chicago

a like

early in the

for

fall,

and

meetings
purpose

;

A remarkable revival followed the visitation

to San Antonio,

Texas,

of Messrs. Hall

and

Cree, the delegates of the International ‘YY, M.
C. A, San Antonio is one of the oldest cities

in the Union and has
hold of Romanism.

always

been

a strong-

recently

from

Russia,

have

settled

near

Sacramento.

one

at

Nine

theré were less than 2,000 churches in the
United States, or one to about 1,600 of the inhabitants, Now there are nearly 73,000, or

every

600

of the

inhabitants.

y

8. H. B.

clamor of those who are proclaiming that
Christianity is losing its hold upon our people.
At the Baltimore Methodist Episcopal conference, a report was made that the New York

Book Concern ought to pay over eight ner
cent. on its: $1,000,000 capital, and that tbe
‘Western Book Concern has been mismanaged
and is insolvent in $40,000.
Tt is stated that the litigation over

the

right

of English Wesleyan ministers to the title of
‘“ Reverend”
has cost that
8,000.

#

body

they sum

of

THE

An able

and judicious Reading Committee have

Letter

from

Mile.

Titiens.

Under the date of April 12, the famous prima
donna of Mr. Strakosch’s late season indited the
following letter: ** It gives me great pleasure to
testify to the excellence of the HALLET, DAVIS

&

|

CoMPANY pianoforte; I have never heard a piano
to which I have listened with more pleasure,or in
which sweetness of tone and power

Books

LIFE

».

were so well

BY

combined. I should think that this piano would
be received with great favor everywhere.
THERESE

DEA

INESS

Relieved.

THE

REFORMER.

Temperance and Religion,
Thousands of men reclaimed,

Chapter on Reform Clubs,
Constitution and By-Laws.

168 pages, price 50 cts.
ceipt of price, to

medicine.

Book free. G. J. WoOD,Madison,

Ina.

EXPRESS
H C Bowen, Georgiaville, R I.
J B Davis, W Buxton, Me.
Rev F W Towne, Kittery Point,

20-4teow

Hotices and Appointments.
OHIO CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its next session with
the Berwick church in the Marion Q. M., situated on
the Atlantic & Great Western R. R., commencing Friday, June 9, at 2, P, M.

8. D. BATES, Clerk.

3t20

THE R. I. A880, of Free
tist churches
will hold
its next meeting with the
Roger Williams church,
Providence,on Wednesday
and Thursday, June 78,
C
ing
Wednesday, at 10, A.M. The Ministers’
Conference will convene on
Tuesday, at the same
hour. Further notice hereafter,
J. M. BREWSTER, Clerk,

PL Brown, Parishviile,

R P Donnell, Bath, Me.

Princeton, N. J.

Dover, N. H.
2w20

EBEN.

pleasant

SHUTE,

.

and

profitable,

36 Bromfield

an agency for

4 NY

ONLY

apply

to

Lotion.

St, Boston, for

Book

p
%,

VENTURY + GospeL WORK

7

77

church,

at19

Manehester, June 13-15.
E. H. PRESCOTT,
8

Clerk.

ST. JOSEPH’S VALLEY Y. M, will be held with the
Summerville church, Cass and Berrien Q. M., commencing Friday, Nay L) at 2, P. M.. Friends going b
M.
U. Air Line, R. R.
will stop at Niles; those by M.
C. R.R,, at Pokagon,. Tralis arrive about 4, P.M.
Carriages will be In attendance to convey
friends on
Thursday and Friday. Those who wish to be at Friday’s conference must go on Thursday.
fivim

D. P. HATCH, Clerk,

will meet with

74

Treas.
wo

In Dover,

N.H., May 1, by Rev.
‘and Miss

G. 0.

Abbie

Waterman,

J. Littlefield,

Adugrtisgments,
1]

|

«4

=

Px

Shy

£2

-b

$3

Ef:

5

$3

F2

Contracted

in Lowville, commencing June 23, at 2, p, m.

Wt. WHITEFIELD, Clerk,

ONTARIO

Y,

M,

church, commencing
Opening sormonby
praying.
“

McDoNOUGH

will be held with

Friday,June 23,
at 10, A.M,
Rev. J. Griffin,
Brethren, come
J. 8. HARRINGTON, Clerk,

See————————

Q.M.will

be

held

man Hill church, commencing June
Register are expected.

2d

the Strafford

pes

W.

A.

.
2,

with

the Ger-

Statistics

Priuiies,

for

Lame

Sprains,
:

Felons,
le by

iy
to
16e0w

Clerk.

E

Shiizehy Som

‘Re NSSELAER

iar,
ay,

TT

Q. M, will

at Hoag’s Corners, comme
'«

M,

A WEEK to Male ad Female
Agents, iu their locality. Costs
NOTHING to try
it. Particulars
FREE,
P.0.VICKERY & CO.

DUson
reh
clerks
CHTkS WHIT see
500 fat [| suasilor
soer Rogier

, hy
are forwarded
.
‘i

I. B. CoLrMAN,

Clerk.

septl-ly

Augusta,

Me.

willbe

year —What

Nickel

Plated

FASTENER.

not mar or injure the door.

A Prominent

oventor says:

War-

‘‘It’s

L.

&

SUN

4620

The events of the Presidential campaign will
be so faithfully and fully illustrated in THE
NEW YORK SUN as to commend it to candid
men of all parties! We will send the WEEKLY
EDITION (eight pages), post paid, from June 1st
till afier election for 50 ots. ; the SUNDAY EDITION, same size, at the same price; or the DAILY,
four pages, for $3,
.

ddress

THE

SUN, New York City.

4t19

THE

WO

5

company, Rs)

EQUITABLE BUILDING, 120 BROADWAY, N. Y
CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT,
INTEREST.
IT
SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY 2
High School Choir. 81.001. Tn exdemies, Seminaries and High Schools. Music in
FIRST.MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REA|
two, three and four parts.
ESTATE.
The People’s Chorus Book. £3: %: IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTH?
or chorus is a gem, and as a collection of glees it is
quite equal to anything of the kind that has apMODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECU
peared.
TORS AND TRUSTEES.
Any book sent, post-paid, for retail price.
‘aL

i

Shinin

a5

River.

«

richer

This

charmi

Adi

Png

is received with great favor, and is worthy of universal adoption.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.
BOSTON,
J.

E.

Ditson & Co., Successors
Walker, Philadelphia.

BUy oNLy

THE LATEST

to

Lee

DIRECTORS.
&

STyLES

Jache

J

LOUIS FITZGERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER.
JAMES M. HALSTED.
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH.
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B, MONROE.

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DODD.
WILLIAM O. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY 6. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A. SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.
°

LOUIS FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-Pres't

AIN F IXTURES
iy

Goons

+ |

Toys

FRAMES

LOW Gh PROICUES ©)

SJ™TMGRTEH

.'“ Screw the finger as tight as youn can,
that’s rheumatiem; one turn more, that’s gout,”
is a familiar description of these two diseases.
Though each may and does attack different parts
of the system, the cause is believed to be a poisShou acid in the blood. Purify this by the use
o

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

A VERY
CHOICE FARM
adjoining Wilmington, Del.

held with the Branch

Ne: Neokaon: Clerk,

Dictionary of Musical Information.
[$1.25]. The only Musical Dictionary, and a most convenient book
of reference.

Bruises,

be Jeid with the Elton
June
P.M,

18

FOR THE CAMPAIGN,

Living Waters. £3 better book of the kind

Stir Neck,

For full description rend for circular to
2w20] KVANS
PENNINGTON, Willmington, Del.

Does

THE

&CO,,

has ever appeared.
For Conferences, Praise Meetings,
Prager
Meetings,
Camp
Meetings,
etc.
Hymns and music all in perfect taste, und ofa high
order.

|

Burns,

Bwglars

sample and full instructions. G. H. WOODRUFF

Chorus Singing, and especially fitted to.the celebrations of this year.
Na
30 cts.] By D.F. HoDGES.

EU

dealNTT
VOhaey hing
Bi
{ Pring. 20 § 806 { on application,
GILMAN BROS, Agents,
Boston.

SAL

CATTARAUGUS 3
h, commencin

Back,

and

Co., Box 582, Newport, R.

[WINDOW- SHADES

Cords,

every-

Business honorable and first"
Particulars sent free.
AdJ. WORTH & CO.
St. Louis. Mo.

an article the Public will appreciate and buy.”
An
agent in Providence, R, 1., made $11.90 in
one
day.
No capital required.
Send 35 cts. for

Patriotic Songs of all nations, arranged for Solo or

IC

CURES

with the church

THOMAS,

SONGS.
(In Boards, 50 cents, in Paper, 40 cents.]
A truly elegant and attractive collection of the

‘ pod

Neuralgia,

MONTH—Agents wanted

Juople want is Watson’s

ranted secure.

i

Dover, N. H.

removes Moth, Tan
3m7

eautiful

by his Orchestra nightly),
And Published by:

CHURCH

Indiges-

the cure of the above

DOOR

A
al RESGO ANFUecornTion
VLARGEST
onrca becRSS RTMENT IN THE STATE

LINIMENT

Pills

Heartburn,

plen

Just out.

MusicBooks!

DR. Streeter’s

Cherry Valley church,

street, New
17t15

Liver Complaint, Drop-

RACKLEY,

=F

Centennial Collection of National

$1,000 Forfeited if above is Not True.

Rheumatism,

0

THEODORE

F.

where.
elass.
dress

3637

1R00M “PAPERS

HE=

3

MAGNE

A

BY THE

Now Arranged for Piano by

50:

iS

2

COLD—

PAID

0 CENTENNIAL MARCH

John A.

Bond

Electric

Headache,

B.

RICHARD WAGNER'S

(Played

49

Homai’s Persian Wash
and Freckles.
Never fails.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

by Rev. J. Rand,Mr.

Mr. Warren G. Hagar
both of D.

B.A. GURNEY, Clerk,

St. LAWRENCE Y. M, will be held

medicine, or consult Dr. B.

Dermatologist,

ramed complaints. - Sent post-paid to any address,
by mail, on receipt of fifty cents. Address

Price 81, on receipt of which’ it will be sent by mail.
For sale by Music Dealers every-where.

N. BROOKS,

In Boston, April 9,

Boon Co, Ill, on Friday, June 2, at 10, A. Mm.
t

h

their remedial properties for

FOR

JOHN

Pease and Mrs, Olive T, Hale, both of Parsonsfield,
e.
In Dover,N. H., April 1, iy
Rev.
J. Meader, Mr.
Thomas Blackburn and Miss
Mary O. Hodgdon.
April
! Mr george 0. Hodgdon-and Miss Anna Blackburn,
of
D.
In Stowe, Vt., at the residence of the bride's father,
by Rev. A, M. Freeman, Mr. William W. Adams and
Miss Ella L, Ayres,.both of8,

N.Y. & PENN. Y.M. will be held with the Gaines
church, Potter Co, Q. M., sommenoing Friday,June 9, at
1, P.M.
3t19
G. H.
FREEMAN, Clerk,

sean

worms.
Ask your druggist for Perry’s Comedone ad Pimple
Remedy, the infallible skin

sion, Kidney Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Scrof- 3
ula, &c.
They purify the blood, and stimulate the system,
thereby curing many complaints caused by bad
blood, such as Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, &c., &c,
One single box will convince the most skeptical of

WOMEN’S CENTENNIAL COMMITTEES

In Lawrence, Mass., April 6, by Rev. A. L. Houghton
Mr, Charles A, Castle and Mrs,
Fannie Sanborn, both
of L. Feb.28. Mr. Thomas Vose, of
Lawrence, and
Miss Emma Worcester, of Bangor, Me.

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y, M. will be held with the
Cherry Creek church in June. Notice of arrangements
and R. R, routes will be
given before
the
time of
meeting,
ROBERT MARTIN,

Ine, Y. M,

)y

It is reliable

For the Cure of

—IN

Me.

Married

MICH. Y. M. Delegates and visiting brethren,
who
fuipgse to attend the next session of
the Y, M. to be
eld in Jackson, will confer a favor upon us, and recelve better accommodations
for themselves if they
will send their names to the pastor of the churchas
soon as possible, We expect the next session of the
Y. M. will be the largest and the best ever held in the
State. Will not all who read this note pray that God's
blessing may make it a Pentecostal season.
30
J.B, DREW,
t10,

4

Rackley’s

$5000,

R I, per A Lovejoy,

-

UNION Y, M, will be held withthe Willett church,
commencing
Frida
before
the
third
Sabbath
in June, at 2, P, M,
v.S.R. Evans is Appointed to
preach the opening sermon at 2, P. M., on Friday.
.
3t18
J. W. BARR,
Clerk.

:

We

777°

C.: PERRY,
York.

HRISTIAN CITIZEN

WAS

FOR

for Pimples onthe Face,
Blackheads or Flesh-

id

BEST
NEPA

Depot No. 451 Sixth Av50 cents and $1 Por, Dot

MOTH
PATCHES,
Freckles and Tan,
use Perry’s moth and freckle

, Costiveness,

H P Goff, Broadway, O,
A friend, Meredith, N H,
1st Ossi
& Wakefield, N H, per H Ham,
A friend, Chelsea, Vt,
J Newcomb, Weeks Mills, Me,
J Evans, Hiram,
2nd Pittsfield, Me, per R Norton,
Summer 8t ch, Gardiner. Me,
per C 8 Frost,
Yan Buren Q M, 3tich, perO
P Sheldon,
W 8 Morse, Adams Peak, Kan,
RS
Manchester, N. H.

SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. will be held with the Jackson
church, Gibson Q. M., June 23—
Conference will
convene on Friday, June 29, at 4, .P. M.
We hope for
a Jul delegation and a large atieng
of brethren.
«HILLS, Clerk,

OF AMMONIA

If you Want Employment
that will be

Foreign Mission.

’

Analytical Chemists.

Sold > all Druggists.
gue,
ew York. Only
e.

Sent, post paid, on re-

E. HASKELL,

MAIL.

BY

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
In my stable the only Liniment I now use is
GILES’ IODIDE OF AMMONIA. It performs wonders. I’ unhesitatingly pronounce it the best I
ever saw. No stable should be without it.
R. MCDANIELS,

A Marvelous Life
Forty years'in deepest vice,
hree years an apostle of

Miss Lizzie A Chapman, Box 371, Beilows Falls, Vt.
J 8 Potter,
No Sandwich, N H.
James Miller, Pascoag, R I.
Jabez Robinson, Gardiner, Me.
Wm Thatcher, Pawnee City, Neb.
4
J 8 Potter, No Sandwich, N H.

TITIENS.”

No

PREPARED

ODI
)DIDE

OF

"WILLIAM HURD,

Forwarded.

tin-

GREAT

222teow

secured to Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co., Boston,a
very valuable list of Sunday School Books.
Catalogues free.

are

Publishers,

Temperance Reformation.

G C Dolley—J G Drew—J 8 Dinsmore—J W D
J N
Drake—G H Freeman—R M Putlerton—Mrs G W Gould—C Goud—J Hicks-0 C Hills—
A Harmon—J T Hills—A G Hill—O A Harris—EB
Humphrey—O S Hasty—W H Hobbs—MrsD H Ide—
G'S Jaquith—O L Jonés—D B Jones—R M
Jones—S 8
Johnson —F Kent—A Kenney—R Lewis—N M Marston
—J Meade—C B Messer—I T Mossup—J Milleg—-C 8
Newman—F H Osgood -8 P Philbrick—A PierceC F
Penney—J Pinkham—W Paddock—J) Pray—H Pallett—
W_8 Pattee—B Ray Phelon—I Randall—,
J Rohertson
—Wm Russell—D Small—-F A Snell—8 S sSmall—LE
Snell—J Small—I Tucker—C O Thompson—T P Tavlor
Feat
C Talon
Tewksberry—~Mrs 8 K Vining—
A Whitman
8 Wright-S H Wolf—J Young—Mrs B
Way—Mrs L 8 Wescott—J H Walrath—H F Wood—
S A Wakeman—L Willlams-J Mitchell:

scalp

:

Practical and

randall

San

China-

CO.,

humors,

soft—under

Sold by all Dreggists and Dealers in Medicine.
1520
[No. 4.)

Illustrated........ 1.00

OF TU-WHIT HOLIllustrated........... PYPOm,X

&

all

and

diseases of the

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,

til

518

The annual report of the Presbyterian misgion among the Chinese of California gives the
names of seventeen laborers, among which are
two missionaries and six Chinese assistants.

conditions,

heals

cool, clean

32 Franklin 8t., Boston.

N. H.

N. H. Y. M. will be held with the Merrimack Street

Mountain Lake, Coftonwood Co., Minn.

about one to

W Griffin, East Randolph, Vt.
B Laighton, Gilmanton Iron Works,
L Sinclair, Meredith Village, N H.
Hurlin, No Lawrence, N Y.
C Foster, Strafford Cor, N H.
Cleaveland, Horton, Mich.

LOTHROP

dandruff,

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,

Letters Received.
SH Abbott—I Allen—E Allen—-¥M W
—J
Backu

Coughs, Colds, ete.

This fact alone should be sufficient to quiet the

From Lansing, Mich., we hear of gratifying
prosperity, On.the first Sabbath of the month,
the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern, baptized and received into church fellowship sixteen. The
prospects are full of cheer and the congregation
still worship in Representatives Hall,

More

Conference

men have during the year united with the
church in profession of faith.
;
At the beginning of the present century

WESTERN.

RIO GRANDE, 0.

11.

-

Notice.

Jose, the other at

tl
hn

-

hill church, June 10,

previous at 6, P. M. It is quite necessary that
there be a full Sefegution with the percentage
and statistics for the Register.
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

Tliere are two mission schools:
DAvIs,

Donations.

their pastor’s family at their
fifty dollars.

Clerk.

One hundred and thirty Mennonite families,

now an earnest band of Christian workers,and

STRA¥FORD & BARNSTEAD church

Valley

to

fifty prayers at the opening of our social meetings. There are others who are waiting the
next opportunity to follow the Saviour in baptism, and still the work goes on. We have

J. BURNHAM
W. Buxton, Me., May 10.

Gravelly

un-

has

twenty-five

our prayer is that many more may
and seek salvation for themselves.

the

The Calcutta Bible- Society offered to supply all the state schools in Bengal with copies of the Bible in the vernacular and in English, and the government has accepted the
offer.

. been, from the commencement, the spirit of
prayer which has pervaded the meetings, and
common

with

church, July 14—16.

ty miles, to see a sister ninety-one years old

«this present month, and her husband seventysix, follow their Saviour in the sacred ordi
‘nance of baptism. There were some fears on
ithe part of many, as the sister came down to
‘the water, that she would not be able to go

session

Universally
ace

C
J
J
C
C
8

16mo.

Valuable and Reliable.—¢‘Brown’s Brone

last session

with Limestone Fork church April 21. Elected
Rev. W. B. Woolsey, moderator.
Rev. N.
Bailey was appointed as Home missionary, and
W. A. Headrick, 8, 8S. Agent.
The business
was conducted harmoniously, the preaching
was of an orthodox character.

Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev

’S MONEY.

20 tf

Wis. Y: M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE.
The lesson
in Haven’s .Moral Philosophy, provided for in the programme, with Rev, L. A. Crandall as teacher, will em~
brace the second chapter,
PER ORDER.

CHIAL TROCHES ” are invaluable to those exposed
to sudden changes, affording prompt relief in

H. H, WITHINGTON, Clerk.

June 16—18,

which

ss a eeussnessanrsvesnsvesns
saves 00

COOKING CL
LOW. 16mo.

D.

SAUK CO, Q. M,, Wis., will be held with the
Big
Springs church, June 9—11. Please remember to send
statistics for the Register.
P.8. YOUNG.

the world.

go

wishes

AG

offers

for the

SIUBLIALERs

THE

ILL. Y. M. Itis desired by the undersigned that alt
delegates and visitors who purpose to attend the Ill.
. M., to be held with this church, June 2, notify me
by, mail as soon as possible, that ample provision may
he made for them.
is will save much hard work and
per plexity,
We especially hope all will come filled
with the Spirit, that good may be done.
H. E. Cross, Pastor.
Cherry Valley, May 6.

Vegetine is acknowledged by all classes of people
to be che best and most reliable blood purifier in

O. T.

resolutions

good

and

It cures

xENTS

as he is about to removeto his former
M., and
field of labor in the East,

2, That our Proves

Leeds,

harmless.

and keeps the scalp
.

WESTERN R. 1.Q. MM. will hold its next session
Westford, Conn., commencing May 31, at 10, A. M.,andat
continuing two days.
Church clerks will please send
statistics for Register,
The Western
R. I. Ministers’ Conference will be held
at the same place, Tuesday preceding at2, Pp, mM,
8. B, Young, Clerk.

Botices,

it.

Resolved, 1. That the Tama Q. M. hold the
ful remembrance as
an early laborer in and an organizer of this Q.

The Wonders of Grace.

The

were

knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle. None genuiné withont

Otter

Some revival interest reported

of

a steamer

PYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS.

afternoon

under

Artlington,

strengthened; lost hair regrows with lively expression; fal ing hair is checked and stablished ;
thin hair thickens; and faded or gray hair resumes
its original color.
Its operation is sure and

1w20

‘Ella Farman.

JAUNDICE AND BILIOUSNESS. Who knows a
N. H. 8. 8. CONVENTION:for 1876, will be held at Lagood remedy for these disorders ? We are assured - conia, Dec. 4-6. Every effort
will be made by the
Executive Committee fo make it a success.
Atwood’s Vegetable, Physical, Jaundice
Already
negotiations are nearly concladed with some of the
Bitters will effect a speedy cure.
most distinguished Sunday school workers of the counThey have
ry. The
Northern R. R.” will accommodate the connever failed to satisfy all who have tised them for vention
at half fare. The
ple at Laconia, learning
Beware
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, &c.
of the large benefits, as well as pleasure, to the people
of Dover, last year, will open their JSare and hospitaof imitations. The genuine has private proprieble homes to entertain the delegates Mand every plan of
tary stamp of John F. Henry over the cork. Sold
the Executive Committee promises success.
by all dealers. Manhattan Med. Co. proprietors
JOHN G. LANE, Sec.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., New York
417
Wholesale Agents.
Post Office Addresses.

Clerk.

seemed

Mr.

Business

Saturday. in

ubors of Rev. E. A. Howe, and in

where they will be cordially welcomed?
:
J. R.

workers,

officers

Cou

HAIR

both the hair and ite Wkauty. Thus brashy, weak
half ror sickly hair becomes
glossy, pliable
and

variety,

Books by the Popular Author,

Pierce Co.

Pierce

large

3

MONROE % M. will be with the Wheatville church
June 2—4,
The annual tax and full returns for the
Register are expected.
A.Z, MITCHELL, Clerk.

also

use of the mission on the lake.

be found at Broadway Hall, East Somerville,. Rev. I. J. Wilkins in

Christian

year’s

26,000 towards purchasing

covenant meeting was particularly interesting.
A precious revival has
been enjoyed during the

other cities, having members coming into this
vicinity to reside either permanently or for a
time, tell them that a F. Baptist meeting may

church

Nearly
all last

of

were.

stonary Society, Dr. Mullens, Secretary, is
moving to fix a mission at Ujiji and Lake Tan-

bad roads the churches were not all represent-

ed, but the Spirit

ration of our churches abroad for success.
Will not our churches in the country and in

of attending

members

Falls,

Palla,

0il Cloth,

possible.

Missionary Society, purposes to occupy the
Victoria Nyanza, and now the London Mis-

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last session ‘with. the
Toledo church, March 17—19. Owing to the

way for us than to go forward with our work,
trusting in God and the sympathy and co-ope-

were not in the habit

MINN. Y. M, will be held at River

qualities

price.
Crumb Cloths, Rugs and Mats.

The Ministers’ Conference will convene the day previous 22nd) at 2, P, M.
J. D. BATSON, Clerk.

a mission on Lake Nyassa; the English Chu ch

widow’s

BEN). ¥oGa,

June as usual.

other

For some four or five months, the church

eighteen

committee

Floor

72,-

ing fruit. The Presbyterians of Scotland, it
has been noticed before this, have established

doeth all things well. And that we deepl
sympathize with the afflicted family in this
time of sorrow and bereavement, and would
commit them to Him who hath said, I will be

place of worship without involving an expense

Sunday travel.

The N. H. Q: M. Secretaries of the F. B. Wollial's

Wis., June 23-2

75 cent

GRAY

VITALITY
AND COLOR.
&
AYER'S HAIR VIGOR, by long and extensive use, has proven
that it stops the falling
of the hair immediate17; often renews the
growth, and
always
surely restores its color, when faded or gray.
It stimulates the nutri-

250,rolls Canton Matting, half price,
40 different styles Stair Carpets, half
price.

Clerk,

Mission Society, and the Secretaries of the Auxiliary
Societies in the State, will please report to the District
ec. before June 7, any items of missionary
interest

Livingstone’s explorations are already bear-

cheerfully submit to our heavenly Father who

of

‘this church reside in East Somerville, and at
what is called Charlestown Neck, a majority
of whom could not attend any other F. Baptist

in travel that would be too exhaustive

- D. P. HarcH, Clerk.

removed by death our beloved brother and coworker, Dea. E. Loud, of Plymouth, one of
the Jigheers of the F. Baptist denomination in Eastern Maine, therefore,
Resolved, That in the death of our dear
Bro. the community, the church and Q. M. has
sustained an irreparable loss. In this dispensation of divine providence, God is saying to
us, Be ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye
think not the Son of man cometh.
And we

try to sustain se many small churches in Boston and vicinity? Why not unite and have one
~large and strong church?’ To these inquiries,

About three-fourths

and

executive

elected.

Whereas, God in his all-wise providence has

“ Why

I will undertake to answer for only
these interests, viz., that spoken of in

year

RESTORING

T0 ITS NATURAL

A lot . Three-Plys, $1.25 qualities for

Notice.

re-elected. . The reports show a very flattering condition of affairs and were much ap-

standing clerk, Bro. Jos. Higgins was chosen
clerk pro tem, and Rev. W. Andrews, moderator. The meetings public and social were
interesting.
Some of the churches report revivals,
e follow ing was adopted :

in

this vicinity which we have never had before;
and one for the existence of which,

past

FOR

cents.

»

in their Q. M's or Focieties,
FRANCES 8, MOSHER, District Sec.

Ayers Hair Vigor.

200 rolls Ingrain, $1.25 qualities for 75

MINN. SOUTHERN Y. M. will be held with’ the Nash -

American Tract

the

CARPETS.

150 rolls Two-Plys,
for 45 cents.

18eow dt :

o

Assignees’ Sale of the New England Carpet Co's Stock in quanti
ties to suit purchasers, at 85 Han& L
over Street.

will "be held with

,

Send for catalogue,

7, 8, .and 9, Tremont Temple, Boston,

GEO, H, SPRINGER, Agent.

will hold its

ville Shoteh, June 25-27,

HELPS, &c., &.

Baptist Bookstore.

«9

plauded.

and

a power

directors

the

Litchfield

South

the

with

session

Kext

be, a house of worship. We believe that if in
some way this want could be met, in a very

that would give the denomination

-8ix

labors.

ng

Our great want has been, and still continues to

that during

CONVENTION

WAPSIPINICON (lowa) Q. M.

000,000 pages of tracts were distributed. The
receipts for the year were $492,252; expenditures, $510,808; William Strong of Phils.
delphin- was re-elected president.
Thirty

v’s H. 8. Limbocker,M. H. Abbey, L. Jones,

about ninety ; one having died, and four having
with

Society show

as follows:

council chosen

the

and

anted

The annual reports of the

We make a specialty of TEACHERS’ BIBLES,

Pleasant Valley church, six miles south of Lisbon, the
2-4. The church clerks are requested to forward June
statistics for the Register,
J. H, DECKER,

the United States.

was

request

After considerable discussion the

hand of fellowship to, and to. welcome to its

‘membership, seventy-four persons, nearly all
«of whom are resident members, giving us, at
the present time, a resident membership of
to unite elsewhere.
During
revival spirit has continued

the examiA. Maines.

the Q. M. to appoint # council for
nation for ordination of Miss L.

furnished on'most reasonuble terms. Are prepared
atall times to supply Libraries with the
;
BEST AND LATEST SELECTIONS.

th aunual session in Belfast, commencing May 24, at
9, A.M. in the Congregational church, and continue
through the
following day and evening.
sehools in the State are cordlally invited to sendSabbath
pastor, superintendent, teachers ahd two or more their
delegatés, Allinterested in Sabbath school
are invited. ' Discussions, addresses, &c.. will bework
features of
the Convention,
Davin CARGILL, Sec,

Penn., May 17. The Synod will consist of 112
members, being the largest one ever held in

requested

church

Burlington

The

Syening

The MAINE STATE 8.8.

Northern Division of the American Province
of the Moravian Church will meet at Nazareth,

added to
and more
of the orSaturday

rienced. Fifty-six have already been
the church, thirty-seven by baptism,
e rare occurrence
are to follow.
dination of a woman took place on

Aug., about a month after its organization, it
‘has been my happy privilege to extend the

been dismissed
these years, the

The pulpit of Dr. Watts is still in use ina
small place of worship in London.
The Fifty-first Provincial Synod
of the

Sab-

Sunday, June 8,4." 1
very church clerk be present
with a full report of the churches for Register,
C. W. NELSON, Clerk.
.

are doing everything in their power to make
the gathering a success. The Conference of
General Secretaries will convene in the same
place, July Sth.

April

where, under the labors of “Bro. Lewis Jones,
part of the time by Bro. M. H. Abbey,
assisted
an especial outpouring of the Spirit was expe-

last

with the rapid

overhauled and rearranged their building and

church,

to yur

.
[
WENTWORTH Q. M. will be held with the Warren
church in the Ore
elghborhood, Saturday and

noted evangelists, including Mr. Moody himself, will no doubt make this one of the largest
and most interesting internationals ever held.
We understand the Toronto Association have

28-30." All of the churches were represented
by letters and albbut one -by delegates. Congiderable revival interest is reported by several churches and especially from Burlington

more;

auspices,

OF THE STATE OF

attend

_atonce

you

Will

bath school reports, and forward them to J,
B. Drew,
the last week of Mays
If any have not received
blanks, report $your schoolby ‘leiter,
ving name of
school, name of superintendent
d P,
O.address, number of officers,
ber
of
teacl
ber
of scholars,
number converted in the yea? past, number of library
books and number of Ltile Stars and Myrtles taken,
and amount of money raised in your school.
:
Jackson, May 8,

year, and the probable presence of many of the

Q. M.—Held

Girard

J

progress of the Association work during the

Quarterly Peetings,

the last six months, which has greatly rejoiced

PASTORS AND SUPERINTENDENTS

Mica:

past year,many of them occurring under Asso-

ciation and Union

ALL SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES

for Registenare due at this
J.D. BATSON.

session,

The International Convention of Young
Mew’s Christian Associations for the United
States and British Pfovinces is to be- held the
present year in Toronto, Canada, and is called
for July 12th, The remarkable revivals of the

or-

dained by a council ealled for the purpose,

nk

167

HENNEPIN 9 M. will be held at Castle Rock, Minn.
June 16, 18, The statistics

victory is turning more and more surely on the Oakland church, Wis, has accbpted the Mexico native congregations, holding regular
Zion's side; and where prayer and labor are pastorate of the church at Prairie Du Sac in services, at sixteen places, These congregagrowing more and more abundant and effective ! the same State,
Ld
tions number from for!y to two hundred and
for the

Nooo
me Sn pt
ION SE

NA

2| 58853883833
=

API

is

17¢C

EPILEPSY OR ILI8 ured by br. Bow

package iree. Kor circulars, evidence of succes:
etc,
address ROSS BROTHERS, Richmond

Ind.

:
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Let

T# will do its work speedily and thorougly. It is
the great friend of the sufferer fromy Rheumatism
and gout. Sold by all Druggists.
2w10

THEOL
GATE] Foie

stamp, B.C. ABBEY, BuffaloN, Y.
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Poetry.
THE SAVIOUR'S BID.
BY EVANGEL.

1 hear a voice, a still small

voice,

Tis calling, calling now to thee,
% Oh,come and make the happy choice
The Saviour’s follower to be.
ad
Eternal life, a Saviour’s love,
Treasure in heaven, a home above,
A heart made pure and white as snow,

- With al] things needed here below.
This is the bid the Saviour makes .

Upon thy soul, thou guilty one,
All this He gives, thy sin He takes,

~~

And thou art made his Father’s son.
Eh

HYMN FOR

THE OENTENNIAL.

Dade use it for that—then

Free by thy might, O God, .
‘We sound thy praise abroad
Through dark and bl

The younger boys were
by such a vision of glory;
the older ones did not
this Jast statement, and put

ears,

More than all strendth tha cheers
Was thy great name!

So ever led by Thee
v
Right on to liberty
Our fathers strode !
Their children own thy hand,
And o’er our goodly land
Uncovered, reverent stand,
To worship God!

to fix this
“] want
Jimmy.

in

shape.

know

Why

cried

“Do

it

yourselves,

was

then,”

two

were

great

friends,

and

a
the

Jimmy

readily accepted an invitation to turn his

steps in an opposite direction.
ened

to

abusing

tell

how

him,

and

the boys
even

He hasthad

hinted

been

at

Of that great time!
Shout we adown the years,
Ye who are freedom’s heirs,
Guard ye the ark that bears
Oar hope sublime!

tionary War, and

the

brave

men

in

By thee we stand!
as the rivers run,

Long as endures the sun;
Our flag and country one—
God keep our land!
.
.
—Ex. & Chron.

the

¢ Queer how that man sees through

Family @ircle.

«Oil, child,

Danforth carried the

whter—a

. read as follows:

volumes of the octavo edition, and the changes

them.

“You
giving

see,”
no

continued

heed

to

the

the speaker,
interruption,

¢ folks are all alive in other places and
are forming societies, where they have

no end of fun.

Before

somebody willbe asking

you

know

us to do

it,
that

sortof thing, and Isay, let's go ahead
ourselves. (Immense applause.)
Do

are not beyond the power

ches;

of linseed

sovereign

oil

and

lime-

you suppose Ben Franklin waited to have

his father show him how to bring down
lightnin’ ? No, sir. Did John Hancock,
yw or—or any of them fellers, ask some-

body

else

to

make

Congress? No,

incident

In addi-

belonging

‘olden time.

or

to the

:

The next thing in order was the money
questior.

This caused

much

lively

de-

bate. One boy wanted to put it all into

he

“ Friends and fellers!

We'll have a

no doudt.

\

4
o

* Hadn't
we plan

will

day,
»

be

I've

Mass.,

38

inches;

land for the Ohio valley and Acadia, the

St.- Louis

In Great Britain an in¢h of rain in a

day is considered a very heavy rain. Some
very heavy showers are on record. One

other com-

can, and

Cambridge,

not more than 10 inches.
There is also a great difference in regard to the amount of rain coming in a
given time. In St. Petersburg the annual
rainfall is 17 inches, yet they have 169
rainy days in a year. In Great Britain
they have 156 rainy days. In Patagonia
it rains almost every day.

then

return-

occurred at Catskill, N. Y., July

26,1819,

in which the extraodinary fall of 18 inches
took place in 7 1-2 hours. At Joyeuse,
France, 31.17 inches fell in 22 hours; at
Geneva, 30 inches in 24 hours; on the
Khasia Hills, 30 inches on -each of five
successive days.

ed, and held out his hand for bis supper.
* Where did you come from?” asked
the lady, after having gained his confi-

How THE Sux Movep A BRIDGE.
The
Independent gives the following acco unt:
During the recent’building of a bridge

dence, with luxuries
Saw.

in Holland one of the traverses,

such

as he

seldom
:

say

they

are

Egyptians,

and

eall

their

head man * Pharaoh.” But whoever they
are they have long roamed over Europe

wankind on thut subject, and the

a jargon—hardly worthy the name of language—of their own. Everywhere their

occupation is the same,—tinkering, trading in horses, telling
and sometimes

fortunes, begging,

stealing, in

all

of which

they are said to train their children from
the cradle.
:
:
They are, like the Arabs, a‘ nomadic

about”

twenty-five

degrees,

garden.

She established schools - for. the
and

devised

mary

ways

for

it

and

expansion

of

well, with mad George 1II, driving
Whigs and the dawn

of the New

which is all comprised

l

|

under

Republic,~

the first division

of the volume, cntitled the First Epoch

of the

American

over-

Revolution,

recording

the

throw of the European Colonial system, and
extending from 1748 to 1763. The second epoch
takes up the remainder of the volume, and
shows how Great Britain estranged America
(1768-1774). This last division deals mostly
with affairs

on

the

Continent,

us,

Sonseuence

Great

Bos

increase of pop-

Henry Holt & Co.

This is the

sixth

1876.

volume

in

New

16mo.

the

pp.

expressed

with

freedom,

‘and with entire absence of that kind ot goodnatured or partisan bias that might

character-

ize a historian native born, Itis thus a valuable work to compare with others covering the
same ground, since it enables one to see how

generally true to the record our historians have
been.

It is a book that will bear to be spoken

highly of, both on its own account and] on account of the good company in which it finds

Broken walls and-strained roofs and arches

stamped this whole series with marks of excellence.
It is packed full of historical state.
ment, with no waste ol space in mere tine

have been brought into place by simply
heating ison rods until they expand, then
taking up the slack by screws and nuts,
and allowing contraction by cold to, pull
the wall into place...

:

ONE of the grandést engineering proj-

itself.

For Mr. Freeman’s

editorial

at the opening of the

and the music which

Mark Twain

thoroughly

was

written

contributes

one

of his

sketches,

and

Henry

humorous

James, Jr., begins a spirited and promising
novel, entitled, ‘“ The
American.”
*‘ The

State and

the

Railroads” furnish

Charles

skill has

writing, and yet is in a sufficiently easy style
to deprive its study of all unnecessary hard.
ship. The clear, concise narrative, the vivid
portrayal of stirring scenes, its accuricy, aud
_the colored illustrative maps by Prof. Walker,

an important pub-

not the lesdst attraction of the

magazineIs 'W.. D.

iron bars

by fire heat has frequently been used to
move heavy weights over short distances.

Whittier’s hymn sung
Exhibition,

lic question,
and

excellent

great

plant decoration of apartments.
$1.50 by mail,

esting and lucid talk about

ready published.
Its criticisms, judgménts,
and opinions, whether political, military or
literary, are

and

Francis Adams, Jr., with matter for an inter-

lishers aie issuing. Although of foreign origin
itis generally accurate, and compares well
with, and in many respects surpasses, the numerous United States histories of its class al-

the

insects,

others.
HISTORY OF THE UNITKD STATES.
By J. A.
Doyle.
With maps illustrative of the acqui-

historical course for schools which these pub-

was

WINDOW GARDENING, by Henry T. Willinms, who is also the publisher, is a really
good book for amateur plant cultivators.
It
contains 300 pages, with 230 engrayings illustrative of the art, besides a de-criptive list of
all plants suitable for window culture, directions for their treatment, and practical ioformation about plants and flowers for the parlor, conservatory, wardian case, fernery, or
window garden.
It also tells about bulbs
for house culture, geraniums, banging baskets,

for it by Mr. John K. Paine. There are also
poemsby Aldrich, Hayne, Edgar Fawcett and

($2.25), /

the

~ Yours,
B. FRANKLIN,”

The Atlantic for June, the first of the magazine arrivals for that month, contains Mr.

in

ton: Little, Brown & Co.

and

but subscribe simply,

NewYork:

Britain, and is full of thrilliag interest.

Shaker Village,”

Howells's paper ont A
which

comes

next, and

is,

one of the best presentations of Shaker life yet
furnished within the same space. Mrs. Kem,
ble’s * Old Woman's Gossip” is unusually eg
teriaining, and brings us to the beginning of
her career on the stage.
There is also an
agreeable literary essay by Carolive D. Swan,

on “ The Quaininess of
er, and

grimly

Miss

8.

F,

humorous

the Judicious
Hopkins

and

Hook-

contributes a

excellently

written

sketch, * In the Quantick Stage.” The whole
number, taken with the editorial discussions
of literature, art and music, reaches a very

high mark of brillisnt and solid excellence.
Boston: H. O. Houghton & Co.
;
Potter's Monthly for May is largely devoted
to the Centennial Exhibition, and the editor
has

succeeded -in

producing a complete

‘and

‘bexutiful ** guide” to the historic buildings of
Philadelphia as well as to the Centennial
grounds. The “Exhibition” department opens
with a concise illustrated review of former Industrial Exhibitions; then follow illustrated

sketches of Independence Hall, the House
ects of the times js the union of
the Black and Caspian Seas. The plan make it singularly well adapted for family where Jefferson wrote the Declaration, Caris to join by a canal the tributaries of the reading or to the class room. It is one of the penters’ Hall, Christ Church, Old Swedes’
Manytch and the Kouma, two consider- best of the smaller United States histories.
Chureb, Old Pine Street Church, etc., and of |
able rivers which drain the northern slope
Robert Morris’s Mansion,
which he called
of the Caucasus. If these two seas were
The Hills,” Lemon Hill in 1876, a View from
united, the naval force of Russia would be THE LIEE OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN,
By Belmont, etc. ; and then we fiad an exhibit of
practically doubled, for then her Caspian
Jeremiah
Chaplin, author of the * Life of the Centennial Grounds and buildings, with as
Henry Dunster, first Presidentof Harvard
eet could in case of necessity be added
many engravings as could be
gotten into the
College,” * Life of Charles Sumner,” and pages. The paper which will
to that which holds (ke Black Sea.
gxcite some reother works.
Boston: D.
Lothrop & Co.

THE roof of Westminster

Abbey,

in

London, long supposed to be of oak, when
examined last year was found 10 be of
chestnut. It was sound and perfect, although it bad stood for eight centuries
already, which would go to show that
chestnut timber is pretty good for building purposes.
3
DR. GUTHRIE says than an iron ball at
white heat refuses to receive a charge of

e'ectricity;

when

cooled down

beat it will receive a negative

to

red

charge;

at

a dull red heat it will receive a positive
charge ; and when further cooled down it
will accept both kinds.
THE recent flood in the Mississippi river
cut through a narrow neck at Vickshurg,
and now
boats can pass through without
going to Vicksburg, which is thus converted into an inland city.

mark and criticism, is a brief

1876. 12mv. pp. 398. ($1.50).

This descendunt ofa line of English blacksmiths, this * Yankee tallow-chandler’s son,”
this “ American printer’s runaway boy,”

this

philosopher, patriot, philanthropist and statesman, is an eminently fitting person tv iotroduce to uny and every generation of Americans. He was in an important sense a typical

uct of this New World.
Intensely practi1, with but little of the imaginative and a
good deal of the faculty called common sense,
a sharp, shrewd, honest straight-forward man,

of great intellectual power and remarkable
physical endurance, self-reliant and progres.
sive, he soon showed his fellowmen, just as
every person like him will do sooner or later,
that

he

possessed

qualities

whose

exercise

they could not afford to do without. . Hence
they called him to important places, just as
they usually call persons like him,

Conundrums.

‘When is a lady’s dress like a partisan? When
it is binsed. And when is it like the sails of
a ship? When it is trimmed.

But the

daily

life, the

methods

real gpirit of the man and the real secret of his

‘Why does the fish-hawk build its nest in a
tree? Because it can always find a perch

Just such a bookas this is. Itis not so fulla
volume as Parton has given us, but it is quite
as reliable, and is essentially as complete a
record of his life. The author, by nature and
study, was in deep syiapathy with his subject,
intimately acquainted with it, and well prepared to do well by it. He has given us, what
really stows Franklin better thun anything

ladies

:
:

are good
resolutions like fainting
Because they want * carrying out.”
Bible Questions.
m—
\
[Answers in three weeks.)

a

Where is the Word of God called a mirror and why?
:
84. Where a well of water, and why?

86.
86.
87.

Where honey, and why?
Where milk, and why
Where the living

[Answers requested

22.
23.

oracles, and

career,

these

else in a biography

need -to

could

do,

important period of his life, so far as
to this country, ~that when

[S

A brother offended. Prov. 18: 19.
Cold waters to a thirsty soul. Prov.
14.

.

i

Answers from John H, Cook, Ellington,

Presque Isle, Me.,
Minn, and Manmpg

N.

Towa Joss
and Helen
M. Bmith,

Lizzie M. Christie;Anoka,
P. Tobey, Kittery Point,

Me., give Job. 19: 24 ag Ans. 10 No, 244

ex-

speech.

he

so

it relates
otvel

served it abroad ,~is given with sufficient fullness, and from it the reader may see how independent, patriotic, fearless

b:

numerous

es, his public addresses and his characteristic
ulterances on various occasions.
The most

i

and Market Streets, but in the house now
known as No. 702 Market Street, Philadelphia.
J. E.Polter & Co., publishers, Philadelphia,
The

and

truthful

he

was,
The volume pays due attention to
‘Fraoklin’s philosophical researches, and to
the great variety of public and private enters

‘prise by which he both distinguished himself
and served the world. - The results of his ma
tured convictions, and the quality of the mind
A

por

Sanitarian.

May,

1876.

Contents:

May Good Digestion Wait on Appetive; Wine
for the Stomach’s Bake;

Typhoid Fever—Is

it

ever Spontaneously Developed? Medico-Legal Society—Proceedings : School Room -Poisoning in New York, Milk, in its Medico-Legal Relations; A New System of House Drainof Life Insurance;
age; Uses and Abuses
The Kentucky Shower of Flesh; Excerpta on

Prof. Pettenkofer’s Lectures on HyHealth:
glene, Virchow’s

Views

Use of Trichinous Pork;

Fever,

of Typhoid

Carbolic Acid ass

; Disease Germs; Deaths: Prof.
Disinfectant
E. A. Parkes, M. D., Prof. Henry Letheby,
M. B., ete.; Editor's Table; Bibliography

be learned from

tracts from his letters, his impromptu

younger rea

Answers.

great

lucid state-

the house at the south-west cornerof Seventh

of work, the

It is an in-

Why is love like a canal boat?

ternal transport.

but

ment of evidence showing that the Declaration wus not written, as usually supposed, in

Franklin's story,~the salient feutures of it,
at least,~is known to almost every person.

+

|

Pitt from

the Cabinet, also the ousting of the Newcastle

Tork:

was bolted down securely and the other
end lett free. In the heat of the sun the
iron expanded and toward night the free
end was loosened. The contraclion then
dragged the whole mass the other way.
For two days this experiment was repeated and the desired place reached. The
contraction

nessee valley, the possession of the lake coun
try, the king and the aristocracy against Crom-

field Scientific School of Yale College.

bridge. Iti the morning one of the pieces |

for the hordes of gypsy wand erers
in her | Y.,Eo 0 then Gamage. glitebel
empire. She laid out villages for them
ampson, North Hal
N
and gave to each family a cottage wiiha P Broadfoot, Wata, fy (1%
children,

and

conquest of Canada, the invasion of the Ten-

ulation, by
A. Walker, Professor of
History and Political Economy in the Shef-

feet

thought this might be made to move

Many years ago the Empress Marix | 24.: 26, Ju

Theresa of Austria was moved with pity

460

unit-

ing of America
under military rule (1755-6),
the failure of the Whigs to govern Eugland,
the movement of the new Protestant powers
aginst the Catholics under Pitt’s ministry, the

sition of territory and

long, was misplaced on the supports. It
was an inch out of the line, and the problem was how to replace it. Experiments
proved that the iron work expanded a
small fraction of an inch to every degree
of heat received. It was noticed that the
night and day temperature differed by

and Asia, having no religion, attaching
themselves to no government, and having, there.
‘Wh

the contribution box. It made no differsir.”
:
ence to him whether money went to the race, and no man has yet been able to
This speech greatly moved the au- Dakota Indiaps or paid for his lesson bring them into subjection to the laws or
dience. They cheered, and threw up papers;
it was all one and the same if customs of eivilized life.

their caps, while one or two turned an only inside the sacred box.
admiring somersault, The orator was
Another prudently inquired:
80 pleased with these signs of success we better collect the cash before
that be climbed
‘to "a high beam, and how to spend it? That youth
again addressed them
as follows :
p Secretary of (he Treasury some

lar perso

of printing this piece will be a great deal of
the History, taking the first three revised and odinm drawn upon yourself, mischief to you,
no benefit to others. He that spits against
the remaining octavo volumes together, about and
the wind, spits in his own face,
oi
us it is to appear, for these later volumes will
4 But, were you to succeed, do
you imagine
be substantially the same, we-imagine, in both any good would be done by 1]
ou Jounal
may find it easy to lead a virtuous life, with
forms. The work is 'a complete and reli.ble
out
the
assistance
afforded
by
religion;
yon
one. Compared with the productions of the huviong a clear Jetesption of the adva
leading historians, neither it nor its author virtue and the disadvuntages of vice, and poswill suffer. To be sure, Mr. Bancroft may not sessing a strength of resolution sufficlent to
J08, But
be claimed to be as generously impartial and enable you to resist common tem
think how Pifteit a portion of mankind consists
candid as Hallam was, But neither wis he do of
weak a
t men and women, andof
much under the sway of his prejudices as was inexperie
, inconsiderate youth of both
Gibbon, and he is certainly more accurate than sexes, whe have need of the motives of relig.
Hume. He has his eritics, nevertheless.
But fon to restrain them from vice, to support
their virtue, and retain them in the practice
these can not harm his noble work. All in all, of
it ul I estes babityaly which is the
it is entitled to the first place’
United
great point for ils security.
r
on

82 inches; in Paris 19 inches; at Sitka,
in
Alaska,
90
inches;
in
Madrid

remedy for burns—
and

in

in Philadelphia, 45 inches; in

« Home?” he asked, with great wondering eyes.
“ What.town do you stay in in winter
when it is too eold to travel?”
“Town © Caoada.
Ole man and
woman cross over from Englan’.
1 wa'n’t

ion, each member was to give one fact
relate some

of God's grace

guides, and may favor

why is no motive to worsalp b Dot,
his s displeasure,
for
disple:
, or to ppray
p Soar .
I will pp
into any discussion of your
principles, though you seem to desire it.. At
present, I shall only give you my Opinio , that
though your reasonings are sul
and
may
prevail with some readers, you will not succeed so as to change the general sentiments of

history seem to have been written with much

The Rainfall.

* Where is your home?”

No

to read,

and

greater care than the first four or five. They
were
written long after these, too, after
much thorough research, close examination,
and careful study, when the author’s powers
were at their maturity.
Hence we now have

FAOQTS.
BY E. A. 8.

¢¢ Up the road,”was the innocent reply.

It was finally settled that the meetings
should be opened by reciting this psalm
promised

ter, which he wrote to an infidel, supposed to
be Tom Paine, urging the suppression of a
work impugning the doctrine
of Revelation :
“ I bave read your manuscript with some attention. By the argument it contains
nst
a particular Providence, though you
Wa
general Providence, you strike atthe
founda.
tion of all religion. For without the beliefof x
Providence, that takes cognizance of, guards

are far less numerous”or noticeable than they
have been in the two preceding volumes.
They are merely verbal, with but few omissiony and fewer additions,
This should bave
been expected, for the later volumes of the

in

off on their wanderings, and beyond our
reach. But another winter is coming, in
which we may have an opportunity to
learn" something of our strange visitors,
and to do something for their salvation.—
The Watchnian.

had begun

In a marvelously short time

:

from the book be

away

were again wandering tinkers and fortune«
tellers.

8. Yes"

voices, this being the most they knew

and singing
a vational bymn.

to slip slyly

wholly deserted, and the Neu Bauerin

asked the dark boy.

the motion!” cried twenty

about voting.

began

two or three. years the pretly villages were

¢¢ Suppose you think now. of all the
« If the children of any day school,
public
assemblies you bave ever attended,
Sunday school, temperance or literary
society, can make, this year, a Centen- and say which way of conducting them
nial offering fo some general or local you like best.”
charity, and do it by persistent effort in
« Sign the pledge first,” said one, casta self-denying” way, that one
year of ing his eyes towards a suspicious-looking here then,” was the reply.
‘« Have you a house in Canada?”
planning, working, or saving, will be a
paper on the study table.
>
marked year in their early lives.”
“Two there; no good—no windows
¢ Sing America!” exclaimed a young
nor doors. We live there.”
The writer has,
therefore, adopted
patriot.
" « The Children’s Roll of Honor,” having
“ Who lives with you?”
:
‘ Don’t they read a chapter or pray up
«(Ole man and woman, Jake and baby.
. these two requirements:
to the State House?” timidly inquired
Jake's in jail now, and the baby’s burnt.
¢¢ 1. Each child shall read, irrespective Jerry Taylor.
of studies required at school, at least one
Jerry's father was representative that Gran lived there, too, but they put her in
book of American history or biography
year, and often told his son how they the ground last snow-time. She was
during the year.
1 dead, and coaldn’t take care o’ baby, nor
« 2 Each
child shall contribute in managed affairs at the * Great and Genfeed the hosses, nor lug water no more;
money or work, at stated times throogh- eral Court.”
so
they bury her in the ground.”
2
out‘the year, a special sum as a * Cen¢ That's how they do in Washington,”
tennial Offering” to an object of benevo“
Who
buried
her?”
lence or public utility approved by par- chimed in a new voice, *‘ for we have a
“Jim and Dave and Pete and the ole
picture at home called the First Prayer in
ents and teachers.
man.”
* Any society willing to accept the Congress.”
:
« Was there no minister there? ” asked
conditions, can have the names of its
With such an example as this in their
members enrolled at Philadelphia, withthe lady.
favor,
the
boys
knelt,
at
theiz-pastor’s
out expense, the offerings being applied
“ What?”
request, while he offered a simple prayer,
to purposes of its own choice.”
:
+
Did no one pray to God and speak to
asking God to help them form such a
“ That’s sensible,” said the deacon,
society as would aid them in becoming the people before they buried her?”
laying aside his glasses. *‘ I'll warrant
. 4 No; but they had whiskey.”
good and true men. After this he assistour Jim knows no more about the true
“Do you know where the soul goes
ed in writing a'constitution, and in chooscharacter of George Washington, than he
| after death?”
ing officers according to rule.
‘ Ha pn
does of the Chinese alphabet.”
At this point a difficulty arose. * We
‘Don’t
he,
though,” thought that
“Do you know who made you?”
sha’n’t have you here to open meeting
““ Ha Pp »
young gentleman. ‘ We'll see.” .
next time,” said one to the minister.
The next day was a balf-holiday, and
«Do
you know who God is ?”
¢¢ What can we do?”
Jimmy Danforth was as busy as a politi«
Yes,
He’s in the sky, ain’t He? ”
¢ Ob,you must settle that among yourcian just before election.
4
And this was all the poor child knew of
[ selves,” was the reply.
;
He flew round among the boys, giving
Jimmy's face grew very red, but he God or a world beyond the grave.
the mysterious message, ‘‘ Bartlett's barn,
This little boy belongs to a strange
struggled to his feet, and stammered
two o'clock, sharp.”
out:
=
race
of heathen who have emigrated from
The hour came, and with it every one
« Couldn't we say some verses in con- Europe within the last quarter of « cenwho had been invited.
:
¢ Boys,” said Jimmy, calling them to cert toopen with? Seeing it’s Centennial tury, and who are now encamped so near
year, we might learn the hundredth that we see them frequently in our streets
order by rapping on the floor with a
psalm. It's awful short!”
:
dressed in pink sun-bonnets and scarlet
pitchfork handle, ‘‘ we're here to see
* Do you make that as a motion P” ask- shawl, peddling baskets and telling forabout doing something for the Centened the president, with a great show of. tunes.
nial.”
dignity.
No one knows certainly who they are
“ Hurrah! Hail Columba!” shouted a
““
do.”
:
nor
whence they came. They themselves
voice fromthe hay-mow.

« Second

They

from the restraints of civilization, and

eome back, and I will give ypu your supper,” said the lady, kindly.
“Got bread and pork and ’lasses?”

¢« Well, boys, how ought this meeting
i

old habits, strong as death, came back on

of o

‘kGo now as fast as you

a

:

to be opened?” was the first inquiry.

kind

wis sent, with soft linen

ued her husband, * who feels just as I do all those who wished to form a society,
about this Centennial business. He fears b to meet the following Wednesday affer-

one answered.

could hardly be better shown than in this let-

The third volumeof Bancroft’s revised HisTORY OF THE UNITED STATES is at hand, It
comprises the whole of the fourth and fifth

forys for the little sufferer.

paper containing

noon.

what

So a mixtufe

the article on ¢* The Children’s Roll of
Honer” to the Sabbath school superintendent, and an invitation had been given for

that among the children it will be nothing bot a monstrous Fourth of July, and
so makes this -suggestion.”
He then

that exhibited itself with such variety and force

the strong-

the lady.
:
!
' s¢ Dunno.
Baby ketch afire while ma
ke supper, and she’s burnt awful, and
mpm says send ile.”
:

chap,” he said to himself, on his way
home.
;
A week later about thirty boys were
assembled at the
parsonage. Deacon

JIMMY'S CENTENNIAL SOCIETY.
t Wife, here’s a good idea,” said Deacon Danforth, from behind his newspaper. Wife threaded her needle, and
replied absently: * Well, dear!”
¢ Here's a man in New York,” contin-

All went on finely, and

to rove through the neighborhood, a little
boy presented himself very suddenly in a
lady’s parlor, with his tangled locks hanging over his eyes, and. asked in a very
strange accent, ‘‘ Got any i

American army whose only ambition was
to save the country from the British.
Then he went on to show how this
“ gpirit of 76” in boys of to-day would
lead to noble and unselfish deeds. A few
words were added telling of a bette
way to form a Centennial society th;
Jimmy had planned, till he saw plaj
- enough that all be bad cared for w
show off before the boys, und make them
think he was wonderfully smart.

Faith, law, and liberty,
Triumphant tririty,

name—Neu

‘hearted Empress had just begun to feel
that her work was a success, when their

What do you say, boys?”

One day before the women

their

need of a thrashing. But instead of following out this suggestion, the minister
began to relate stories about the Revolu-

.

another

The amount of rain which falls in differpeeped dark little faces with eyes as black ent places varies greatly. Some countries
are indebted to her originally, Reem you
States histories, both for its extent.and minuteas night, and shaded by hair as coarse as bave much more rain than others, and
°
ness, and the thorough manner in which it has religious education, for the habits of
some particular places in those countries been prepared. Adding the revised edition to Spon which you now justly value yourself,
a horse's mane.
might easily display your excellent talents
On the miserable cavalcade crawled till. ‘have a remarkable amount of rain. More one’s library would be an excellent and appro- of oureasoning
upon a less hazardous subject,
they reached a piece of woods. There rain falls in Cambra, Portugal, than in priate way to celebrate the centennial.
and thereby obtain a rank with our most disFor among us itis not
To summarize the contents of this third vol. tinguished authors.
the riders encamped preparatory to swap- any other place in Europe, the quantity
necessary, as among the Hottentots, thata
ping horses; telling fortunes and begging, varying from 118 to 225 inches annually. ume, it begins with the year 1748, setting forth youth, to be raised into the company -of men,
: The heaviest rainfall on the globe is America’s claim of legislatiye independence of should prove his manhood by beating his
:
if nothing worse.
mother,
"They pitched sorzy tents made of patch- among the Khasia Hills, which are about England, and Pelham’s administration. Then
“ I would advise you, therefore, not to alfollows the New York royal Governor's ap- tempt
unchaining the tiger, but to burn this
work quilts, gay shawls, blankets, and 200 miles from the Bay of Bengalthe- peal to Great Britain, the exploration of Ohio,
piece before iL is seen by any
other person;
anything else they could get hold of. amount being 600 inches annually,
500 the refusal of America to be ruled by arbitrary whereby you will save yourself a great deal of
mortification
Dy
the
enemies
it may raise
“fnstruction, and Franklin's plans of American
They cooked their food in the forest by inches of which falls in 7 months.
against you, and
perhaps a great deal of regret
union,
all
under
Pelham.
Then
comes
Newthe roadside, with fires of fallen pines,
In Great Britain the annual rainfall is
and repentance. If men are so wicked with
which gave a strange, wild glow to the 32 inches; in France, 30 inches; in some castle’s administration, with some account of religion, what would they beif without it? [
the old thirteen colenies, the movement to tax intend this letter itself as a proof of my friend.
scene.
parts of Sweden and Russia only 15 in- America, the contention of France and Eung- ship, and therefore add no professions to it;

objected

how,”

them

tles, and from out the tattered covering

a pledge,

it myself,”

give

Bauerin {vow peasantry)--to remove the
stigma of the old one.

THE LITTLE GYPSY HEATHEN,
A few years ago there came into a town
near Boston three wretched wagons drawn
by three more wretched horses. Uader
the wagons swung pails and pots and ket-

angry reply, gnd off he went.
Scamperipg round a corner towards
home he-fuet his minister. Now these

Rise, sons of liberty!
Rise, maids and matrons free!
Rise, children, rise!
Hail now the Hundredth Year,
Hail with resounding cheer,
Let all the nations hear
Freedom’s emprise!

’

to do

‘* But you don’t

Fair cities rise in might,

—r

quite dazzled
but some of
fully believe
in a remon-

ehorus of vdjces

Fair fields the eye delight,
Truth free upholds the right—
Oh, joy complete !

Long

thing “up

as to

Syd Murphy will have occasion to bless
Jimmy's Centennial Society.— Congregationalist.
RHEE

we can all

don't you let your father write
thén we'll all sign it.”

Witerary Bebiet,

their entertainment, and even went so far

They didn’t say much of anything, but and God's mercy any more than the farheathen for whose salvation we labor
went to work with hearty good-will; and off
and pray,
‘
before the year closes many a one besides
th the first breath of spring they are

. Strance,
;
¢ 1 say, Danforth, you don't know how

Free in the vows we speak—
Free in the laws we make—
Here freedom’s seat!

Sacred the tears we shed
Over the honored dead

‘em both a lift.

of Independence I

Through night and storm and tears,

17, 1876.

But now that they are among us, and at
can buy bim a new suit and get his father our doors, the question comes up. What
to sign the temp’rance pledge, and
so give shall we do for the gypsy? Surely, they

ave our names put on tothe Declaration

In grand acclaim!

STAR, MAY

Again Jimmy grew
ved in
the
face. Learning the psalm ‘had been a
suggestion from his minister; but now
Again
he had an idea wholly his roe
he was allowed the floor, and 1 give the
speech in his own words:
“1 s'pose you've noticed,” he said,
*¢that.Syd Murphy has been absent from
school lately. I met him a spell ago, and
asked the reason ; and he said his father
drinks and steals the children’s books and
clo'es to sell for Jiquor. Now p’raps we

President,
Centennial society. I'll be
and--"
No, you don’t!” cried a big boy who
had been to town meeting, and knew
how things ought to be dome. ‘ We're
democrats, and they always choose their
men. I choose Jerry Taylor.”
“ Choose ain't the word,” piped a
shrill voice from the rear. * It’s numerate. I numerate—"
The name of the candidate was lost in
the shouts of laughter which followed
this nei term for nominate.
Order was restored by Jimmy's exclaiming :
“J haven't told you the best yet. We
must promise to read some kind of a war
book this year, and raise money enough
fo build ‘a meeting-house—only
we.

wt
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LITERARY

“ prayer and its

NOTES.

Remarkable’ Answers,”

by

W. W. Patton, is meeting with a rapid and ex-

tensive sale.

Reports come from many parts

of its happy spiritual effect on its readers.
|

The

unique

library of Franz Hardivger,

the great Vienna book

cently, is to be sold,

collector, who died re

It consists of 21,000 vol*

umes, and fs rich in German plays of the six
teenth century, and in thé German classics,

évery edition of which it contains.}p
A biography of the late

Johnson

Reverdy

will be prepared, probably by Mr. Charles G.
Kerr, who maintained an intimate relationship
with Mr, Johnson during the last years

of his

a
:
life,
has discovered a large
Dr. G. H. Buhler

number of important Sanscrit manuseripts in
Cashmieves 200

sail:

evi

ny
yisws

of

| ‘Mr. Hallam Tennyson, a son of ihe poet) has

appeared with success in England as a lecturer
on Shakespeare.
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Witernry Fhiscellany,

the twas of Massachusetts, almost without exception, met the great question on
which their opinion was asked.
, From various parts
of the southern colonies came similar declarations in favor
jes come to an end by luxurious of independence; and on the 15th the
Virginia convention unanimously instructnab monarchies by poverty,—Montess
i
d
Co
quiet,
ed her delegates in Congress *‘ to
promuc
so
y to declare
I the affairs of this world,
1'l- pose to that respectable

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

.

is in reality so

ra

much power.
.

dotson.

truth very disagreeable,
wits

the

and there

plenty of men ready 10 tell it

in high

station is like a man

on the

Gail Hamton,

onial legislatur@s,

«

:

It is a notewgrthy coincidence that, on
the very day yn which the Massachusetts
House of Representatives passed the resolution for taking the sense of the towns

:
nu the higher Alps
the snow is sometimes ou the question of independence,
Conel high Sha Algo ne balanced, that be | gress passed a resolution, recommending
crack of a whip or the shout of a voice may

to the colonies, ** where no government
«lown the whole mass upon the travelers be- sufficient to the exigencies of their affairs
Jow. So inour moral world there are souls has been hitherto established, to adopt
just hovering over the abyss of ruin; a word, such government as shall, in the opinion
or even
a look from us, may cause them to
plunge dewn into the ‘depths from ‘which of the representatives of the people, best
to the happiness and safety of
there is no return, or a helping hand stretch- conduce
ed out to them in the moment of
peril may their constituents in particular and Ameflead them back to the safe, sure paths of vir- ica in general.
And on the very day on
give sufficient vibration to the air to bring

tue and peace.

which the Virginia resolution was passed,

PAP
a.
4

Congress adopted a preamble to this rec-

3

MAY, 1776.

ommendation, and ordered

both the

pre-

amble and the resolution to be published.
The month of May, 1776, was a busy This recommendation was not a formal
and anxious period for the leaders in our declaration of independence.
But it was.
revolutionary struggle; and besides an that in substance, and nothing less; and
unremitting activity iu military prepara. it was so regarded at the time by the men
tionsit. was marked by two or three who adopted it. ** Great Britain has at
events of great historical significance. last driven America to the last step,”
“We can only glance at a few of the points John Adams wrote to his wife on the
of interest. News of the evacuation of 17th,—*¢ a complete separation from her ;
Boston reached England on the 2d of a total, absolute independence, not only
May, and a brief official announcement of her Parliament, but of her crown, for
was made on the following day. It was such is the amount of the resolution of
a surprise; for the public had been told the 15th,
Confederation
among ourthat everything was in a prosperous con- selves, or alliances with foreign nations,
dition, that the siege of Quebec had been are not necessary to a perfect separation
raised, that Washington had been re- [rom Britain; that is effected by extiurimanded for not attacking Boston, and guishing all authority under the crown,
bad replied that his troops were poorly Parliament and nation, as the resolution
- disciplined and he was deficient in artil- for instituting governments has done, to
lery. Now it was believed, in spite of all intents and purposes.”
the ministerial explanations, that Howe
On the 27th,a committee of the Virginia
had capitulated, and that the British army convention
repomted a declaration of
had narrowly escaped destruction. The rights, in the first sentence of which is
destination of the re-enforcements was at the germ of ove of the most famous clausonce changed ; and on the 4th the Heses in the Declaration of Independeace.
sians and the Guards sailed for Halifax, This clause was afterwards incorporated
instead of Bosfop. On the 6th, a patent in substance into the Massachusetts decassed the seals, appointing General laration of rights, and its adoption has
owe and his brother,
Lord
Hawe, been held by our courts to have aholished
commissioners to treat with ithe revolted slavery in this Commonwealth, As finally
colonists, in accordance with a vote of adopted by the convention of Virginia, on
Parliament adopted more than a year be- the 12th of June, the language was slightfore: ard on the 8ih, Lord Howe set sail ly changed; but in the
first draft it read
to join hix brother.
as follows: ‘That all men are born
Meanwhile, Colonal Barre, the eloquent’ equally free and independent, and have
advocate of American rights, offered a certuin ‘inherent natural rights, of which
vote inthe House of Commons onthe 6th, they can not, by say compact, ‘deprive or
for the production of the despatches from divest their posterity; among which are
Admiral Shuldbam and General Howe. the enjoyment ot life and liberty, with
The motion was resisted by the ministry, the means of acquiring and possessing
and after an animated debate was defeat- property, and pursuing and obtaining
ed by a vote of more than three to one.
appiness and safety.” It is uncertain
It was in this debate that Burke gave ut- from what source the author of the
terance to one of his most characteristic Virginia declaration derived the first sugoutbursts. In replying to Lord North he gestion of this famous paragraph;
bat,
exclaimed: ** Though the Boston extra- as was well remarked by Professor Washordinaries for eight thousand men, in the burn some years
ago, in as paper on the
course of twelve months, had amounted sources of our Bill of Rights, it no doubt
to one million and a‘ half, or nearly two embodies the prevailing sentiments of the
hundred pounds a man; for ealt~boufl aud people at that time.
robably no other
sour-crout,
he would be bold to affirm, Proposition in law or politics ever had a
and called vn the noble lord to contradict wider currency, or has been reproduced
him, that the troops could not have re- in more various or more permanent
mained in that town ten

days

longer,

if forms.

tae heavens had not rained down manna
- and quails; and in a similar expectation,
he presumed, the Asuops were embarked

came under. discussion in the House of
Lords, on a similar motion introduced by
the Duke of Manchester.
The opposition lords showed themselves to be remarkably well informed in regard to the
exact stute of affuirs here; but their eloquence was in vain, and the motion was
lost by a vote of more then two to one.
‘¢ Let this transaction be dressed in what
ever garb you please,” the mover said,
“¢ the fact remains

that the

army

which

was sent to reduce the province of Massachusetts Bay has been driven from the
capital, and that the/standard of the:
provincial army now
Wvaves in triumph
over the walls of BostFh.” And referring
to the fact that the British were not attacked during their embarkation,—in regard to which he was jot so well inform-

ed as the Marfjuis ‘of

So far as we Woo

yet traced

for
Halifax,
a land * flowing with milk
and honey.” On the 10th the subject

/Rockingham, who

it through

| no

one

has

all the different

ssachusetts voted that a town meeting
should be held in. each town in the colony

to advise

their representatives

in the

General. Chats ar

next

Gangross

should declaré thé’ ¢olonies. independent
of Great Britain, (he said inhabitants will
solemnly engage, with their lives and

)

3

0%

Ea

In reply to some questions in a late issue concerning the cost of our Institution,

!
who

inportance.

On the 6th,

our

of blue

cotton

A long piece

about a yard

broad is all

he wants for his body, and
a small strip
of white stuff to wrap around his head
completes his attire. A mud hut of
small dimensions serves him and bis
family for a house, while rice or coarse

later the inhabitants of Malden instruct
their representative to ‘give to.
Congres
‘‘ the strongest assurance that, if

al authors, five

hundred

angd eighteen of

whom are poets. One man
as a speech-maker!
Only

should declare Americato be a_free id hondred and forty million!

independent.

will su

republic, ous coin

v

th kt deop.

ae +

theirblood

farthing of RNIr treasure

(

[1]

asur

pasure

‘and: th

T ot

the: spirit with
of nons
eviyapeeti

one hundred and

is put down
one in two

There are

thirty astronomers, but

ten thousand
. astrologers.
Of jugglers
t | and mountebanks there are nearly forty
ousand. Of musicians there are one

which Jbundred and sixty-seven thoussud.

@brtwaries.

PARTICULAR Notice!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who do not patronize it, must accompaby
insertion,
Not more

Brevity
is specially
than’ a single square

single obituary,

MRs, COMFORT, wife of Enoch Lougee, died

and that good enough for anybody, on an

& Barnstead church for over half a century,
In her earlier days she had a powerful gift of

they

have plenty of food,

average of $2.80 per week, which

in the

amounts

lights,

thirty-eight

to

weeks

of our

$106.40.

college

The

fuel,

testimony,

much

laid down

but taken ap again

in

its

when disease had piisied her tongue

washing and necessary hooks will not
overrun $38 per year. -The clothes of
such students may be estimated at about
$100 per year. We will estimate for expenses which are liable

perhaps too

later years,

year

to occur, as class

her only the pencil

to express

SALLY Or18 died

ford, April 25,

praise

of pneumonia,

aged

76

years.

purit

and

le

towards

in

She

fessed religion many years ago.

in

Straf-

had

pro-

Cc. C. i

SARAH ANN CLARK was born in Candia,

N.

H., Jan. 8,1813; was married Jun. 1st, 1834,
to Bylvestrus Sawyer, of Woodstock, N. H.,
who died
Oct., 1837. She was marriedagain
March 4, 1889, to Rev, Thomas Wyatt, Jr., of
Thornton, with whom she lived in happy conjugal relation some more than
thirty-seven
years. By the first marriage she had two chil| dren, a son and Saughtes, Who are still living;
and the three sons and
three daughters of the
last marriage are still living, Exceptin
one
son who was killed by the fall of a
bridge in
Campton as he was driving over it with a
team. She was hopefully converted by God’s
at $25 or $5 grace while young, but, for some reason,

entertainments, associations, &c., $15,
making $318.40 the amount that it costs
the greater number of students at Bates.
The furniture of a student of this class
may be worth about $40, which might be
reckoned as costing $10 per year, yet a
student who takes proper care of his furniture can sell it to good advantage when
hie is through with it. A few rooms may
be worth $100, but there are more worth
$20, which could be reckoned

respectivel
r year with the opportunit
of J Ce
er than two-thirds of th
amount on sale.
A student can get along
on $250; and
nol’be mean or considered
so, having at
the same time everything necessary.
Whatever it costs any student more
than this comes by paying more for board,
clothes, and individual extras; but I know
of no student here whose yearly
college
expenses I could estimate over $450
ow, on the

other

hand, students can

get along very cheaply here. .. There are
some here now who board themselves at
81 per week, which amounts to $38 per
year; and with their other usual expenses
the cost is $130 to $140.

I do

not

think

any of these students are injuring themselves by living in this way.
All who
brought red cheeks retain them ; they are
athletic and almost without exception

good scholars, some among

the first.

I

have in mind now two students that graduated not long ago who boarded themselves in this way much of the

time, and

both received the second’ places of honor
in the respective classes (on graduation) ;
both are new

successful

teachers, one on

a salary of $1500.
:
Our terms are so arranged that those
desiring to teach can do #0 forten weeks
during the winter. The faculty: make it
a special object to assist students in getting schools and other situations where

they can earn money.

Students also help

each other in this
way. The institution
bas scholarships whiph are used for meritorious students without means.
We have no hesitation in saying that no
college in New England affords a better
opportunity for an indigent student to get
a classical education than Bates College.
WHITEWASH.
The Presbyterian comments
washing as follows:

on

white-

It will be seen that this great art of
whitewashing has many things to recommend

it to

Jopularity.
as

a

the

seeker

It is cheap.

nameless

after

fame. and

It is easy,

fascination

about

It

ir.

Like that huwbler
artisanship after
which it has been named, it has in itself
the power to attract apd retain those who
follow it in an unremittent and loving

ob
>

An enormous hydroid polyp, measuring
nine inchesacross from tip to tip ot the
expanded tentacles, and seven feet, four
inches high, was dredged at a depth of
nearly four statute miles by the “Challenger” expedition, in lat. 37° 41’ N., long.
177° 4
W. Itis thought by Prof. Wyville Thompson to be a Monocaulus, or
something near it. It is of a pale pink
color and very ‘extensile. The teotacles
are about a hundred in

number and’ each

about four inches in length, This is perhaps the most interesting zoological discovery of the past year,
Ob
>

will conduct

feet long, in twenty spans,

[rom

Sherbrooke

ore putting on Christ by baptism; which she
did, however, Nov. 17, 1841, in obedience to
the acknowledged command of her Saviour;
and united with the F. B. church at Thornton

Gore. Rev. B, H. McMurphy administed the
ordinance. She was with this church an esteemed sister and’ laborer until Muy, 1866;
when, consequent

upon

moving

to

Rumney,

she

remained

she became connected with the third F. B.
church in Holderness, of which

and

consistent member

until her

death, March 31, 1876, Sister W. was a woman of no ordinary ability; her faith in Christ
wrought far more
in life than
word.
She
commended religion with her iougue at times ;

but,in works she always ‘abounded.

Iu season

and ‘out of season she ministered by

her

ence and with her hands, her watchings

pres-

and

care day and night,to the sick of all classes
with great patience and tenderness, and b
other ways needful; and beyond her strengt
she gave herself to relieve others near her and
miles away.
‘At home she was a devoted wife
;and mother, always wishing to do something
ymore for her family,
a wise counselor, an
“efficient guide to her household, a faithful and
true companion, a kind neighbor, a warm
friend to the poor, never turning any away
from her door who were needy ; nobly generous
to all who came to her house; in saort,

she was
a noble Christian

woman,

well fitted

to fill the position of wife to a minister

gospel

and

friend. to all.

Her

health

of the

was

‘broken somewhyt, years since, by over-tasking herself for oltre and by sickness, so that
when her last sickness came,
(pneumonia) she
had not strength for
‘mugh
battle with the
disease, which in eight
s executed its work
of dissolution
upon
the earthly tabernacle,
when she rested in hope, through grace, of a
glorious resurrection, aged 63 years and 2
months. Patient iu all her sufferings, and
trusting in the mercy of God through Christ
Jesus, she spoke with resignation and cheer

fulness when

informed

that, probably,

her

sickness would result in death, said what she
desired to her family, directed with regurd to
her funeral, suggested a text precious
to
her, and desired
its use upon the occasion as
expressive of her hope and feelings: and so,
her life here went out, (a life by which, how=
ever, she still speaks) and she has departed to

be with Christ which is far better, and to
await her crown of righteousness. Blessed
are the déad who die in the Lord. Lgt not
those,

who

remain,

mourn,

but

look

to

be

meet for the inheritance among the saints in
light. The funeral cervices were at Bro.
yatt’s house, the Sabbath Tellowing:
J. D. TILTON.

street to

the river; five spans of 600 feet each will
cross the river
at St. Helen's Island,

which will be traversed by a viaduct with
twenty spans of 120 feet each, while

twelve spans ‘will cxoss the unnavigable
channel south of the island, The bridge
will be 180 feet over the level of the river,

NORTHWOOD

SEMINARY

.—NORTH-

woop, N. H..
F. L. EVANS, A. B,, Principal.
Winter Term of ten weeks, a
Wedness
day, December 1,
whring Term of eleven weeks, commences
Wednesday, February 24, 1876. .

Never
blood,

For further particuiars address the Principal, or

E, Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

1X NUON LITERARY INSTITUTION,
poe
_ LYNDON CENTER, VT.

M188 LILLIAN 8. ABBOTT, Precepiress.

begins Tuesday, March $8, 1876,

ergymen’s

children

.
particulars

and

in

send for catalogue.

students

relyin

regard

to the

F. B. church at North

Tunbridge,

Vt.

Her

last sickness was very distressing,
yet with
Christian fortitude she calmly waited
the appointed hour. She wished for Jesus to come
for ber, yet she prayed that God would give
her grace to wait
patiently until his own
time. Being asked by her mother if she
wished to get well, she said, ‘‘ No, I am now
ready to go.” Thus passed away one that
was esteemed and loved by all who knew her.
She leaves a large circle of mourning friends.
May they meel her where parting will be ho
more.
R. L. D. PRESTON.
Mrs.
LETTICE,
second wife of William
Campbell, died in Bowdoin, Me., April 7,
aged
84 years.
When young she obtained a

hope in Christ,

and

was a helpful

and kind-

hearted neighbor so long as hexlth permitted.
In her last years mental troubles and infirmities bore heavily upon her, but she now rests
in peace.

WiLLIAM CAMPBELL died in Bowdoin, Me.,

April 14, aged 80 years.

the Lord when young and

He embraced faith in

joined

the C.

B.

church, holding membership there until death.

He has taken and

read

the

Star

for

many

years. He was a kind husband and father,
and in him the Christian spirit appeared.
He
was faithful to his word and to the Bible.

His last sickness was short.

Worn by constant

attendance upon a dying wife, he was finally
overcome, but died peacefully and
happily.
He was aided and comforted by the presence
of all but two of his children in bis sickness.
Mrs. HANNAH, widow of Moses Goodwin,
died at the residence of her son, 8. G. Goodwin, in Tunbridge, Vt., March 6, aged 78

years.

She professed faith in Christ and

unit.

ed with the church more than sixty years ago,
and has ever maintained a peaceful Christian
life. She died triumphantly jn the hope of a
glorious resurrection.
J. MOXLEY.

ALvaH H. HaTcH died in Lawrence, Mass.,

May 8, aged 81 years. During his sickness,
Bro. H. was a reat sufferer. - His disease
came upon him suddenly and it was bard for
him to give up life and friends, but under the
ministration of suffering he learned the lesson
of submission and trust, which enabled him
to say calmly, * Thy will, 0 God, be done.”

He leaves a young wife and infant shila

H

Mes. Lucy J., wife of Charles K. Sherburne,
and eldest daughter of Allen
and
April

24,

aged

89

death one link of the

years.

By

this

sudden

hitherto unbroken

chain

of a large family
is severed.
A devoted busband, a fond father and mother, eight lovin
brothers and sisters with other relatives anc
friends are left to mourn, but not us those
without hope. Our dear sister gave herself to
Christ in early lite, und ever lived a consistent
Christian.
Kindness was the law of her life.
Neither by word or act, would she knowingly
cause another pain. Being of a modest retiring nature, her lovely traits of Christian character were best known to those of the home
circle, None knew her but to love her, Gently aud peacefully she passed away, and wé

know that our loved one is nt rest.

While we

bow our heads in sorrow, we will strive to
so follow the Saviour in whom she trusted,
that we may ag:iin be an unbroken circle, '

W. M.

Joux F. WiLey died in

Beverly,

JENKINS,
April

1,

of Brights disefse, aged 67 years and 8. months.
¢ Blessed are the dead that die in the ord.”

'

JOSEPH GRAY, of Barington, N. H., died

A

at

short

and very severe illness he bore with composure, trusting in Jesus.
He died without a
struggle. By this sudden death the communi.
ty are called
to mourn the, loss of a worthy

and quiet citizen, the church one of its best
memoers. The children have lost » kind father and are now left orphans,

fug died a few years since.

the mother hav-

D. D., or Professor John
Maine.
J. A, HOWE, Sec,

in capacity and excellence by any others.

ICHOLS

LATIN

W. BALDWIN,

A. M., Principal, with

,
BROOKS.

course.

e special

work

of

the

school is to prepare students for college, and
every effort is made to do this in as thorough a.
manner

as

possible.

Expenses

Send for a catalogue.
Lewiston, Me.

A.

are

moderate.

M. JONES,

f

MARIE
Ww SITSPIORn Uigmes over ewnre? .i7 Mele
UNLY in Europe, or which presept such extraordi-

See.

nary

11

ALW

IKE

SEMINARY

CALENDAR.

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876,"

:

eneral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1876.
Anbpiversary Exercises, June 22, 1876.
v
(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
: Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.

An

. payments; or rented

until rent pays for the organ.
and Circulars, with full particulars, free. Address MASON &
CO., 154 Tremont Street, BOSSquape, NEW YORK; or 80 & 83
3

B. SMITH.
:

ment is furnished.

Expenses

from

$120

to

(rInion

GROVESEMINARY,

Winter Term

s Tuesday, Decem!er 5,

WEARE, N. H

.8.

COWEL ,

875.

two weeks.

Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
June 29, 1876.

For further particulars, apply to the Principal,
E.C. L
S, Sec. Trustees.
New

Hampton.

N.H..

Julv 20.1875.

gusta,

Maine.

1v35

THE GREAT OVERLAND

to

California.
THE

at 10 A. M., Sundays excepted:
uidage excepted.
This
Great Central Omaha
thoroughly eqaipped with
ELEGANT

NEW

and 10 P. M., SatRoute

DAY

has

been

COACHES

and magnificent
PARLOR

SLEEPING

CARS,

With all the modern luxuries combined, expressly

to-accommodate the largely increasing travel now
passing over this Favorite Route to California.
After crossing into Towa, the traveler passes
over the finest Agricultural
portion of the State
and tkrough Des
Moines, its Capital.
When purchasing Through Tickets, be sure they
are via
the ROCK ISLAND ROUTE.
This Company have now opened their
“> SOUTH-WESTERN
DIVISION,
or
. KANSAS LINE. branching
off from
WILTON
STATION (on
Main Line
and running direct to LEAVENWORTH, an
ATCHISON, KANSAS, making this

The

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.-—
PITTSFIELD, ME.—Courses of study
for both sexes, Corlege Preparatory, Normal,
Classical, Scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Fall Term beging August 23, 1875.
Winter Term begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7, 1876.
Summer Term Detiu Api

Agents, in

Two Fast Express Trains leave Chicago dail

A. B., Principal.

closes Thursday,

to Male and Female

CHICAGO,ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R.R.

CALENDAR:
Winter Term <loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday, Jan. 81,1875.
8pring Term closes Friday, April 7, 1876.
Vacation

A WEEK

VIA

weeks each.

Summer Term

$77

their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particulars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & CO., Au-

Route

For circulars, address the Principal.
augll
Weare, N. H,

of ten

|

AMLIN
TON; 25 Union
Adams 8t., CHIC.

$150

per year. Aid is rendered students preparing
for the Christian ministry.
For catalogues or other information, address
D, W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS,
Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22,1875,
V

Superb
designs,

PIAND-AARP
CABINET
G
R
A
N
’
:
EASY PAYMENTS. fmouialy
or courts

are prepared to fit

ILLSDALE
COLLEGE.—The
next
term and year of this Institution will
commence Mar. 1), 1876, with 3 Boa
ot twenty
Professors and Instructors. There are eight departments and courses of study. There are five
well sustained Literary Societies, with libraries.
The College Library contains four thousand volumes. There is also a Theological Library.
The location is excellent, and with the new
buildings, every facility for study and improves

Do not

Solo and Combination Stops.
Etagere and other Cases of new

students for any college in the land, or to givea
thorough English and Scientific preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, ad.
dress the Principal,
TRVING

d a wide sale there. (

S

take any other. Dealers get LARGER COMMISSIONS fur selling inferior organs, and for th
reason often try very hard to sell something else,
N Ww
TYL
with most important improvements ever made, , New

(Vacation of two weeks.)

We

A

than One Thousand (sent free). IN
| T on having a Mason & Hamlin.

Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This Scheol was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction, No
primary instruction,
With three carefully ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, SemiJary and English Course.

as to

awarded
hest preminms at Industrial Expositions,
in Americans
well as
Europe.
Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.
Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both
]
eres, to be unrivaled.
See
ESTIMONTAL CIRCULAR, with opinions of more

.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,

New York.

oy

Line

by

Controlled

One Company

Chicago

and

Run

between

and

ETS

Kansas.

Can

be

had

at

all

Through
Ticket Offices
of the different Railways in the
United States and

Canada, and at the Company’s Offices.

24, 1876.

H.

RIDDLE.

A.M.

SMITH,

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,A. M., Prtncipal
of Latin, Greek and Chemistry.

General Superin tendent, General Passenger Agt.

Departient, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
cience.
.
Miss LINDA C.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry
Botsn .
Miss LOVINA'H.
HAYNES, Normal classes.
Miss ELLAC.H
, Music.
.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Board for clubs, either for
es or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
including rooms, etc., from $2.50to $3.50 per week.
kor further particulars, address the Secre!
y
C. A. FARWELL.
Pittsfield, Me.
hag
:

_ Michigan Central Railroad.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,

USTIN

Chicago, Ill.

Principal of Normal

ACADEMY .—CENTER

1y5

Condensed
Going Fast.

|* Mail.lp

Chicago, Ill.

Time

Table.

yo riss| Accom.

Atle em

Chicago. Lv,| 5.00am| 9 00am| 4.00pm| 2.15pm| 9 00pm
Michg’n City,| 7.32 ** [11.00 ** | 6.30 ** | 7.40
Lip] hd
New
Buffalo,| 7.55 “ [11.2) ** | 6,5
* |...... we [11.40
*
Niles, = = =| 9.02 * 11209pm| 8.20 * | 8,55 *, |12.35am
Kalamazoo. -[10.45 * | 1.36
* [10.10 * [10.26 * | 2.30
Marshall,
= |12.45pm; 2.55 **
11.35 * | 847 “
Albion,
- -|L14* | 8.16 * [*Jack’n|11.55 * | 4.07 *
Jackson, Ar.| 2.08 * | 855 **
’s. |12.40am| 4.562
Jackson, Lv. 2.12 * | 400 ** | 7.00am|12.40 * | 4.55 si

Ann Arbor, « 852 * | 5,15 “ | 836 ¥ | 2.00 * | 628

clubs $2. Apply early.
wl
—
&a-Free tuition to students who have the ministry in view.
i
SRING TERM of 1876 begins February 22,
Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina thor
ough and practical manner, by the use ot the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars,

hope to deserve

the continued

approbation of the patrons.
or further mformation address the Principal,

or,

x

WARREN F088,

Secretary.

Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.
HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.—CALENDAR for the 36th Academical Year,
Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
ember 6, 1875.

Spring Term opens March 21, 1876.
e Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms moderate. Send tor Catalogue.
g
J.8.GARDNER, Principal.’
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

EBANON

ACADEMY

.—G.F. CHASE,

A. M., Principal, with full board of teach~
ers.

Pupils fitted for business or the best colleges.
Spring Term, of 10 weeks, begins May 2, 1876.
Fall Term opens Tuesday Sept. 6, 1876,

For particulars,

address the Jimcipal

or

ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTI
‘TUTE-~WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,
IOWA.
REV. G. §. BRADLEY, A. M. Principal; MRS.
G. 8S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with several Lcompetent

Assistants.

:

Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commences Novem:
ber 30th, 1875.
Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences March

14th, 1876.

/

A

Kor circulars write to the Presiden. Rev? Q, E.
BAKER, or to the Principal,
auglh
DAY

at home.

Agentswanted. Outfit

$12.0 terme free. TRUE & CO., Augusta
ne.,

n037-1y.

D BAX N Ee,
(&] ATARRIIL.
CONSUMPTION
positivel
Sured by
DR, s KECK’S
JK?
new me thod.
on Iree oF
mail. Address Dr, 8, P. Stoddard,
rector, 8 West 14th stréet, New York,
per day at
$6.70

§ 20,

Fore

I,

home,
ate.

Samples
Sinan

Wayne Junc.,|
a. Junct’n.|
Detroit,
Ar.

445
| 545 *
530 * | 6.10 **
545“ | 625 *

Going West.

[* Mail,

Detroit,

[9.23 ** | 2.40 ** | 7.08 4
[10.00 ** | 3,15 * | 745 »
110.15 * | 3,30 * | 8.00

* Day

*ack'nls

Lv | 7.00am|10,05am|

@. T. Junct’n'|
Wayne Junc..|
Ann Arbor, -|

7.15 **
7.57 *
8.56 *

Jackson, Ar.[1040
Jackson, Lv.[1045
Albion, = = Hs
, | Marshall,
=~ [i

Eve's)|

Exp’ss.|Exp’ss.

4.00pm|

6.00pm|

&

9.50pm

“14.15 +
6.15 **
[10.49 * | 4.50 ** | 6.47 **
[11.26 * | 545 ** [<7.45 *

* 112.32pm|
* [12.87 **
"
i 4
m

Pacif.
Exp'ss.

p’ss

7.15pm;

9.25 a
9.30 *
10 "
“1

|10.06 [10.48 *¢
[11.30

12.42am
112.45
4 4"
145 **

Kalamazoo, «| 133°]

348 * | .00am|[12:90am| 2.86 *

Niles,~

508 “oe
- 731 |w | 304

~-

=

|3845*

Newchg’n
Buffalo, ii

423“

| 6.10"

| 230"

| 430"

feeu

Chicago, Ar. 7.30 * | 800 » 110:20 » | 630 + | 8:00

* Sunday excepted. § Saturday and Sunday excepted
f Daily.

HENRY C. WENTWORTH,

1 yi.

H.B.LEDYARD

G.T.& T. A. Chicago.’

Gen

Sup't, Delroit,

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD.
Depot
foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
Street, Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.
CHICAGO

TRAINS.

Leaver

| Arrive.

St. Louis Express,
= = = =
[*8.40a.m.[*845p.m
St. Louis Fast Line, = = = = § 8.9 p.m. § 7.80 a, m.
Cairo & New Orleans Express, 841a.m,
*845p. m.
Cairo & New Orleans Express, § 835 p. m.|§ 7.80 a. m.

Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a. m.(*

ELIHU HAYKS, Sec. Trustees.

W.. Lebanon.

\
Ld

+o
VIENNA 1873; PARIS, 1807.

The location of this school, near the college
and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during their
preparatory

Awarded.

THRAR
HIGHEST
MEDALS
DIPLOMA OF HONOR +=

SCHOOL.—FRITZ

three Assistants,

Truly, when the

righteous die the people mourn.
8. N'.

CABINET ORGANS.
UNEQUALED
2 INAPPROACHED

For further information address the

resident, O. B. Cheney,
Fullonton, Lewiston,

M.

bis residence, May 6, aged 67 years,

ON & HAMLIN

BATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.—FALL TERM, 1875.
The Fall Term of the Theological School connected with Bates College begins Tuesday, Au.

Winter Term opens

4

"OVE
on
WU

School

I. W. SANBOKN
Sec’y. Board of Tristees,
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.

fost 21th,

:

was, for three years, offered for any case of the
above diseases which could not be cured by Clark’s
AvtiBillious Sompound,
a
80!
nearly
eve
ruggists in the
United States, Price 4 per Hottie,
R,C. & C. 8. CLARK,
2661
| Cleveland, 0.

on their own exertions for an education, receiv
at reduced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in }families; wn clubs
i the lower rates, and rooms
furnished for self&.
full

fity,

.A REWARD

Miss S. ALMA PENDEXTER, Associate.
Miss LELIA E. FoL8OM, Teacher of Music.
MR. SANFORD A. GO8S, Teacher of Penmanship,
with: a full be i lement of tompetant 4504 stants,
complete courses of 8
1=~=Classica
Scientific, and Ladies’ course, School first class
in every particular. Library and Reading Room
free to students. School Building new and com<
modions.
:
School
r, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
TER
TERM be,
Tdesaay, November
30,

For

Consumpe
y Erysipolas,

Salt Rheu:
‘ever and Ague, Gene
Nervous Headache; and Female a

Racul
H
J.S. BROWN, A. M.,
al.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.

SPRING TERM

to ve a good
a
a RSE to the Liver its

tion, Sorofie, Catarrh,

MRs. MARY C., widow of John D. Laselle,
died in Washington, Vt.,| April 17, at the
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—A.
residence of her father, Jno. D. Broughton,
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight asaged 45 years.
She experienced religion when |
sociates.
5
eleven years of age, was baptized
by Rev.
Six regular courses for both sexes. -Four terms
Charles Smith, in the Teal 1849, and joined the

Charlotte Harmon, died in Minueapolis,Mino.,

The Globe of Council Bluffs, Iowa, tells
a sad story ol a man ont there who, given

A viaduct

assed on until after her second marriage be-

a worthy

es

Eoucatronal.

in Dover, March 8, aged 76 years and 9
months. She was a member of the Strafford

clubs, where

ra
»

TTY

a

do, not

rv

-

can well be afforded to any
Verses are inadmissible.

to strong drink and gambling, lost all his
in the -measUnder the authority of this vote, a bread, with onions, beans, cucumbers, money on one occasion, and then offered
series of town meetings was held in and lettuce is bis staple food, Still, even to bet his little daughter, five years ald,
His
May, June and the early part of July, these small needs,—and we should be against a certain sum of money.
pledging the support of the inhabitants to glad to hear of education giving him a proposition was accepted, and he lost the
American independence. The earliest of taste for more than these,—bd, a day child. The winner e¢laimed the forfeit,
these meetings, it is believed, was held can hardly make the. fellah a happy man. and the father, who is a widower and a
in Boston at the Old Brick /Meeting- The women, as well as the men, contrib- man of kindly heart, notwithstanding his
house on the28d. It
gave a plear and ute by their work to the maintenance of dissolute habits, had to comply. The chill
emphatic answer.
The representatives the family. The idea of the seclusion is said to be in excellent hed, and her
‘who were chosen on that day were unsh- of the harem has ceased to be maintain- ‘possessor declares his intention of keeping her as his own child, unless the father
imously instructed to use their endeavors ed among the agricultural
class, The
that the delegates of Massachusetts fin covering of the face is the only relic of forces him by legal measures to give her
Congress should be advised that the a it, and even in towns it 18 not an unusu- up.
habitants of this colony would cheerfully al sight te see both sexes engaged in
A gigantic new bridge is about to be
support Congress ** with their lives and common work."— Troy Tvmes.
Std
built across the St. Lawrence at Montreal,
the remnantof their fortunes,” if that
40-44
to accommodate street cars, earriagesand
body should declare the United Colonits
In India, according to the census, there
independent of Great Britain, Four days are six handred and thirty-six profession- foot passengers as well as railroad traffic.
fortunes, to support them

gre.”

Wr

insure an
Important.

before Quebec was compelled to raise the
siege and to retreat with the utmost pre- WEDDING AT OLIVER OROMWELL'S.
In one of the Historical Manuscripts
cipitation and confusion, leaving behind
the sick and wounded and a considerable recently published by the Eaglisn royal
quantity of cannon, ammunition and
pro- commisgion occurs the following entry:
visions. - This unfortunate expedition, “16567, November 14. On Wednesday
from whichso much
had been hoped, last was my Lord Protector’s daughter
bad been signally disastrous in spite of a married to the Earl of ‘Warwick's grandromantic bravery and a rare tenacity of ‘son; Mr. Scobell, as a justice of the
purpdse;
aod no farther attempt was ‘peace, tied the knot after a godly prayer
made to effect a union between
Canada made by one of His Highness’ divines;
and on Thursday
was the wedding
and the other colonies.
On the 17th, Captain James Mugford, feast kept at Whitehall, where they had
of Marbichead, in the armed schoouer 48 violins and 50 trumpets and much
Franklin, captured and brought into Bos- mirth with [rolics, besides mixt dancin
a thing heretofore accounted as
ton a valuable prize ship with 1500 barrelsof powder and other stores for the till 5 of the clock yesterday morning.
British army. On the following Sunday, Amongst the dancers there was the Earl
the 19th, in attempting to go to sea, his of Newport, who danced with Her Highvessel ran ashore off Point Shirley; and ness. There was at this great solemnity
shortly afterward she was attacked Ly a the Countess of Devonshire (grandmothnumber of boats from the British ships-of- er to the bridegroom), who presented the
war in the harbor.
A fierce battle en- bride with 2,000l. worth of plate. And
sued, in which our men were finally vic- ere long the other daughter is to be martorious, but only after the death of their ried to my Lord Fauconbridge, as ’tis
said.
brave commander.— Boston Advertiser.

two months in the winter.

-

have homes here board in well regulated

little army

butcher's meat a superfluity, and a covered sleeping place is only, necessary for

n

them with cash equal to len cents a line, w

I would say that it varies somewhat according to the manner of living.

ear,
y The majority of students

L

fe

$3

00ST OF A OOLLEGE OOURSE.
‘The following article, relative to the
expense ofa eourse at Bates College, |
lately appeared in the Lewiston Journal :

pursuit. It affords unlimited opportuniState constitutions and bills of right, or ties for self-gratitication in sprinkling the
through all their contemporary exposi- by-standers with the waving brush; and
tions in which it may be found.
have you ever noticed that the same fair
The military and naval transactions of liquid which whitens the wall ruins your
‘the month were not without interest or clothes wherever it touches them?

8poké afterward, and/gave the reason for
this forbearance,<his grace added: Bat
the important
ffet is told, that Britain
has lost the onl
Place of arms from
whence she could with advantage begin
. ‘her operations against the northern colonies; and that Washington, with his
army whole, entire, unchecked, unbroken, does possess it. It matters little
~ whether General Howe is gone to Halifax
THE FELLAH.
with a few more guns, or a few less.”
The Egyptian fellah receives, on an
Two other debates on American affairs |’average, about ten cents aday for his
occurred in the House of Commons during labor in the country. Concerning him
the month, and in both the opposition an English writer remarks,—and
my
leaders were left in the same hopeless observations confirm his statements,—
minority.
that ‘‘ he goes about half naked. He
On this side of the Atlantic, the drift never eats meat. He lives in a windowtoward independence was rapid and com- less, one-roomed mud hut. But under
hensive in-its movement. On the 10th an Egyptian sky a coat isa nuisance,

09 Muy, the House of Representatives of

TT

vy

the United Colonies free and independent. | The tuition is $36 per year; room rent
States, absolved from all allegiance to, or from $15 to $18; use of library, incidentdependence upon, the crown or Parliaals and catalogues, $8, making the posiment of Great Britain,” And they were tive College expenses ‘$59 to $62 per

anthorized to give their assent to such a
ins everybody appears sinall declaration, and to any measures thought
a
everybody.
to
small
tohim, and he appears
necessary and proper by ~Congress for
A helping word to one in trouble is often forniing
foreign alliances and a confederlike a switch on a railroad track; but one
inch between wreck and smooth-rolling pros- ation of the colonies, provided that the
power of forming colonial governments
perity.
and regulating the internal affairs of the
God can not make me good without my
several colonies,should be left to the colmore than he can make me

«concurrence any
healthy. I must take just as reasonable and
definite measures MEalnst malice,envy and uncharitableness, if I have a tendency that way,
as against rheumatism and typhoid fever.—

—T

”
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§ Daily.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R.
Depots foot of Lake Street, Indiana Avenue and Sixteenth Stréet, and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Ticket Offices 59 Clark Street, and at depots.

CHICAGO TRAINS.

Leave,
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Ottawa & Streater Passenger, - [* 7.30 a. mJ*

| Arrive.
740 p. m
740 p. m
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4.30 p. m

Aurora

10,108; m

Pacific Fast Line for Omaha, - [*10,00 a. m.{* 400 p, m
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ra

for his indictment.

$600 worth

of moss, which is used by the nurserymen
for packing trees.
Itis sold for 5 a load
on the ground.
One morning Pat was taking down the
shutters,

women

.when

a

to vote

brother

for

Irishman

school

officers,

about

200 voted last week Tuesday.
They were
very politely received by the assembled
crowd,

and

the ballot boxes

were decorat-

ed with flowers in their honor.
A lady in Paris is introducing a. new
fashion in regard to furniture.
She is having all her chairs,

sofas,

and even her car-

fill the air with an agreeable,

Oil City, Pa., pays its mayor a salary
$1 a year.

of

R. I., paid

dog licensesin April.

over

$5,000

for

_

Hartford, Ct., intends a saving of $15,000
in its police.

About 18,000,000 feet of limb:r were
burned
at
W ilamspors;
Pa.
Loss,
$270,000.
4
Mackerel are scarce and high priced.
The city of New York pays more than
one-half of the whole State tax.
Fires on the mountains near Port Jeriers, N. Y., have destroyed
timber.

much

valuable

not too

powerful, perfume.
The fashion is derived from the Eastern nations, and prevail

extensively

Plymouth church has 8. just received 65
new members.
An ice famine is imminent in St. Louis.

but

over

a considerable

Asia.

"

A Professor asked his
the aurora?”

A:

class:

student,

part

of

scratching

his

illustrated
paper
on cylinders; but will
print both sides at once,and deliver it com-

pleted, at the rate of 12,000 an hour.
The number and amount of the failures

first quarter of

Brigham Young's son John has but one
wife and doesn’t want any more.
A drive of 24,000,000 logs is afloat on the
Androscoggin river.
The Belfast, Me., lodge of Good Mem.

1876 are much larger than was anticipated, the. total failures having been 2,806,
and the liabilities $64,644,156.
The fail-

plars, with 750

quarter 1733 for $38,000,000;

members,

is the largest

in

the country.

Ice in Maine is $2 a ton at wholesale.
Nelson, N. H.,

will

dedicate a soldiers’

monument, July 4.
A large force is operating the mica mines
in Grafton,

N. H.

A $60,000 to $70,000 State home for
aged is proposed in Concord, N. H.
Jason Emerson

& Son's cotton

the

mills,

at

Bramanville, R. I., are to shut down.
Hon. Wm. H. Barnum has been nominated for United
Democrats.

States Senator, by the Conn.

Cherries are ripe in California.
Bath, Me., decides thatit has no money
to spend in a fourth of July celebration.
The third annual National Soldier's Re-

union will be held at Caldwell,

O.,

Sept.

5—17.

ures

during

1275,

were

as

follows:

second

first

quar-

ter 1581 for $33,000,000; third quarter 1771
for $54,000,000; fourth Squirter
2405 for
$70,000,000.

‘‘ My poem is rather lengthy,” she said,
‘“ and may be you won't have room for it
this week.”
The editor yawned and replied, ¢ O yes, we could find room for it if
it was twelve times as long—our stove is
-a large one,

Dodworth,

founder

of

you see.”

Supreme

of Mass.,

:

Greenville, N. H., has voted to build a
$26,000 town hall.
There are 1055 railroad aroarings at

-grade in Connecticut.
Dr. W. H. Hall, editor of Hall's Journal

of Health, died on Wednesday.
A severe flood is reported

in the

Con-

necticut valley.
i
There is a great scarcity of food in the
Black Hills.
Thieves rob the ‘sleeping emigrants on
the Pacific Central R. R.
Mr. Moody is to attend the Missouri 8S.
8S. convention at Kansas city.

Thé Methodists contemplate calling

a

world synod of Methodism.
FOREIGN.
The

Prince

Imperial,

of

France,

studying artillery.

is

i

Austrian cavalry is to be raised to 60,000
exclusive of the landwehr.
Prince of Wales
Thursday:
Ex-Queen Isabella
during the summer.

arrived
will

Ottawa river, Canada,
ever known.

in

England,

return to Spain

Swe-

the highest

Divers have thus far recovered

- from the wreck
Jer.
;

of the

$200,000

steamship

Kate Field has made a successful

on the London stage.
The war between Guatemala

and

SchilA
debut

Sal-

vador is in progress.

Princess Isabella, of Portugal, is seriously ill.
‘The Germans think of ‘erecting six forts
on their eastern frontier.
Great excitement prevails in Constanti-

mople over the “events of the past : fortit.

ig

‘i

olin Times has & warmly con-

_gratulatory

did try

farmer

Spesiog of the Centennial Exhibition.
Ay Cardinal Autonell’s bali egardedas

it have

come

EDUCATIONAL.

the rhetorical

society

on Monday.
On Tuesday, the examinations take place.
On Wednesday,the graduating exercises.
Professor Sewall will
deliver his inaugural on Wednesday.
Rev. H. P. Torsey, President of Maine
Wesleyan Seminary and Female College,
has returned from the South, where he
has spent the winter.
He will now attend
to the work for Commencement.
° May 5th was made memorable in Detroit
in the history of the public schools by the
planting of centennial trees on the school
grounds.
A general gathering took place
and speeches were made by prominent cit-

‘izens.
An alumni professorship.is proposed for
Marietta College, Ohio, with an endow-

ment of twenty-five thousand dollars.
New Mexico has only 116 public schools,
and 4,694
school
children.
Of these

tion, 29 students.

present,

More

in the

institu-

than one-half of

the graduating class will make farming
their profession, as has thus far been the
case with 52 per cent. of all the gradu-

The third meeting of the North-western’
Inter-State

Collegiate

Association

held at Chicago last week..

ical contents

which

was

In the orator-

followed,

medal prize was awarded to Chas.

the gold
T.

No-

jand, of Mo., and the silver medal to Miss
Laura A. Kent, of Ohio.
The former pregented the subject:
* Our 'Republic—
Church and State;”
the latter that of
‘‘Beatrice and Margaret. »

Emerson

Institute at Mobile,

under the augpices of the

Albu,

Am. Missionary

Association,and which had become a flourishing institution, was burned

recently, by

an incendiary.
About 250 students
turned out of doors. The Association
rebuild at once.
(1
Dartmouth Gollege has arranged for
examination of Western applicants for
mission, to take place at Chicago under

general

direction

alnmui association.

of the lime,

are new

vase

fully than

out of employment

of

which

will do

finest frnit

or

many useful

none,

succeeded.
I commenced
an experiment to produce
growing

trees that

did

and I have

bear,

not

How

ex-

be done

root

growth "to

return

tree

have

this to fail

never known

when

be eaten with
sugar.

to

bear

fruit

if

desired;

branches

out
is

but

I

George E.

weighed

necessary.

with

which it needs

are
will
the
adthe

of the North-western

nothing but fine

fruit for

the

market

is

the market seeks him and pays him a
bounty for his care and honesty. A good
reputation isa good thing. A farmer who
grows fine wool and cleanses it in the most,
thorough manner, and offers nothing but

fine wool, is "known

among all manufac-

turers through their agents, and his product is worth a premium. His reputation
makes him a market at his door.— Detroit

Tribune.

W

Hens IN FRANCE.
has been made and
paperin regard to
numberof hens in

valued

at

A curious .statement
published in a French
hens. It reckons the
France at 40,000,000,

$20,000,000.

Of

these about |

one-fifth are killed annually for the market. There is an annual net production of
80,000,000 chickens, which in market yield
$24,000,000.
The extra value to be added

for capons, fattened hens, and the like, at
$2,000,000. The production of eggs per

pen worth $48,000,000.

In all it is reck-

oned that the value of hens,

chickens and

eggs sold in the markets of France,
$80,000,000. .

is
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able features,which led to healthy growth,

success

and permanency.

Care in the

selection of responsible, worthy agents,
discrimipation

in risks, close economy,

prudent dividends, sound

investments,

prompt and fair payment of losses by fire,

and fair and generous dealing towards

all. This sound conservative policy won
confidence, patronage, and strength each
successive year. We predict a long fu-

ture for the New Hampshire
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surance.
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try it, and if you do, | Oa

at $10,000,000.——Mineapolis

ground bare to some extent, a light harrow is probably preferable.
The object
in harrowing is to mellow the soil and
loosen the roots, not tear them out; but
this is seldom done even in severe harrowing. The rolleris then to be applied to
smooth the land and pack both the soil and
the roots. This does not destroy the
mellowness.
The grass thus gets virtual-

ly a hoeing,

PRODUCE.

8. 8 | fuirtogd. do.27 @. 29
@. 10
ordinary.....20 @ 25

Print Cloths. xa.

ed the past year 1,200 harvesters and mowerg, 7,800 plows, and 478 carriages and
sleighs. The
total sale of agricultural
implements during the year reaching the
sum of $640,650, and of carriages and

the common grain harrow is equally good,
and I think the effect shows it to be better. A well-formed sod will stand a good
hetchelling ; and will be the better for the
treatment.
Where the roots are less essparse,

Medium é-4..7
Drills, brown..9

color.——Twelve million dollars worth of
cattle are stated by the Chicago Tribune
to be waiting the drying of the mud bound
country roads to be got to market and
distribute that amount of money through
the ‘ountry; and this is but one item of
the farm produce that within the next sixty days will be replaced by money.——The
coming wheat crop of Kansas is estimated

pose has been thought to be the best, but

more
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and

HARROWING MEADOWS.
This should not
be neglected; but should be done just as
soon as the ground
will permit..
The
meadow should be harrowed and crossharrowed. A light harrow for this pur-

tablished,

remove

ly sold a pair of steers 2

a judicious

equally

Glue.

NONESTIOS

way

ITEMS.

tried

all sprouts

The best

Potato beetles are already coming to the
surfacein large numbers in New Jersey,
and are apparently getting ready for an
active campaign when the season advances.——A large feeder of pork states that
if a farmer will thoroughly cook the meal,
he may assume that from seven to eight
bushels will make 100 pounds of pork.——

in July, and trees of any age may be forced
to

believe it,

Put in a basin and

In such

that you wish.

@. 11

2.13% 8 Bx Apilea. $301 4 0) @ 4 I

sour milk, half a pound of clear salt pork
chopped moderately fine, two eggs well
beaten, one teaspoonful each of soda and
ground cinnamon, a teaspoonful of blackberry preserves, or any other fruit you
may prefer; flour to make a stiff batter.

and you get a crop

of fruit from every

them
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cases,
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be used
in
July, the roots are shortened, the sap finds
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brown;

you don't

the forces of any tree so that it will store
up food for fruit production, instead of
wood production, if we wish, and not in:
jure the tree thereby. Some trees on fa-

ing

Yes

serve them hot and dry.
Do not put them
in grease again.
In this way the fowl is
very tender and is a great delicacy.
If

we can direct

other
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it a

If it breaks easily,

{plo

.

pracalbo. . 11 8. 104

to fry chickens is this:«Scald, pick and
wash your chickens thoroughly in clean
water; then quarter and throw them into
boiling lard. In a few minutes they will

tinued the most healthy, and stood the
severe winter the best.
From this fact I
studied out the needs of the tree, and have
found out that all trees and plants store
up each year a certain amount of food for a

this, while

Sava.

SO -4-b
* ++

of time; but to my * surprise the trees that

will do

on

oo
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were severely root-pruned not only bore
the most and best fruits, but they con-

Now
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Just as the washerwoman would do when Wisconsin—
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she intends to remove a staih. If this Southern
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pecting it would do to continue any length

specific purpose alone.

and
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COFFEE

cates some backbone, then it is necessary,
if the woman is right brave, and dares to

root-pruning as
fruits on rapid-

not

stand,

strength of the thread.

Dr. Hull, the well known pomologist of
Alton, Ill, spoke as follows at the annual
meeting of the American Pomological Society:
“I have seen great revolutions in fruitgrowing, having been a resident of Illinois twenty-nine years.
At first ‘it was
declared that no cultivated fruits could be
grown in the middle and northern parts
of the State.
But I was determined to
grow the

or

the examination has gone far enough; it
is wisdom to look further. We will suppose ‘the thread has been tried and indi-

he knows little.

The hard times are teaching
lessons.— Congregationalist.

OAPEO: esses

:

quantity of grass seed.
Moisten it every
day, and in a short time your sponge will
be beautiful and green. - The seeds grow
fast, and the whole-is inexpensive while
at the same time it is pretty.
WHEN a woman is about to choose black
silk, it is well to pull a thread out of the
“tram,” or filling. She
must ‘try the

well to look about them and see if they
can not arrange some way by which they
can secure a farm, and thus-be able to lead
a more independent life than they have
hitherto.
Let the farmer's son look to it
well before he leaves the business to which
he has been reared, to go into another far
more uncertain,

in place

0.h1y 10%

36
hax

Pa

Anthracite,¥
2000 bs— | Do.doano nx +1
retail. .....700 @ 750
AnD
12 XE.
TX

Ir you desire a curiosity on your flower
stand, take an old sponge, place in a glass

before, that, after all, few, if any, are better off than he; and this is true. Many

who

answer

Cumberland 5 00@. 5 50

IN preparing nests for setting hens a
plenty of sulphur should be sprinkled in
the pest, and occasionally more added to
guard against vermin.

the

as the land has usually laid long and beschools, ten are controlled by religious or- come more or less hard.— Farmers’ Union.
' A
oop
BEPUTATION. A good reputation
ders.
Iowa has twenty-two Catholic education- in bUSMESs affairs is of the first importance
al institutions.
to any farmer, and especially to a young
farmer.
A reputation for being a grower
A report just issued by the examining
of first class-fruit is worth as much, yea,
committee of the New Hampshire
College
more, than the crop itself, if such a comof Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts repA farmer noted
specting the recent examination, shows parison is permissible.
that there are, at

cined plaster of Paris will

By this system, blight in a great measure
is prevented and trees are kept healthy.”

The annual commencement of the Bangor Theological Seminary will occur June
5—7.
Professor Thayer, of Andover Sem-

inary, will address

to mix lime withthe white of an egg. Cal-

others

grief,

seems to realize more

system <of thinning

ates.

was

who

diseased

decides

that the Old South church property can be
sold.
Huxley will be here in August.
Rubies are the most scarce jewels at the
present time.
Hon. H. B. Harrison is nominated for
U. 8. Senator by the Connecticut Republicans.
Mrs. Agnes D. Houghton will deliver
the Memorial Day oration at Bath, Me.
Concord, N. H., wishes to let 200 vacant

houses.

When the merchant and

the root growth, the tree then forms fruit
buds and ripens up all growth before winter sets in, and is thus enabled to stand

Christianstad,

bor was $257,490.

Court,

VARIOUS HINTS.
ONE of the best cements for crockery is

and is likely to, let the

been discovered near

-Gen. Kilpatrick is lecturing in Iowa.
The

content.

vorable soil

Dod-

storm.

He gets a living,

honored name of a farmer, and a man who
will deliberately and knowingly seed foul
seed ought to be liable to a criminal pros.
ecution.— Western Rural.
..
EB
Bl UD im

times come what they will; and as he sees
$0 many worse off than he is, the presumption is that it leads him to be rather more

rieties and other solls tend to wood growth
production; in such cases they are so taxed to force the sap to the ends of the
roots that they have not time after mak-

worth’s band, of New York, is dead.
The Presidential election occurs on No-

ed by a rain

me-

chanic and laborer; those who are seldom heard to complain, now join in declaring that the times were never so hard
as now.
The farmer, who is more in the
habit of fault-finding, does not seem to
complain’any
more than usual, if a8 much.

‘‘ Plase, sur, what’s the fare from Dublin to Glasgow?” inquired a son of the Emerald Isle, one day, of the clerk of a shipping office. ‘‘Eighteen shillings,”replied the
other,
‘An’ what d’ye charge for a pig or
a cow?” ¢‘ Oh, 1s. 6d. for a pig, and 3s. for
acow.”
“Well,” replied Pat, ‘book me
as a pig.”
'
Interesting relics of the bronze age have

den, and also additional evidence that domestic animals existed in Sweden during
the stone age.
The average yearly cost of each prisoner
vember 7.
The
Silver is beginning to circulate freely in in England’and Wales is about $160.
{daily average mumber
of prisoners last
—Washington:
year was 17,896, and the profit on their laCrops in Kansas have been much damagThomas

complaint

“ What is

head, replied: ‘ Well,
Professor, I did
know : but I have forgotten.”
‘¢ Well, that
is sad, very. sad,” rejoined the Professor.
‘“ The only man in the world that ever
knew has forgotten it.”
A new printing machine, which is said to
be a modification of the Walter perfecting
machine, is now being built in England.
When-completed, it will not only print an

in the United States for the

merchant,

was

riages, stuffed with aromatic herbs, which
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ment
was
taken
until Monday.
The
House was engaged principally in discussing the post-office appropriation bill, rejecting by a large majority the proposition to
abolish the letfer-carrier system in cities
having less than 40,000 inhabitants.
The
printing committee made a partial report
on the subject of government printing, disclosing the existence of an unparalleled
system of extravagance in this branch of
the public service.
The report severely

near
Waterloo,

we

times.

American Gold.

BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES.

1]

passing by.‘ Why are you taking down
the shutters, Pat?” said he. - *‘ To let out
the dark, to be sure,” was the reply.
Minneapolis takes to woman suffrage
gracefully.
Under a new law permitting

Friday, andan adjourn-

a farm

sides

hard

CLOSING PRE
+
TuesdayMay, 9, 1876,
.iuuiisnsiesinreseneiinnrnres

ne

public impertance,

is

On all

about

SALES OF STOCKS

Markets.

I

Queen Victoria personally conducts a
Sunday school for the children connected
with Windsor Castle.
The late Baroness Diergardt of Prussia,
left $50,000 to found a hospital at Paris for
"Germans
suffering from illness or old
age.
i
>
There

foul seed. A man who will recklessly seed
his ground to weeds is unworthy of the

HARD TIMES AND FARMING.

In the Senate, Monday, the arguments
on the question of jurisdiction in the
Belknap impeachment case were concluded, and the court adjourned until Monday
next.
The House passed the bill to carry
into effect the provisions of the treaty
with the Hawaiian Islands, and adopted a
resolution providing for a thorough investigation into the management of the New
York custom-house.
On Tuesday, both branches of Congress,
without transacting any business, adjourned till Friday.
The Senate transacted no ‘business of

Carelessness or neg-

lect in selecting seeds occasions great losses every year. Above all things avoid

RR

MISCELLANEOUS.

RoNGRESSIONAL.

SELECTING SEEDS,

; Bural and Domestic,

Pangrapbs.
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